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This study was initiated to improve understanding of people / wildlife encounters, 

particularly those described as memorable. A focwd experience ernbraces a single 

attribute or combines transitions along prima1 or cultural strands and is simple to complex 

or a mixture of these. Seventeen attri'butes were isolated and tested to determine how they 

contribute to perceptions and conclusions of what constitutes a qualit y encounter. niis 

sîudy explored the range and interplay of human dimensions -- behavioral, social, 

environmental and knowledge. Results dernonstrated that a memorable wildlife encounter 

is very complex. Building upon the framework of benefits-based management, biophilia 

hypothesis and non-consumptive wildlife-oriented recreation rnodel. this study provides 

insight into visitor satisfaction and assists management at Elk Island National Park, 

Canada. 
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Chapter 1: Literature Review and Guiding Principies 

Introduction and Or~anization of Thesis 

Now more than ever, there is a need to understand the f i l I  range of benefits 

derived from human interactions with the natural world. This thesis considers the hurnan 

dimensions of wildlife management, specificalIy, what humans derive h m  wildlife 

viewing. This understanding is necessary to properly manage wildlife using an ecosystem 

management approach. Successfùlly incorporating human concems into ecosystem 

management means giving equal consideration to humans as well as to physical and 

biological considerations. 

This thesis is built upon research started three decades ago that helped public land 

managers identify and understand the importance of many nature-based benefits (Driver, 

Brown, & Peterson, 1994). While these understandings have been valuable, they have 

also been incomplete and researchers have yet to fully study the more elusive benefits of 

wildlife viewing that may stem from a possible relationship between wildlife and 

humans. 

This thesis consists of ten chapters. Chapter 1 focuses on a literature review that 

forms the basis of the author's understanding of memorable wildlife encounters. For the 

purposes of this study a memorable wildlife encounter is defined as a direct encounter 

with any species of native park wildlife (fauna or vertebrate or invertebrate or flora) that 

stands out in the respondent's memory as a significant or important event that elicits a 

primal response. 



Chapter 2 presents the rnethodological fiamework and descnbes data collection 

rnethods. Background on wildIife viewer characteristics is presented in chapter 3. Chapter 

4 descnbes the importance of wildlife viewing to the Elk Island National Park ( E W )  

visitor. 

Additional research content is presented in chapters 5 to 8. Chapter 5 is devoted to 

visitor knowledge and favorite wildlife species. Chapter 6 examines the attributes of a 

mernorable wildlife encounter with the focus on behavioral, social. environmental and 

knowledge aspects. Variations arnong wildlife viewers are represented in chapter 7. 

including prefe~ed wildlife species and preferred wildlife sounds. Chapter 8 reports the 

findings of children's wildlife encounters. 

Next. chapter 9 presents strategies for wildlife viewing. relating strategies back to 

the vanous visitor categories that were esamined. Chapter 1 O re-examines research 

questions posed in chapter 1, details the findings of the audy  and concludes with a series 

of recommendations. 

Wildlife Viewine Potential of E M  

Recognized as a significant wildiife watching area and listed in the "Alberta 

Wildlife Viewing Guide" (1990): EINP boasts a population of over 30 native mammals. 

including several thousand Manitoba elk (Cews  elaphus manitobensis), bison, moose 

and deer. As well, there are six species of amphibians and reptiles, more than 200 species 

of birds, and over 600 species of plants typical of the transitional aspen parkland boreal 

forest outlier. 



Wildlife viewing in EINP is the prime attraction for visitors (Parks Canada. 

1994). EINP has spectacular opportunities for viewing a variety of wildlife. Bison 

grazing alongside the Parkway that runs through the centre of E N  provide visitors a 

close look at this native North Amencan animal. Moose and Manitoba elk are also 

sometimes visible fiom the roadside. Travelling along the Parkway is also a good 

opportunity to stop and listen for birds, including the Red-eyed vireo, Rose-breasted 

grosbeak and Least flycatcher. This Parkway also skirts many ponds and lakes where 

beaver and muskrat are comrnon. These ponds and lakes teem in surnmer with waterfowl. 

including American widgeons. Northem shovellers and Blue-winged teals. 

The variety of visitor viewing opportunities includes roadside pullouts and over 

100 kilometers of hiking trails. These opportunities allow the visitor to partake in a 

variety of wildlife encounters. fîom seeing a herd of rare and native Manitoba elk to 

catching a glimpse of a Great grey owl. 

Backgound of Study 

Several events led to the formulation of this study. Previous quantitative studies, 

including a 199 1 EINP greater Edmonton telephone survey, a 199 1 park entrance survey 

and a 1994 exit survey confirmed that abundant, easily accessible wildlife, especially 

bison, is a major reason for visits to EINe (Criterion Research Corporation, 199 1 ; Parks 

Canada 7 994). 

The 199 1 Elk Island telephone and entrance surveys (Criterion Research 

Corporation, 199 1) did not encourage respondents to yield information about their major 

reason for visiting E M  that was identified as wildlife viewing. Dunng the entrance 



survey, respondents did not have the tirne to descnbe their wildlife encounters as there 

were often other cars waiting in the line, anxious to enter or exit EINP while the survey 

was being conducted. The telephone survey also did not encourage respondents to 

describe their wildlife encounters. 

However, in-depth interviews were conducted during the 1994 exit survey, where 

cars were randomly stopped to find out why wildlife viewing was the major reason for 

visiting EINP. The questions were constructed to encourage a p a t e r  discussion of the 

essence of wildlife encounters. Under the supervision of this researcher, in conjunction 

with Parks Canada Socioeconomic Division, (persona1 communication), wo University 

of Alberta students were given forma1 training in interview techniques, so that they could 

administer the 1994 exit survey face to face. Despite this effort, an additional survey was 

needed to define what constituted a memorable wildlife encounter. As it was established 

that wildlife viewers were the major group visiting EINP, in order to plan a more 

effective wildlife management program with a wildiife-viewing component, an in-depth 

analysis using a qualitative approach was needed. At the same time these surveys were 

occumng Parks Canada, as an agency, was beginning to move corn activities-based 

management to benefits-based management throush the execution of visitor surveys that 

were at least partially benefits based. E N  is currently re-evaluating its visitor offerings 

within a systems planning concept. 

Some researchers believe that more studies are needed about what people feel 

about nature in order to supplernent the large number of studies of what people are doing 

in nature (Driver and Ajzen, 1996). Stynes and Stokowski (1996) add that qualitative 

science can contribute to solving this problem because it assumes that researchers must 



entre into the live world of their subjects in order to understand meznings and 

experiences. 

Literature Review 

Four primary academic principles provide the theoretical underpinnings that guide 

this investigation. From this theoretical base, the thesis explores four main areas: (a) the 

challenge of measunng benefits that arise from the human connection to nature 

(Recreation Demand Hierarchy, RDH); (b) the human need to connect to nature; (c) 

understanding the compiexity of a human / wildlife interaction, Le.. human dimension 

research; and (d) human dimension applied specifically to wildlife or practicing sound 

wildlife stewardship and wildlife management by demanding more attention to the study 

and inclusion of human dimension (HD). 

This research concludes thar wildlife encounters are Ver y cornplex and that, 

through HD nudies. some of these complexities c m  be understood. The seventeen 

wildlife attributes this study has isolated and examined are often intercomected. which 

adds to the complexity. These attributes were developed from the pretea and the 

literature. They were subsequently reaffirmed and expanded during the actual interviews. 

Benefits of the Hurnan / Nature Comection (Recreation Demand Hierarchy, RDH) 

Several researchers have striven to understand nature and outdoor recreation 

(Bruns, Driver, Lee, Anderson, & Brown, 1994; Driver, 1994; Driver, Brown, Stankey,& 

Gregoire, 1987; Driver & Tocher, 1970; Lee & Dnver, 1992; Stein & Lee, 1995: Wagar, 



1966). In the process, recreational frameworks include nature. Wildlife viewins has been 

incorporated into these frameworks in varying degrees. 

In the 1960s and 1 9 7 0 ~ ~  North Arnencan manasers of public lands ignored the 

benefits of wildlife viewing and other benefits of on-site recreation experiences and 

instead focused on facilities uid providing the opportunity to partake in recreation 

activities, that is, activity-based management (ABM, Driver. 1994; Lee & Driver, 1992). 

Visitor satisfaction and the quality of the recreation experience was largely ignored 

(Wagar, 1 966). This ABM focused on protecting resources, overseeing visitors and 

providing proçrarns and services. It was concemed with providing highly valued 

recreation attractions, such as facilities and land (Bruns, et al.. 1994). Management 

efforts Iargely ignored visitor satisfaction and the qualit y of t he on-site recreation 

experiences (including the quality of a wildlife viewing experience (Wagar. 1966). 

It was not until the development of the RDH that more emphasis was given to the 

benefits of recreation opportunities, including wildlife viewing. The RDH States that 

"recreationists have demands to engage in preferred recreation activities within preferred 

settings to realize satisfying experiences which usually can be viewed as beneficial in and 

of themselves or which can contnbute to immediate or subsequent benefits to those 

recreationists and perhaps to other people" (Driver & Brown, 1978, p. 8). Within the 

RDH, a recreational activity might be wildlife viewing in E W .  The setting might be the 

EMP Parkway and the beneficial experience might be enjoying sights of nature while a 

later benefit rnight be an enjoyable recollection (Driver, 1994, p. 9). The Recreational 

Demand Hierarchy is a sequential relationship between demand for activity opportunities, 



demand for setting opportunities, demand for expenence opportunities and demand for 

benefit oppominities (G. Swinnerton personal communication, 1998). 

The RDH, a shift from activities (ABM) to experiences (experience-based 

management, EBM) to benefits (benefits-based management, BBM) explains what BBM 

is and how it incorporates al1 recreation components, including wildlife viewing. BBM 

targets benefits in order to clearly define the outcomes of recreation engagements. 

including how managers can facilitate realization of recreation benefits (Bruns, et al.? 

1994). BBM is also called Benefits Approach to Leisure (BAL, G. Swinnerton? personal 

communication, 1 998). 

By focusing on the psychological outcomes or experiences realized from 

recreational engagements, such as wildlife viewing encounters. EBM helped managers to 

discover that visitors do not care only about activities and settings but also about 

experiences (Lee & Driver, 1992). The definition of a recreation experience is the 

"desired psychological result which motivates a person to participate in a recreational 

engagement" (Driver & Tocher, 1970, p. 53)-  EBM focuses on desired experiences, such 

as seeing a moose and her newbom calf, and defines these experiences as '4psychological 

outcomes, desired States of mind and irnmediate benefits to individuals concurrent with 

and as a result of their on-site recreation engagements" (Bruns, et al., 1994. p. 3). EBM 

incorporates ABM by descnbing a recreation opportunity as "the oppominity to engage 

in certain desired activities within preferred settings" (described by their component 

physical, social and managerial attributes) to achieve satisQing experiences. Public land 

managers are able to manipulate these physical, social and managerial setting 



charactenstics to provide visitors the opportunity to achieve desired experiences (Stein & 

Lee, 1995). 

BBM, which is an extension of EBM and ABM (while incorporating both), goes 

beyond activity and setting to improving conditions as a result of a visitor's participation 

in the recreation activity (Le.. wildlife viewing). BBM requires prevention of worse 

conditions to individuals or groups of people (Bruns, et al., 1994, p. 6) .  Under BBM. it is 

critical to recognize a benefit. which is defined as: 

Realization of desired on-site psychological experiences: changes that are viewed 

to be advantageous or improvements in condition (gains) to an individual 

(psychological & physiological), to groups, to society. or even to another entity 

such as an endangered species: or the prevention of worse conditions (Bruns. et 

ai., p. 6). 

EBM, on the other hand, does not fùlly consider on-site psychological chanses or other 

subsequent benefits generated on and off site (Bruns? et al.? p. 9).  For example. the 

experience of a mernorable wildlife encounter may be cognitively processed into 

"increased understanding" (Bruns? et al., p. 9). Benefits under BBM may be realized by 

non-users (Bruns, et al., 1994, p. 13). Benefits, accrued as a result of a memorable 

wildlife encounter in E M ,  could be beneficial to individuals onsite and offsite, for 

example, improved psychological and physiological conditions, social benefits (to 

households and communities), econornic benefits (to loczl and regional economies) or 

environmental benefits (to biophysical and cultural landscapes; Bruns, et al., 1994). 

Environmental benefits may also encompass benefits associated with ecosystern 

protection and health (Stein & Lee, 1995). 



BBM really refocused research and led to a large number of visitor studies that 

attempted to find out what visitors wanted in terms of services and desired psychological 

outcomes. Driver (1 986) concluded that, although notable progress has been made during 

the last fifieen years in improving techniques for monitoring benefits. much more work 

needs to be done. BBM research on wildlife viewing and other recreational oppomnities 

is critical because it enhances the rationality of resource allocation for wildlife viewing 

ailows resource planners and managers to define clear management objectives and 

guidelines for meeting those objectives, helps to identifi more clearly those benefits 

unique to particular wildlife viewing and other recreational opportunities and provides 

guidance to users in their wildlife viewing and other recreational activities (Driver, 1986). 
C 

Driver (1  993) also has concluded that BBM research on recreational opportunities 

such as wildlife viewing could enhance our understanding of personal benefits. Some 

examples of personal benefits include (a) enjoyment by nature, (b) physicai fitness. 

(c) reduction of tension. (d) escaping noise, (e)  outdoor learning, (f) sharing of similar 

values with others. (g) independence, (h) family intimacy, (i) spintuality, (i) achievement. 

(k) physical rest, (1) the pleasure of teaching and leading others, (m) risk-takins (n) risk 

reduction, and (O) meeting new people. Positive environmental effects include 

(a) preservation of representative ecosystems, (b) maintenance of species diversity, and, 

(c) protection of the environment. BBM has clearly given wildlife viewing the 

recognition it deserves. Now more work is needed to fil1 in the research gaps. 



The Human Need for Nature 

For the purposes of this study, nature is defined as wildemess, semi-wildemess 

and non-built places. Many researchers have provided evidence that people need nature 

@river, Brown, Stankey & Gregoire, 1987; Driver? Nash & Haas, 1987; Ewert, I996b; 

Kaplan & Kaplan 1989; Kaplan & Talbot, 1983; Leopold, 1966; Maslow, 1962; 

Manfiedo, Vaske & Sikorowski, t 996; Manne1 1, 1996; Montes, 1996; Schroeder, 1992; 

Schroeder, 1996; Ulrich, 1984: Wilson, 1984). 

There are now rnany studies on the outcornes desired from recreational 

experiences in outdoor environments. According to Kaplan and Kaplan (1989), the 

themes of stress mediation. competence building and the search for environmental 

diversity dominate the literature (p. 14 1). Kaplan and Kaplan also state, 'mature is a 

valued and appreciated part of life. . . . Nature seems . . . important to people. . . . Human 

functioning is impacted by its evolutionary origins which speaks loudly for our strong 

connection to nature in our primitive role before technological advances" (pp. 1.  7). 

Ulrich (1984) demonstrated that nature content in a hospital patient's view 

contributes to faster recovery (p. 420). Many studies provide further evidence for the 

importance of nature to people (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989: p. 2). 

Kaplan and Talbot (1983) delcare that "the wilderness inspires feelings of awe 

and wonder, and one's intimate contact with this environment ieads to thoughts about 

spiritual meanings and etemal processes" (p. 178). Individuals feel better acquainted with 

their own thoughts and feelings, and they feel "different in some way -- calmer, at peace 

with themselves, more beautifûl on the inside and unstifled" (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989, p. 

141 ). Maslow (1 962) details peak experiences as "moments of highest happiness and 



fulfillment," (p. 40) that are oRen achieved by a nature experience and other expenences 

such as creative movement and intellectual insight . 

Craik (1970) suggests that human beings have deeply rooted definable and 

measurable psychological dispositions toward the physical environment -- dispositions. 

which help drive environmental attitudes, preferences and behaviors. He also reported 

that the deepest and strongest attachments between people and natural environments may 

give birth to spirinial expenences in which people feel a sense of connection with a larger 

reality that gives meaning to their lives. Schroeder ( 1992) added that in some cases. 

people report that natural areas provide them a sense of refuge and an escape From the 

pressures of urban environments and daily routines. 

Dwyer, Schroeder and Gobster (1 99 1 ) stated that research on people's 

experiences of natural environments shows that strong emotional ties exist between 

people and elements of natural senings such as trees and forests. Montes ( 1 996) adds that 

sorne scientists have argued that natural environments are preferred by many people over 

indoor or highly urbanized settings because the former offer therapeutic advantages (p. 

109). Driver, Brown, Stankey and Gregoire ( 1987) felt that nature experience provided 

benefits while built environments had constraining or deleterious qualities. Manne11 

(1996) aates that, in 1993, Hartig and Evans argued that "the way in which humans are 

programmed by evolution causes people to experience and perceive natural environrnents 

in a way that promotes relaxation and restoration: to realize nature benefits is, in a sense? 

built-in" (p. 4 12). 



Understanding the Complexitv of the Human / Wildlife Interaction 

A number of researchers have discovered that human / wildlife encounters are 

extremely complex and very difficult to understand (Dearden, 1989; Duf i s  & Dearden, 

1990; Katcher & Becko 1983; Kellert, 1993; Leopold, 1966; McVay, 1993; Soule, 199 1 ; 

UIrick et al ,  199 1; J. J. Vaske, personai communication, 1997; Wilson, 1984, Wilson, 

1993). HD studies of wildlife viewing have helped us to try and understand this. This 

thesis seeks to explore this complexity fûrther. The attributes that contnbute to a visiter's 

meaningfûl encounters with wildlife in national parks are poorly understood (Kellen & 

Wilson, 1993; J. J. Vaske, persona1 communication, 1997; Wilson, 1984). An 

understanding of these attributes can only be gained through direct feedback fiom a 

variety of wildlife watchers. 

A widely accepted definition of a wildlife viewer is an individual who panakes in 

non-consurnptive recreational encounters with wild species to view and sometimes to 

photograph them (Duf i s  & Dearden, 1990, p. 121). Non-consumptive is defined as a 

human recreational engagement with wildlife that does not purposefully remove the 

wildlife or affect the engagement (Dufis & Dearden, 1990, p. 2 15). Wildlife viewers are 

involved in a satisfaction-seeking behavior (Driver & Tocher, 1970; Manning, 1986: 

Ewert, 1996a). D u f i s  and Dearden (1990) add that the individual is provided with the 

desire and means to pursue wildlife by personality variables connected to attitude, 

cognitive style, environmental stimuli and physiological drives that are combined with 

socio-econornic status (p. 22 1). Wildlife viewers are induced to encounter the wildlife 

under natural conditions by a set of antecedent conditions (Duf i s  & Dearden, 1990, p. 

22 1 ). 



D u f i s  and Dearden (1 990) argue that while there has been much scientific 

research on understanding the nature of individual species and the ecological 

intersections, only recently has research begun to document non-consurnptive wildlife 

activity in any detail. Most of the studies are empirïcal. 

Bryan furthered the study of wildlife viewers. In his leisure specialization 

continuum (LSC), he postulates that recreationists including wildlife viewers rnay change 

their level of specialization and cornmitment over time (1977, 1979, 1980). An analoey in 

EINP might be where a wildlife viewer begins by observing birds in a zoo_ then comes to 

EMP to view bison fiom a car dong the side of the road, progesses to gooins out with a 

group to bird watch and finally bird watches independently and becomes skilled at 

deciphering bird sounds of a particular species (Duffis & Dearden 1990, p. 223). Du&s 

& Dearden (1990) explain that gaining knowledge about a species may add to the level of 

specialization (p. 224). However, some conflict may occur between users of varying 

levels of specialization (Jacob & Schreyer. 1980). The specialists may abandon the site as 

the number of visitors to that site increase over time (Duffus & Dearden, 1990, p. 224). 

Some researchers have suggested that wildlife viewing and other forms of contact 

with wildlife are essential to human weIl being (Katcher & Beck, 1983; KelIert &I 

Wilson, 1993; Leopold, 1966; McVay, 1993 ; Soulé, 199 1 ; Ulrich, et ai.. 199 1; Wilson, 

1993;). McVay (1993) has proposed that we have a "Siamese" (p. 3)  connection to 

wildlife, but that we do not totally understand Our human / animal interactions. Our 

capacity for survival is impressive so far, but Our perceptions of who we are and how we 

fit into the world ecosystern are still vague. According to Wilson (1993), the more we 

know of other Iife forms, the more we respect ourselves: 'Biophilia . . . is the innately 



emotional affiliation of human beings to other organisms" (p. 3 1 ). 

Kellert and Wilson (1993) have stated that there is an inherent human need for 

contact with a variety of life forms, which include wildlife. Their biophilia hypothesis 

asserts the existence in humans of a biologically based inherent need to affiliate with life 

and life-like processes. Accordingly, human identity and personal fulfillment depend on 

Our relationship to nature. The human need for nature is linked to the influence of the 

natural world on our emotional, aesthetic, cognitive and spintual development: it is not 

restricted to Our material exploitation of nature. Biophilia then is the natural emotional 

affiliation of human beings with other living organisms. 

A core premise of biophilia is an intrinsic, genetic predisposition to react to 

biological phenomena. Evidence supporting such a premise would add weight to the 

argument that wildlife is essential to human well being and growth. An inborn need for 

wildlife and nature justifies conservation as both a biological and social imperative. The 

question is whether biophilic responses reside in Our DNA and, therefore, our minds. and 

if they do, whether and to what degree such primitive responses and behavior have been 

affected by a few millennia of agriculture and technology (Soulé, 1991). More research is 

needed in this area. 

Katcher and Wilkins ( 1 990) have stated t hat certain natural stimuli. including 

wildlife viewing, have arong therapeutic effects which are beneficial to individual health 

and to society. Even if this is plausible, conservationists are still concemed that electronic 

substitutes for nature (for exarnple, virtual reality) will some day displace the need to 

experience real animals and real nature (Katcher & Wilkins). More study is needed in this 

area. 



Another important area lacking study is the question of whether natural or man- 

made sounds are more relaxing (Soulé, 199 1). The sound of a Rose-breasted grosbeak 

singing during a wildlife viewing experience, for example, may provide a person with 

greater innate satisfaction than does the sighting of a bison through a car window. The 

interplay of a multitude of other variables that influence our choice of recreational 

preference suggests the extrerne cornplexity of understanding the wildli fe viewing 

phenomenon. 

There are also important gaps in the understanding of why some wildlife viewers 

prefer larger animals to smaller ones. Soulé ( 199 1 ) concluded that noticeability is ofien 

proportional to size. Most bactena and fùngi, despite their bio-geo-chemical dominance. 

are not easily visible and, therefore, unnoticed by most people. 

Pnor to 1980, limited research had been completed on the benefits of wildlife 

encounters in national parks. Henning ( 1  979) has stated that natural resource managers. 

when making sound management decisions, must include the public in the decision- 

making process. Hendee and Schoenfeld (1973) felt it was important for parks to include 

a HD in wildlife management. Vaske, Decker and Manfredo (1 995) felt the two areas are 

inseparable, since wildlife viewing may influence wildlife behavior and populations as 

well as the quality of visitor experience. 

In one study of various types of preferred wildlife-viewing experiences. users 

were divided into subgroups based on their motivation for taking trips to view wildlife 

(Driver, Tinsley & Manfiedo, 199 1). This study refined and expanded upon a 

classification of motivational factors for wildlife viewing and labeled desirable 

psychological outcomes deveioped by Driver, et al. (1 99 1 ). 



More research is needed on how park information affects the wildlife-viewing 

experience. Information plays a significant role in determinine the choice of recreation 

type, the manner of panicipation and the recollections of recreation experience 

(Roggenbuck & Bemes, 1982). Visitors seek information because it facilitates decision- 

making, increases the probability of realizing the desired satisfaction or benefits and also 

influences leisure choices (Spons & Stynes, 1985). Information is an effective means of 

increasing the practice of wildlife viewing and other recreational activities (Roggenbuck 

& Bemes). Roggenbuck and Berries have also found that instead of regulation and 

manipulation, wildlife viewers and other wildemess users preferred to have adequate 

information provided to them. As a result, many wildemess managers have implemented 

information and education programs in an attempt to alter user behavior and reduce 

environmental impact. 

Further study needs to be conducted on how tourists perceive wildlife ecology. 

animal behavior, and the dangers associated with some wild animais (Haysmith & Hunt 

1995; Maw, 1989). Because wildlife viewing is likely to increase, this information gap 

should be elirninated in order to minimize disruptions to wildlife populations and to 

maximize the pleasure of the wildlife-viewing experience. 

J. J. Vaske (personal communication, 1997) stated that while interest in the HD of 

wildlife watching has grown considerably, this is nevertheless a new area of scientific 

inquiry involving a broad range of disciplines. He added that, as a result, the gaps in 

knowledge are considerable, reflecting a beginning phase in scientific development in the 

field. He concluded that the relatively small number of studies in the HD of wildlife 

watching, with even fewer examinations of human and wildlife interactions, is evidence 



of the need for further study in this area. If one of the goals of wildlife research is to 

facilitate meaningful and environmentally sustainable wildlife-viewing opportunities. 

research on what constitutes a quality experience is far from complete. Meaningful 

wildlife encounters mua be better understood if we are to diminish wildlife and people 

conflicts and enhance responsible and substantive wildiife encounters through 

educational efforts. Therefore? HD studies hold considerable promise for wildlife 

managers Oecker, et al., 1992). 

There is an immediate need for more research on wiIdIife encounters in order to 

optimize the wildlife viewing experience while protecting the environment. Wildlife 

viewing is on the increase, particularly in North Arnerica. A federal-provincial task force 

commissioned by Statistics Canada to conduct a survey on wildlife-related recreational 

activities confirmed this (Environment Canada. 1992). The study. which questioned over 

80,000 Canadians, found that 18.3 million Canadians were involved in some form of 

wildlife-related activity. Similar levels of participation seem to occur within the United 

States. In the state of Wyoming alone, 190,000 residents and 5,000,000 non-residents 

actively participate in non-consumptive wildlife use annually (Kmckenberg, 1988). The 

trends are similar for Elk Island National Park, where wildlife watchers now comprise the 

major visitor group (Parks Canada, 1994). Other studies (Decker? et al., 1989; Vaske, et 

al., 1995) lend support for promoting the beneficial use of wildlife in a sustainable 

manner and recognize the need to gather more data on the rapidly growing leisure activity 

of wildlife viewing. 



Implementing HD (Human Dimensions) in Wildlife Management 

There are several researchers who feeI that in order to have effective wildlife 

management the HD must be included (Brown. 1984; Bryan, 1996; Driver' Mannine & 

Peterson, 1996; Ewert, 1996b; Gnirnbine, 1994; Manfiedo, et al., 1996; Schroeder, 1992; 

Schroeder. 1996). Du&s & Dearden (1990) add that the cal1 to include social science -- 

the human dimension -- in wildlife management began decades ago (p. 2 17). 

Ewert (Z996b) defines HD research as, "The scientific investigation of the 

physical, biological, sociological, psychological, cultural and economic aspects of natural 

resource utilization at the individual and community levels" (p. 6). According to 

Manfiedo. et al. (1 996), HD of wildlife management is identifying and understanding 

what people do and think regarding wildlife management. The Natural Resources Unit at 

Colorado State University defines HD research as: "an area of investigation which 

attempts to describe, predict, understand, and affect human thought and action toward 

natural environment" (p. 54). This includes investigations on an individual, institutional, 

societal or cultural basis (p. 54). Perry Olson, Director of Colorado's Division of 

Wildlife, once said that "managing wildlife is 10 percent biology and 90 percent 

rnanaging people" (p.53). Ludwig, Hilborn and Walters (1993) argued that it is more 

important to manage people than resources and that this approach helps to address human 

behavior. People have such a substantial impact on resources that no sane resource 

manager should ignore their impact. 

More and more, research on the social structure of wildlife viewers is being seen 

as an integral part of wildlife and ecosystem management. Duffis and Dearden (1 990) 

proposed a fiamework called the NC WOR (Non-Consumptive Wi ldlife Onented 



Recreation) which is defined as a human engasement with wildlife that does not 

purposefully remove the species or permanently affect the engagement (p. 2 1 7). This 

ftamework also includes three elements: the focal species or species groups, the human 

user and the h i a o v  of the relationship between the two (Duf is  & Dearden, 1 990, 

p. 217). D u a s  and Dearden add that the demand for wildlife contact is affected by 

history in two ways: firstly, through the influence of humans on animal species and their 

habitats and, secondly, by the cultural conditioning of perceptions over time (p. 2 18). 

Driver, Manning and Peterson (1 996) state that several key concepts are involved 

in the definition of ecosystem management (EM). These are "management", "multiple 

use." "needs of people" and "sustained ecosysterns" (p. 109). There are two necessary 

cornponents of EM, a social component of the HD and the biophysical component or 

dimensions. (Wildlife viewing would be included in the social component.) In developing 

the EM plan, Driver, Manning and Peterson evaluated al1 relevant biophysical and social 

trends, conditions, needs and effects that would take place, including those new issues 

that would arise (p. 120). Wildlife viewing in E N  could be included in this assessrnent 

of trends. 

Ewert (1996% 1996b) sums up the importance of studies on wildlife viewing and 

other HD research in developing an effective resource management program. He adds 

that HD research involves basic understanding of human 1 natural environmental 

interactions. These could include how people interact with wildlife through a wildlife 

viewing experience. 

Schroeder (1996) reaffirms the value of HD research such as wildlife viewing 

studies (p. 13). In the Black River Study, he designed the interview process so the format 



was as open as possible and people couid describe their experience in their own words. 

Schroeder, refemng to his 1992 article, adds that HD midies help reveal ways in which 

people are experientially and emotionally related to their environments (p. 26.). As well, 

Schroeder discusses the restoration of endangered ecosystems by volunteers, so that the 

process of ecological restoration includes restoring the human expenence of relationship 

to the ecosystem, that is re-creation of the human spirit. 

Schnaiberg (1975) adds that there is a link between humans and the environment. 

whether through wildlife viewing or other forms of human / environment encounters. 

Gmmbine (1992) fùrthers the thought that effective wildlife management must include 

the HD: "The view of people's relationships to land and resources is quite different under 

the ecosystem paradigm. In this view. humans are embedded in nature. From an 

ecological perspective, this means that 'people cannot be separated from nature. Humans 

are fundamental influences on ecological patterns and processes and are in tum affected 

by them' " (p.235). Manfredo, et al. (1996) add that attempts to plan for the future should 

include an assessment of public values toward wildlife and how these may change 

(P. 57)- 

Effective Wildlife Management Includes HD (Human Dimension) 

Elsner, Lewis, Snell and Spitzer, (1996) add that "successfülly incorporating the 

concems of humans into ecosystem management means giving equal consideration to 

social as well as physical and bioiogical concerns" (p. 9). HD information c m  be useful 

for natural resource management that invoives political decisions (Manfredo. et al., 1996, 

p. 62); pmvide a scientific basis for justifying an action (p. 69): and (3) be used in 



forestry to develop a dynamic relationship between forestry and society (Brunson, 1996. 

p. 9 1). Du f i s  and Dearden (1990) add that recreational non-consumptive wildlife use has 

very positive conservation benefits. including the changing of attitudes toward wild 

ani mals and natural habitats (p. 2 1 3). 

including the HD in wildlife management is critical. Schindler, List and Steel 

(1993) state that 'hildlife, plants and humans have equal rights to live and develop on 

earth," and that we have "an increasingly environmentalist society" (p. 38). 

Consequently, when tasked with preserving a natural area such as a national park and its 

wildlife management component, we must include the HD. Grumbine ( 1992) adds that 

much of the current literature in natural resource management speaks to a growing 

awareness of issues. such as biodiversity, that go far beyond biology or silviculture and 

involve social. economic and political forces. 

Implementing HD in wildlife management is important where there are compet in= 

interests between public use and preservation e-g.? deveiopment of a new wildlife 

viewing pulloff. Hence, it is critical to include the HD in wildlife management. Brown 

(1984) says that what is important in conducting an environmental impact assessment on 

wildlife management pulloffs is to ask what are the various "types" ofvalues hetd by the 

public (e.g., conceptual, relational, and object), and what specific goups hold what 

specific values? Ewen (1996a) adds that values should be incorporated into wildlife 

management and other aspects of natural resource management decisions (p. 260). 

Bengston (1994) furthers this thought by saying that we need to know what values are 

more amenable to generating a solution, and managerial approaches that are socially and 

politically correct, in addition to being biologically correct. 



Conclusion of Literature Review 

Increasingly, there is a need for studies on human / wildlife interactions. Societal 

values have changed as people's role in nature is moving toward a biocentric approach 

(Scheffer, 1976). Researchers have concluded that it is difficult to measure the non- 

consumptive nature of a wildlife encounter as it exists in the psychological domain of the 

wildlife watcher (Dufis  & Dearden, IWO). The literature review establishes that there is 

a need to examine the attributes of a wildlife encounter and assesses the human need for 

nature. 

Various models, such as ABM, EBM and BMM, provided a strong foundation for 

understanding the wildlife viewer. BBM studies, in particular, have helped to shed light 

on aspects of the wildlife viewer to identi& the need for a study on wildlife viewing 

attributes- 

Human wildlife encounters are very cornplex and difficult to understand. 

However, significant headway has been made. Work by Duf i s  and Dearden (1990) 

provides an excellent integrated framework that links wildlife viewers and the biological 

side of wildlife management, between the disciplines of ecology, animal behavior and 

recreation toget her (NC WOR) . 

Bryan's leisure specialization continuum provides a platform for firther studies 

expanding on how wildlife viewers progress from one wildlife viewing experience to 

another (1977, 1979, 1980). The need for a rnultidisciplinary approach to wildlife 

management is now clear, but the cal1 for social science input into wildlife management 

began decades ago (Leopold, 1 940). 



This study will help build on existing literature and helps to explain the mode1 in 

Figure I : 

1. The Recreation Demand Hierarchy, RDH, developed in the late 1970s, states 

that recreationists engage in preferred recreation activities in preferred settings to realize 

satisfiing experiences that can be viewed as beneficial or c m  contribute to subsequent 

benefits to themselves or other people. The Recreation Demand Hierarchy encompasses 

ABM, EBM and BBM @river & Brown, 1978). 

2. Activity-Based Management, ABM, developed in 1960s and 1 WOs, focused 

on facilities and providing people the opportunity to panake in recreational opportunities. 

but largely ignored benefits and the quality of the recreational experience (Lee & Driver. 

1992). 

3 .  Experience-Based Management, EBM. following the development of ABM. 

focused on psychological outcomes or experiences realized fiom recreational 

engagements. Expenences are defined as "'psychological outcomes. desired states of mind 

and immediate benefits to individuals concurrent with and as a result of their on-site 

recreation engagements" (Bruns, et al., 1994, p. 3). 

4. Benefit-Based Management, BBM, extending development of ABM and 

EBM, incorporates both and goes beyond activity and setting to improved conditions as a 

result of visitors' participation in the recreation activity. Benefits are defined as 

"Realization of desired on-site psychological experiences; changes that are viewed to be 

advantageous or improvements in conditions (gzins) to individuals (psychological & 

physiological), to groups, to society, or even to another entity such as an endangered 

species; or prevention of worse conditions (Bruns et al., 1994, p. 9). 



5.  Leisure Specialization Continuum, LSC, developed in late 1970s, -s that 

recreationists (including wildlife viewers) may change their level of specialization and 

cornmitment over time (Bryan, 1977, 1979, 1980). 

6 .  The biophilia hypothesis, originated in 1984, asserts the existence in humans 

of a biologically based, inherent need to affiliate with life and life-like processes (Wilson7 

1984). 

7. Non Consumptive Wildlife Oriented Recreation. NCWOR developed in 

1990, is defined as a human engagement that does not purposefully remove the species or 

permanently affect the engagement (Duffbs & Dearden, 1990). 

The theoretical premise discussed in the literature review brought important 

insights. Hence, this study develops a Transition Mosaic Model (TMM, 1998) assening 

that people, when experiencing a focused memorable wildlife encounter, embrace single 

attnbutes or combinations of attnbutes and that people tend to "jump" in and out of 

modes, moving from prima1 to cultural to simple to cornplex (see Figure 1). 

The literature review reaffirmed that while there has been much headway in 

understanding biological processes and individual species. more work is needed in 

understanding and integrating the human dimensions of a wildlife encounter. The 

fundamental purpose of this thesis is to caa in a new light the anributes of a memorable 

wildlife encounter. Increased knowledge of the wildlife viewer may lead to better levels 

of expectation, motivation and satisfaction while leading to increased protection of the 

wildlife being viewed. 



Fime  1 : Theoretical fiamework for a mernorable wildlife encounter. 

NCWOR - Nonconsumptiie 
Wildlife Orienteâ Recreation 

(Duffis & Dearden) 
; 

Biophilia Hypothesis 
(Kellert & Wilson) 

Benefi i -Bad Management 

EBM 
Experience-Based Management I (Driver, et ai.) 

ABM 
Activity-Based Management 

(Driver, et al.) 



Chapter 2: Methodolog 

Wildlife Attributes 

The basis of this thesis has been the development of seventeen wildlife viewing 

attributes that were isolated by asking respondents what was their most mernorable 

wildlife encounter. These seventeen atîributes fell into behavioral. social, environmental 

and knowledge categoories. Examples of attributes include wildlife being close, size and 

shape of wildlife and the perception that the animal is free or in its natural environment. 

Research Question 

The central research question of this study may be stated as: what is the ranze of 

social, behavioral, environmental and human dimensions which comprise the attributes 

associated with a human wildlife encounter? Further. how do these contnbute to 

individual perceptions of what constitutes a quality, rnemorable wildlife experience. 

isolated within a spectrum of visitors? 

Studv Purpose 

A number of studies have attempted to address factors that influence the quality 

of a recreational experience (Decker, Brown, Connelly, et al., 1992; Decker, Brown, 

Mattfield, 1989; Driver, et al., 1991; Eagles, 1992; Haysmith & Hunt, 1995; Hendee & 

Schoenfeld, 1973; Roggenbuck & Berries, 1982). While building on previous research. 



the purpose of this study is to understand the attributes of a memorable wildlife encounter 

in EMP and to document and assess the importance of wildlife as an intrinsic, i-e., 

nanirally occurring, attraction in national park environments. The results would 

contribute to enhanced visitor experiences. They would also have implications for park 

design, facility requirements, educational and interpretive opportunities, as well as for 

overall visitor and wildlife management. Hence? this study will attempt to isolate what 

constitutes a memorable visitor wildlife encounter within a spectrum of visitors. 

The study assumes that there will be differences in response depending on 

whether the person is (a) a non-local visitor / long-distance or international traveler, (b) a 

local urban-based user / an Edmontonian, (c) a local rural user, (d) a student, or (e) a park 

employee. 

Studv Ob-iectives 

The objectives for this study are first to understand the complexity of behavioral. 

social, environmental and knowledge variables that constitute a mernorable visitor 

wildlife encounter in E N ;  and second, to isolate the attributes of what constitutes a 

most memorable visitor wildlife encounter within a spectrum of defined park visitor 

categories. 

Attnbute Clusters of Wildlife Encounters 

For the purposes of this study, attributes are defined as the factors or 

charactenstics wildlife viewers list in describing what constitutes a wildlife encounter 



that they remembered. These attributes were developed to specifically address the range 

of anticipated responses in this study. 

The predefined attributes surrounding this study were completed following the 

pretest analysis. Seventeen attributes emerged during the pretest and the literature review 

that fell inro four categories or clusters. Conclusions will be developed in accordance 

with the following attribute clusters and will be s h o w  in Figure 2: 

A. Behavioral (wildlife-caused) 

1. Wildlife being close / being close to wildlife / sense of intimacy with wildlife 

2. Aggessive behavior of wildlife / animals fighting / threat of persona1 danger / seeing 

sorneone injured 

3.  Size / shape of animal 

4. Wildlife exerting control over people / wildlife in command 

5. Unspecified animal movement / fast movement 

6 .  Maternal-patemal behavior / preference for youiig / seeing births 

B. Social (with other people or participating in EMP activity) 

1 .  Presence of children enhances wildIife experience 

2.  Presence of others enhances wildli fe experience 

C. Environmental (natural environment adds or detracts fiom experience) 

1. Element of surprise / unexpected / unusual / noveity 

2. Availability of a particuiar species 

3. Experience of stillness / quiet / isolation / solitude 

4. Quantity of wildlife is important 



D. Knowledge (requirement of having knowledge of wildl i fe c haracterist ics 

1. Rarity of wildlife 

2. Perception that the species is fiee or in its natural environment 

3 Feeling that a species represents ties to past or is important for historic reasons 

4. Feeling that a species is endangered 

3 Feeling that the animal is cared for (see Figure 2). 

Studv Area 

EMP is located approximately thirty-five kilometers east of the ciry of Edmonton on the 

Yellowhead Highway, Highway 16 (see Figure 3). It was established as a wildlife 

sanctuary for Manitoba elk (Cervus ela~hus manitobensis) in 1905. Today EINP covers 

only 194 square kilometers of the transitional aspen parkland that once covered 55.000 

square kilometers. The rolling topography comprising knob and kettle terrain is covered 

by aspen groves, grassland areas and some pockets of spruce. About 20% of E N  is 

small. shallow ponds and lakes. 



F i w e  2: OveMew of wildlife viewer attributes in EINP. (See pp. 27-29 for 
explmation of how mode1 works) 

SOCIAL 
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Figure 3. Location of Elk Island National Park, Alberta Canada. 



Interview Sites 

Several areas throughout EINP were delineated as interview sites in order to 

ensure samples were chosen from al1 visitor groups (see Figure 4). Ail the major areas 

where visitors congregate were sampled. As well, times and days of inteMewing were 

vaned (see Appendix A). The principal interview sites used during this study, in order of 

priority, included (a) the Astotin Recreation Area main parking lot / beach area, (b) the 

Sandy Beach Campground, (c) the Interpretive Centre, (d) the Information Centre, (e) the 

Parkway (the road through EINP), ( f )  the North and South Gates, and (g) the golf course. 

With these face-to-face interviews, what was important was having access to 

people who could respond to the questions (University of Alberta Department of 

Sociolo~y, Population Research Lab. Personal communication, 1994). 



Fime 4: Study area - Elk Island Nationd Park, Alberta, Canada 
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Research Instmment and Time and Location of Survev 

The final, complete survey instrument is contained in the Appendixes of this text. 

This survey was conducted during June, July, August, September and October of 1995 

and 1996, with an approxirnately equal number of respondents surveyed each year. A 

total of 402 interviews were completed. 

A broad cross-section of different visitor ages, races. singly or in groups. was 

sarnpled at different tirnes of the day (see Appendix A) and during different days of the 

week. including weekends. The most prolific locations in order of visitor fiequency were 

the Astotin Recreation Area (30.5% of al1 interviews), EINP Parhway (22.7%): the 

Interpretive Centre (1 8.1 %) and Sandy Beach Campground ( 1 l.6%, see Table 1 and 

Appendix B). Several different locations were utilized for the survey with the same 

locations chosen for both 1995 and 1 996. 

The Astotin Recreation Area parking lot proved to be the best survey location 

because visitors congregate in this main parking lot afier their wildlife experiences. After 

dnving on the Parkway, once visitors had reached the Recreation Area, they seemed very 

receptive to recounting their wildlife viewing experiences. Since most of the visitor 

wildlife encounters took place along the Parkway, the Parkway itself was the second best 

location (22.7%) for contacting visitors immediately afier their wildlife experience. 

Both the Interpretive Centre (1 8.1%) and Sandy Beach Campground (1 1 -6%) 

were ideal in terms of being able to spend more time with visitors to elicit in-depth 

responses. Visitors in these two locations seemed to be more relaxed, and were more 

willing to take time to answer the questions. 



Table 1. Location of Survev in EMP 

Locations % of VaIid Interviews 

Astotin Recreation Area 30.5 

The Parkway 22.7 

Interpretive Centre 18.1 

Sandy Beach Campground 11-6 

Golf Course 6. O 

Information Centre 5.5 

North South or both Gates 5.5 
- - - -- 

Note. Valid is defined as respondents who provided an 

answer and excludes those who did not provide an 

answer and includes cumulative data for 1995 and 1996. 

Neither the North nor the South Park Gates, where visitors are nopped and entry 

fees collected, w-ere ideal locations for the survey either because visitors had not yet had 

an E N  wildlife encounter or because, due to the frequent trafic tie-ups, visitors were 

reluctant to spend time answeiing questions. 

A professional interviewer from the Department of Sociology, University of 

Alberta gave a telephone briefing to ensure that the interview process was conducted 

properly and professionally. To have consistency in the results, the sarne researcher, 

namely the author, conducted al1 interviews. The researcher did not confine the 

respondents to their first answer, but noted the full range of replies to each question. 



Although no? included formally in results of this survey, this questionnaire was 

also administered to a small group of respondents in the nearby city o f  Fon 

Saskatchewan, 30 kilometers h m  E N ,  and in Jasper National Park, Alberta Canada. 

Definition of a Wildlife Viewer 

In their rnost focused fonn, wiIdIife view-ers c m  be ciassified a s  ecotourists or  

people who select a travel experience and destination p n m a d y  for nature-oriented 

experiences. However, for the purposes of this study, wildlife viewers are defined as any 

visitors to EINP who have directly viewed wildlife in a tirsthand encounter. Wildlife is 

broadly defined here as any indigenous species of flora or fauna in EN?. When 

respondents hear or mention the word "wildlife," they generally mean a native animal, 

mammals and birds primarily and. to a lesser extent? invertebrates. On rare occasions the 

joy of a plant encounter was mentioned. For the purpose of understanding the findings of 

this study, wildlife will invariably mean native animals. 

Studv Design 

Several researchers / research groups have postulated that it is sometimes 

necessary to use qualitative analysis to analyze further results (Kelly, 199 1 ; University of 

Alberta Population Research Lab, personal communication, 1994). This study uses a 

qualitative approach to its design. In developing this study, the Department of Sociology, 

Population Research Lab at the University of Alberta (Population Research Lab, personal 

communication, 1994) and the Parks Canada Socioeconomic Division, 1994 were 



consulted. The Population Research Lab assessed the appropriateness and the sequencing 

of the questions and several modifications to the questionnaire were made as a result. 

Kelly (199 1) argued that in order to better understand recreational choice 

behaviors, one will probably require non-standard survey procedures, including direct 

observation of participants, in-depth i n t e ~ e w s  and the use of interactive focus groups. 

Due to the exploratory nature of the study, the semi-stmctured interview method was 

believed to be the most effective in receiving open-ended responses to a variety of 

questions. Personal interviews can provide the greatea flexibility in gathering data 

because they allow the interviewer to probe for additional information by asking for 

~Iarification. The data from the observations consists of detailed descriptions of prosram 

activities as well as participants' and staff behavior. 

A number of steps were involved in construain_g the final interview guide. .4n 

extensive literature review was conducted on the wildlife viewing experience and on 

methods of conducting qualitative analyses (Patton, 1987). Espens in the wildlife 

viewing field were also consulted by telephone, which produced minor changes in the 

approach to the questionnaire wording (B. L. Driver, personal communication, 1995; M. 

J. Manfiedo. persona1 communication, 1995). Once the interview guide had been 

constructed, its appropriateness and effectiveness were assessed with the pretest. 

The pretest was targeted first at those visitors along the ParLway who were having 

a wildlife encounter. Ofientimes, these visitors would stop along the Parkway to view a 

moose or other wildlife. While minimizing the chances of scaring the moose or other 

wildlife away, visitors were approached while in their cars. Some visitors were receptive 

to sharing their most memorable encounter; some were not. Somerimes the mernorable 



encounter related directly to the wildlife being viewed, while sometimes it trigsered 

memones of wildlife encounters in the past. 

Several meetings were held with EINP staff regarding the proposed methods to be 

used in the study. When designing the interview instrument, a standardized, open-ended 

approach was developed using Patton's method of question sequencing (Patton, 1987). A 

number of basic questions were worded quite precisely and ordered to permit the 

interviewer flexibility in probing certain subjects in greater depth. 

The basic purpose of using the standardized open-ended interview was to 

minimize interviewer effects by asking the same questions of each respondent (Patton. 

1987). Because the interview was systernatic, interviewer judgment during the interview 

was reduced. Data analysis was also easier because it was possible to locate each 

respondent's answer to the same question rather quickly. 

Pret est. 

What is needed in a pretest during a qualitative survey is to target those people 

who are as close as possible to the target population and then to repeat the questions until 

nothing new is gathered (Population Research Lab, University of Alberta, persona1 

communicatioa 1994). The pretest of the interview questions was completed with 40 

interviews fiom June 1 to 10, 1995 at E N .  The respondents understood al1 pretest 

questions. A short knowledge test that asked visitors to identify common native animals, 

birds and plants in EINP was administered at the end of the questionnaire to fùrther 

isolate levels of knowledge among visitors. 



The purpose of the pretest was to determine: (a) if the questions were effective in 

soliciting responses, (b) if the level of detail being solicited was appropriate. (c) if the 

level of detail met the objectives of the study, (d) if the interview questions were too long 

or too short, and (e) if the wording of the questions was clear and appropriate. 

During the pretest, al1 visitor areas in EINP were sampled. including the entrance 

points (North Gate, South Gate), the Information Centre. dong trails, trailhead parking 

lots, in the Astotin Recreation main parking lot / beach area, picnic areas, along the E M  

Parkway, at the golf course. Sandy Beach Carnpground, the Astotin Interpretive Centre 

and the Bison Paddock. The traits and trailhead parking lots produced fewer results 

because visitors hesitated to intermpt their hiking. 

The intewiew process. 

The interview began with background and demographic questions. Once the main 

purpose of the respondent's visit was established, the questions then focused on 

experiences. Such questions, the pretest revealed, encouraged the respondent s to talk 

descriptively. Greater detail was elicited while filling out the descriptive picture. After 

some experience or activity had been described, respondents were asked their opinions 

and feelings about the behavior and actions described. During the pretest, it was found 

that soliciting the correct names of selected wildlife species from a series of laminated 

photos was found to be threatening; therefore: these questions were administered at the 

end of the interview. Discovering what people know and what skills they possessed 

became easier once rapport and m a  !vere established in the interview. 



Focus goup  interviews. 

Focus group interviews also employed a standardized open-ended approach. and 

their question content focused on the respondents' most memorabIe wildlife encounter. 

The focus group interviews were held with groups of three to eight people for two or 

more hours. Focus groups included: (a) members of the Fnends of Elk Island Society. 

(b) teachers and students (primary, secondary and University of Alberta students, 

(c) Members of the Fon Saskatchewan Natural Hiaory Club; and (d) park sta The 

objective of such interviews was to obtain data in a context in which people could 

consider their own views within the context of others' views. 

Whether conducting focus group interviews or one-on-one interviews, the primary 

data of in-depth, open-ended interviews are quotations. What people say. how they feel. 

what they think, and what they know are learned fiom the interviews. 

Limitations of this studv. 

Limitations of this study include: 

1. The study needs to be expanded to include other protected areas that offer wildlife 

viewing. 

2. How wildlife viewers react to other wildlife species needs to be examined. For. 

example, the validity of wildlife attributes in this study could be tested in some of the 

Afiican national parks and other protected areas where wildlife viewing is a major focus. 

3.  The study needs to be expanded to include more in-depth examination of specific 

groups of people. For example, as Vietnamese and other groups of oriental origin now 



visit EINP, these groups need to be examined in greater detail. This study on these groups 

could also be conducted in Edmonton. where these people live. 

4. Some of the respondents surveyed were from Europe and the US. These respondents 

could be surveyed in more detail to detemine the universality of attributes like size / 

shape, and aggressive behavior. 

5 .  More study into the prima1 (instinctive) nature of some of the wildlife encounters 

needs to be made. A promising, but little researched area of study is with children aged 

10 years and under and some of their more dominant attributes of a wildlife encounter. 

This includes fear of a leech because it resembles a snake and the children's apparent 

focus on wildlife movement. 

6.  Differences between categories of visitors need to be examined, perhaps. in a 

telephone survey, to explore hrther whether or not certain wildlife attributes such as 

aggressive behavior and size / shape are universally important. 

7. More audy needs to be done on the environmental benefits of wildlife viewing and 

whether or not there are positive benefits, given the apparent heightened interest in 

wildlife viewing. 

8. Further study needs to be conducted on what is considered a negative wildiife 

encounter and the implications of this, such as whether this type of experience may 

discourage people from hiking. 

9. More study is required on whether or not there is a link between the attributes isolated 

in this study and why people poach. For example, is fear of a wiid tiger one of the reasons 

it is persecuted? 



10. Additional study is needed to examine linkages between 'kildlife jams" in ErNP and 

other Canadian and foreign national parks and the amibutes that were isolated in this 

snidy. Visitors seem so drawn to connect with wildlife that they sometimes create traffic 

safety problems, for example, to view an elk on the side of the road. 

11. More work needs to be done on individual attributes, for example. why aggressive 

behavior seerns to be a universal attribute of wildlife viewers. 

12. More study needs to  be done on the relationship between the attributes isolated and 

the benefits o f  wildlife viewing. 



Chapter 3: Wildlife Viewer Characteristics 

Cateeoe of Respondents 

As indicated in Appendix D, the principal residence of respondents was 

categorized into urban Albenan (45 3%), rural Albertan (1 3 -9%). non-Albertan (20.9%). 

school student (10.0%) and park employee ( l0.0%, see Appendix H). Most respondents 

(79.2%) lived within greater Edmonton or within an hour's drive of Edmonton (see 

Figure 5). Urban Albertans were largely fkom Edmonton with minor numbers from 

Calgary. Rural Aibertans came mainly from within 100 kilometers of E N .  Non- 

Albertans were From the rest of Canada U S 4  Europe, South America and the Far East. 

Fimire 5. Category of respondents in E N ,  
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Most respondents were between the ages of 35 and 64 years, (65.2%, see 

Appendix E). Within this age bracket, the 40 to 44-year-oids were at 16.7% (see Figure 

6) .  Children under 16 years oId made up 10.1%. These results are consistent with the 

Criterion Study (Criterion Research Corporation, 199 1 ). 

Fimire 6. Age percentage of respondents visiting EDP.  

Age of Fkspondents 

Education 

The educational leveis of respondents were as follows: 1 1% had technical school, 

10% were college-educated, 30% had university degrees and 16% had a post-graduate 

degree. In total, 56% of visitors had a college or university education. 



Gender. Familv Groups and Importance of Sharïne Wildlife Encounter (Ouestion 1 1. 12) 

Most respondents interviewed were male (60.5%, see Appendix F). The rnajority 

of the respondents interviewed were visiting with their families, and most respondents 

(85.5%) indicated there was someone with them during their wildlife encounter (see 

Appendix AC). 

Just over 86% of the non-Albertans were accompanied by someone. as were 

84.1 % of urban Albertans and 76.2% of rural Aibenans (see Appendix AC). Al1 young 

students and park employees were with someone during their visit. Students said that they 

were with other students, and park employees said that family members or relatives came 

with them. Slightly higher numbers of rural respondents came on their own than did non- 

Albertans or urban Albertans. This reflects the fact that the rural respondents surveyed 

would ofien pass through E N  on their way home or on their way to work. or else lived 

adjacent to E N  and couid see wildlife fiom their back door. 

A majority of respondents (8 1.3%) said that it was important to share this wildlife 

encounter with someone else (see Appendix T). From the joy of seeing a small child react 

to a bison sighting, to the response of visitors (fiom England) seeing a moose for the first 

time, the importance of "sharing" was highlighted during the survey. 

Some non-Aibertans' responses about the importance of sharing the wildlife 

encounter included such statements as, "My  husband is fiom Spain; there are no bison in 

Spain and few wildlife;" or "1 want to share my excitement with my children." Some 

urban Albenans expressed the importance of "sharhg with . . . family" and "being with 

someone who is experiencing a wildlife encounter for the first time." Rural visitors 

individually explained, "1 iike to go back home and tell the people what 1 saw;" or '9 



always bnng visitors." One park employee said that it was very important to share this 

wildlife encounter with her granddaughter. A teacher indicated that children like to share 

a wildlife encounter because "kids reinforce each other: they cal1 to each other." The 

University of Alberta student focus group added that, sometimes, people can enhance the 

wildlife encounter and that, at other times. sharing the witdlife encounter with other 

people can diminish the experience. 

Another focus group of environmental education specialists stated that a child's 

wildlife encounter was enhanced when shanng t hat encounter wit h adults. The education 

specialists added cornments such as, "The adult is the bridge; the adult opens up the 

bridge;" "Kids brought farnilies back aftenvards to see how much they had learned: kids 

get families to come backf' and "Sharing: kids love to share. Interpreters and teachers 

focus the experience for the kid." 

Respondents' Time Spent in EINP 

The majority of visitors sampled were day users (8 1.4 %) rather than overnight 

users (18.6 %, see Figure 7 and Appendix G).  Day-use visitor percentages were higher 

for urban Albertans (80.0% day users, 20% ovemight users) than for non-Albenans 

(66.7% day users, 33 -3% ovemight users). Edmonton is only 45 minutes from E N ,  and 

has a great deal of accommodation available there; there is no great need to stay in EINP 

ovemight. Also, the only accommodation available in EINP is a campground. Only 

10.7% of rural users surveyed were ovemight users, but this is not surprising, considenng 

that most rural visitors surveyed lived within an hour or less of EINP. As expected, al1 

school children and al1 park employees who were interviewed were day users; some park 



ernployees who were interviewed did live in E N .  Most respondents, (59.9%) spent 

between 1 and 5 hours in EMP. A firther 17.6% spent more than 5 hours but did not aay 

overnight there (see Appendix 1). 

Only 22.5% of al1 respondents stayed ovemight in E N .  Given that the origin of 

visitors was mostly the greater Edmonton area, this breakdown of time spent in ElhT is 

not surprising. The survey7s length-of-stay results from respondents are consistent with 

those from other visitor surveys completed in E N ,  including the Criterion Survey 

(Criterion Research Corporation, 199 1 ). 

Figure 7. Time spent in EMP. 

1 to 3 hrs 3 to 5 hrs >fi hrs, not ovemight 
ovemight 

Time Spent in Park 

Urban Albertans 

Of urban Aibertans. 22.6% stayed overnight in EINP; 10.7% spent more than 5 

hours, without staying overnight; 29.8% spent between 3 and 5 hours in E N ;  and 

36.9% were in EMP for 1 to 3 hours (see Appendix 1). The vast majority of urban 



visitors (66.7%) spent between 1 and 5 hours within the park. Urban visitors comprise the 

largest visitor group in E N .  

Rural Albertans 

About 17.9% o f  rural visitors aayed overnight in E N ;  10.7% spent more than 5 

hours, but did not stay overnight in EIN?; 25% spent between 3 and 5 hours; and 46.4% 

spent 1 to 3 hours in EMP (see Appendix 1). This breakdown is not surpnsing, because 

many of the ruraI visitors interviewed lived within one hour of E M  and used it for 

sightseeing day-trips. 

Non- Aibertans 

Overnight visitors to EINP represented 40.5% of non-Aibertan respondents; 19% 

spent more than 5 hours; 19% spent between 3 and 5 hours; and 11 -4% spent 1 to 3 hours 

in EINP (see Appendix 1). As camping is the only overnight accommodation, the large 

number of  non-Albertans staying overnight is significant, with their use of  the 

campground and evening interpretive programs. Also. a higher percentage of  non- 

Albenans (40.5%) aayed ovemight in EINP than did urban Albertans (22.6%). 

Park Emplovees 

The park employees interviewed included wardens, information attendants and 

maintenance staff. They spent their working hours in EINP and occasionally brought 



their relatives, children or both to EMP (see Appendix 1). About 75% of those 

interviewed stayed more than 5 hours, but not ovemight, when visiting EMP during their 

leisure hours; 12.5% spent between 3 and 5 hours in E N ;  and 12.5% visited E N  for 1 

to 3 hours. 

Statistical Analvsis 

A statistical analysis was produced using Chi square (see Table 2). The goal was 

to determine if there was any relationship between respondent category (urban Aibenan. 

non-Albertan. rural Albertan, school students and park employees) and various questions 

in this survey. Chi square tests were run on respondent categories versus questions 1. 2. 

3,4, 8, 10, 1 1, 12, 14, 15, 16. 17, 18, 19, 20 and 24. A Chi square test was not run on 

questions 5, 6, 7 and 13, as they were open-ended questions designed to capture the 

attributes of a wildlife encounter. 

As much as possible was done in this survey to approach randomness. including 

conducting the survey at different rimes, days, weeks and months; sampling for different 

visitor groups, e-g., the Young, old, single, married, famil y groups, school children, and. 

also, at least in the pretest sampling, at most visitor locations in the park. 

The hypothesis here is thar there are no significant differences between the 

respondent categories, for example, when asked question 2: 'What is your main reason 

for coming to Elk Island National Park?" Question 1 respondent category versus 'Wow 

long did you spend in the park?" has a Chi square (significance) P value of -00000. 

Because the Chi square P value is < -05, it means that there is a relationship. Here the 



definition of P value = the observed value is the basis for deciding to reject the nul1 

hypothesis. We reject the nul1 hypothesis and conclude that there is a relationship- 

Table 2. Chi Square Analyses for EINP Respondent Category (Variable 6, Respondent 

Category, vs. Other Variables) - Question: Is there any relationship between respondent 

category and various questions in the survey? 

Question Chi Square 

No - (Significance) 

-- 

Question Chi Square 

No. (Significance) 

17 

18 

19 

20 

24 (moose) 

34 (deer) 

24 (coyote) 

24 (onole) 

24 (grebe) 

24 (chickadee) 

24 (rose) 

24 (butterfly) 

Question 2 respondent category versus "What is your main reason for coming to 

Elk Island National Park?" has a Chi square (significance) P value of -00000. Because the 

Chi square P value is c -05, it means that there is a relationshi p. We reject the nul1 

hypothesis and conclude that there is a relationship. Even if there is a relationship. it does 

not Say anything about the differences between the categories and how strong the 



relationship might be. People are coming to the park to view wildlife regardless o f  where 

they are corn. 

Question 3 respondent category versus "'What is the most important reason for the 

existence of Elk Island National Park?" has a Chi square (significance) P value of  -000 15. 

Because the Chi square P value is < -05, it means that there is a relationship. We reject 

the nu11 hypothesis and conclude that there is a relationship. Most people. regardless of 

category, want to see an emphasis on ecological concems in EINP as opposed to 

recreational concerns. 

Question 4 respondent category versus ""1s to view wildlife the major reason you 

came to Elk Island National Park?" has a Chi square (significance) P value of -00099. 

Because the Chi square P value is < .Os, it means that there is a relationship. We reject 

the nul1 hypothesis and conclude that there is a relationship. Most people regardless of 

category come to the park to see wildlife. Knowing where people come fiom is not 

helpful in determining what people corne to see because everyone is coming to see 

wildlife. 

Questions 5 "What is the most memorable wildlife encounter you have had in the 

park?" 6 "Why was this encounter with wildlife so impofiant?" and 7 "Wow do you 

define a memorable wildlife encounter?" were open-ended questions; hence, no aatistical 

tests were run on these questions. 

Question 8 respondent category versus "What is your favorite wildlife species in 

the park?'has a Chi square (significance) P value of -00054. Because the Chi square P 

value is < .05, it rneans that there is a relationship. We reject the nuIl hypothesis and 

conclude that there is a relationship. Virtually, every visitor cornes to the park to see 



bison, despite the fact there are over 30 different kinds of native mammals. over 200 

different species of birds and over 600 different species of native plants. 

Question 9 respondent category versus 'Have you made special trips to the park 

to see wildlife?" has a Chi square (significance) P value of -7769 1. In this test. the Chi 

square is highly significant. Because the Chi square P value is < .05, it means that there is 

a relationship. We reject the nul1 hypothesis and conclude that there is a relationship. This 

confirmed that viewing wildlife is a powerful motivation for visiting ETNP and possibly 

other national parks. 

Question 10 respondent category versus "How important was it for you to meet 

wildlife while in EINP?" has a Chi square (significance) P value of -00000. In this test 

(question 1 O), the Chi square is highly significant. Because the Chi square P value is 

< .05, it means that there is a relationship. We reject the nul1 hypothesis and conclude that 

there is a relationship. Vinually al1 respondents, regardless of ongin. felt that it was 

important to meet wildlife in the park. 

Question 11 respondent catepry versus "Was anyone with you during your 

wildlife encounter?'has a Chi square (significance) P value of -067 17. Because the Chi 

square P value is > -05, we cannot reject the nul1 hypothesis. Most respondents said 

someone was with them doring their visit to E M .  

Question 12 respondent category versus 'Wow important is it that you share this 

wildlife encounter with someone?" has a Chi square (significance) P value of.25990. In 

question 12, because the Chi square P value is > -05, we accept the nul1 hypothesis. There 

is little variation in response between categories of visitors; the rnajority of visitors said 

that, yes, they want to share the encounter with someone else. 



Like questions 5,6  and 7, question 13 "'Was it something the wildlife was doing 

that made it your most memorable wildlife encouriter?" was an open-ended question: 

therefore, no Chi square or  Pearson's r was run. 

Question 14 respondent category versus "Where did this . . . wildlife encounter 

happen?" has a Chi square (significance) P value of -00000. Because the Chi square P 

value is < .05_ it means that there is a relationship. Here the definition of P value = the 

obser~ed value is the basis for deciding to reject the nul1 hypothesis. We reject the nul1 

hypothesis and conclude that there is a relationship. There is no significant difference 

between urban non-Albertan, rural Albertan and other categories as to where they have 

their best wildlife encounter. For most respondents. their most memorable wildlife 

encounter happened along the EIk Island Parkway. 

Question 1 5 respondent category versus "Did this wildli fe encounter happen 

while you were in the car?" has a Chi square (significance) P value of 00000. Because 

the Chi square P value is c .05, it means that there is a relationship. We reject the nul1 

hypothesis and conclude that there is a relationship. Most respondent memorable wildlife 

encounters, regardless of origin of the respondent, happened while they were in their cars. 

Question 16 respondent category versus 'Wow many times a year do you corne to 

Elk Island to view wildlife?" has a Chi square (significance) P value of .00000. Because 

the Chi square P value is < -05, it means that there is a relationship. We reject the nul1 

hypothesis and conclude that there is a reiationship. There was found to be some 

relationship between categones and how many times a year they came to view wildlife. 

Question 17 respondent category versus, "0 you have a favorite sound or voice 

here in the park?" has a Chi square (significance) P value o f .  15829. Because the Chi 



square P value is > -05, we cannot reject the nul1 hypothesis and conclude that there is no 

significant relationship. Most people wanted to hear the sound of a loon. 

A sirnilar response occurred in question 18, which confimed the results of 

question 17 and asked, "Of different wildlife sounds, what would you most like to hear?" 

Question 19 respondent category venus "Do you have a favorite season for 

wildlife viewing here in the park?" has a Chi square (significance) P value of -00000. 

This is a highly significant Chi square. Because the Chi square P value is < -05. it means 

that there is a relationship. We reject the nul1 hypothesis and conclude that there is a 

relationship. (In exarnining the data on question 19, although non-Albenans preferred the 

surnmer, a substantial number of respondents said that they did not care in which season 

they visited the park.) 

Question 24 respondent category versus: "Please identify the following from 

photos" (knowledge test. This included identiQing a female moose. white-tailed deer. 

coyote, Northem oriole, Red-necked grebe, Black-capped chickadee' Prickly rose and 

butterfly -- Tiger swallowtai1). Because the Chi square P value is less than -05, it rneans 

that there is a relationship. We reject the nul1 hypothesis and conclude that there is a 

relationship for Question 24. (There is some variation for example with the rnoose. For 

example, fewer non-Albertans than other categories except students, were able to identify 

a rnoose. There were also fewer non-Albertans than students able to identify a coyote.) 



Result s of the Survev's Statistical Analvsis 

There were some results to this survey 's statistical analysis: 

Most people, regardless of ongin, were found to be similar in their reason for visiting 

and their relationship to wildlife; that is, most people corne to the park to view 

wildi ife. 

The Chi square analysis indicates little about the strengh between the variables, only 

that there is some relationship. 

Frequencv of Visits to E N  (Question 16) 

Nearly 300,000 individuals visit E N  annually. Some 43.4% of respondents are 

from Edmonton. 10.4% fiom areas adjacent to Edmonton (such as Fort Saskatchewan). 

23.1 % h m  other pans of Alberta. 7.1% fiom other parts of Canada and 1 5 -9% from 

other countries. (Percentage of respondents, above and hereafter. refers to valid 

respondents, Le., to al1 the respondents who gave an answer and escludes those 

respondents who gave no answer-) 

.4 total of 44.2% of respondents interviewed said that they came to E M  once a 

year or less, while 12.5% indicated that they came twice a year -- 6.7% three times per 

year, and 36.7% more than three times per year (see Appendix X). Two groups of 

respondents dominated: the once-a-year visitors and the three-or-more-times-a-year 

visitors. 



Urban Albertans and Non-Albertans 

Most non-Aibertans (96.9%) only came to E W  once a year or less (see 

Appendix X). Among urban Aibertans, most of whom were from greater Edmonton, 

21.8% came once a year to E N ;  18.2% twice a year; 9.1% three times a year; and 

50.9%, more than three tirnes per year. The fact that the largest group of visitors, urban 

Aibertans, came to E D P  more than three times a year, has an effect upon the kind of 

wildlife encounters those repeat visitors experienced. Some of the urban Albertans 

surveyed visited EIEvP ten, twenty and even forty times a year. One elderly German 

couple £tom east Edmonton had visited EMP 74 times in one year. Some of the fiequent 

visitors experience the more unusual wildlife encounters away from the road, while 

hikins and participating in other forms of recreational activities. However, fiequency is 

not the only factor that dictares the type of wildlife encounter. Some visitors who came to 

EMP rnany times during a year only participated in viewing bison from their car. 

Rural Albertans 

Rural Albertans showed a pattern of visitation to ElNP, similar to urban 

Albertans. For rural Aibertans, 19% visit EINP once a year; 19% twice a year; 9.5% three 

tirnes a year; but a significant 52.4% came three or more times per year (see Appendix 

X). Some rural Albertans drove through EINP 60 or more times a year on their way home 

from work. Other rural Albertans drove along the boundary of EINP on the way to work 

and saw wildlife. Others bring their relatives / friends / children out for a drive through 

ElNP to view wiidlife. 



Park Ernployees 

Many park employees consider E N  merely their work site and only visited it 

after hours when they had relatives or fnends who wanted to see it. More than 66% of 

park employees indicated they came to EINP three or more times per year after hours tu 

show it to relatives or fiiends (see Appendix X). A total of 16.7% of park employees 

visited EINP a total of three times afier hours, and 16.7% said that they visited EINP onIy 

once a year after hours. Many park employees said that they take EINP for granted. 



Chapter 4: The Importance of the Environment and Wildlife Viewino to EMP Visitors 

The reasons why respondents visited E M  were examined. The importance of the 

wildlife encounter to the park visitor was considered. Respondents were asked a series of 

questions, including if they had made that special trip to see wildlife (Question 9), what 

was the importance of meeting wildlife (Question 10) and what was their favorite season 

for viewing wildlife (Question 19). 

Respondents' Reasons for the Existence of E N ?  (Question 3 )  

The majority of respondents (74.7%) reported that the main reason for the 

existence of EINP was ecological, while only 1 1-7% said that recreation was the main 

reason. Both ecological preservation and recreation were stated to be the main reasons by 

12.3% of respondents (see Table 3 and Appendix K). Non-Albertans (94.3%). followed 

by students (83.3%), urban Albertans (70.3%): mral Albertans (66.7%). and park 

employees (45.5%) listed ecological protection as the main reason. Only 45.5% of park 

employees, particularly older park employees, felt that presenring ecology is the major 

reason for E m s  existence. 

Non-Albertans, 7.7% of whom were i?om Europe, had already experienced the 

ovenvhelming loss of natural habitat in their own countries and commented on this 

during the interview. Students are increasingly exposed to educational materials on 

environmental problems such as habitat destruction; therefore, the majority believed that 

E W  exists primarily for ecological reasons. 



In the urban Albertan group, 149% see EINP as primarily for recreation. Most 

sunrey respondents feel that E b T  exists mainly for ecolo_eical protection. 

Table 3 .  Reasons for Existence of EINP (see Appendix K) 

Yes Response Valid O h  

- - - - 

ecoloyical 74.7 

recreational 11.7 

both 12.3 

other 1.2 

Res~ondents' Reasons for Visitinq E N  (Ouestions 2 and 4) 

The majority of respondents (76.3%) listed wildlife viewing as the main reason 

for coming to EINF (see Appendix L). Respondents also stated that they came to see 

large animals (57.1%), to birdwatch (6.6%) and to enjoy the scenery and relax (6.1%, see 

-4ppendix X). 

The frequency of wildlife viewing as the main reason for coming to E N  varied 

from 9 1.7% for non-Albertans to 71.4% for park employees and to 55.6% for students 

(see Appendix L). It is surprising that arnong rural Albertans, 76.0% corne to EMP 

primarily to see wildlife, even though wildlife is available on their farms, ranches and 

acreages. What is not available to the rural visitors is a certain kind of wildlife, namely, 

the bison. It is interesting that only 45.5% of park employees saw ecology as the main 

reason for E N ,  whereas 71 -4% of park employees said that wildlife viewing is the 

major reason for visits to En\JP. Park employees explained that, in order for visitors and 



others to experience wildlife, certain recreational facilities need to be in place. such as the 

Parkway, trails, washrooms and picnic areas; and to preserve the whole park would mean 

that there could not be any visitation to E N .  

Special Trips to EINP To See Wildlife 

Most visitors (89.7%, see Appendix Q) indicated that they made special trips to 

EINP to see wildlife. Urban AIbertan visitors provided responses like, "Yes. T come to 

the park to see wildlife 25 times a year" and "1 would be disappointed if 1 came to Elk 

Island and 1 did not see wildlife: I come for a drive in the evening to see wildlife." More 

than 50% of rural Albenan visitors corne to EINP in order to show the wildlife. especially 

the bison, to their relatives. 

More than 90% (see Appendix Q) of non-Albertan visitors and 87.9% of urban 

visitors said that they made special tnps to E&T in order to see wildlife- Ninety-five 

percent of rural Aibenan visitors and 88.9% of park employees made special trips to 

ETNF in order to see wildlife. especially the bison. Of the school children interviewed. 

88.9% indicated they had made special trips to EINP to see wildlife. either with their 

class or their parents. 

Favorite Season for Viewing; - Wildlife (Question 19) 

Most respondents (38.1%) indicated that surnmer was their favorite season for 

viewing wildlife, followed by fa11 (1 1 S%), spring (9.7%) and winter (2.7%, see 

Appendix AA). Among non-Albertans, 56.7% listed summer as their favorite season for 



viewing wildlife (see Appendix AA). During the summer, E N  receives the greatest 

number of out-of-province and out-of-country visits. Urban Albenans, although 

accustomed to the Alberta climate. ni11 described summer as their favorite viewing 

season (36.4%), followed by faIl at 10.9%. A total of 23 -5% of rural Albertans mentioned 

that summer was their favorite season for viewing wildlife. This is a favorite season for 

relatives and fiends to visit E N .  Fall. for 1 7.6% of rural Albertan- was favored. with 

the brilliant colors being listed as one of the motivating factors for their visit. 

Only 6.7% of non-Albertans listed spring as their favorite season for viewing 

wildlife (see Appendis AA). Yet, spring was popular with 1 1.8% of mral repondents, one 

of whom explained, "In spring, everything is renewed; there are a lot of migrants - 

something new to see before it sets too hot." Of school goups. 83.3% preferred spnng 

while 16.7% said that they had no preference for one season. or mentioned more than one 

season. This is a predictable response because school groups generally corne to ERùP in 

the spring. 

Winter. for urban Albertans, is an even less popular time ( 1.8%) for viewing 

wildlife in E N ,  despite the fact that winter is often the best time for viewing wildlife 

there, since there is an absence of tree cover to hide wildlife. An urbanite is more likely 

to see a moose, Manitoba elk, deer or coyote in the wintertime because they are visible 

from the park roadways when the leaves are absent from the trees. A large number of 

urban Aibertans, (47.3%), showed no preference for any season, or had more than one 

favorite. One response from this category was, "1 like al1 seasons, and it is easier to see 

wildlife in wintertime -- less bugs." 



For park empioyees, the favorite time to view wildlife was either surnmer (40%) 

or fa11 (40%) because "most animals come out in the fall: it is not as hectic then. and the 

leaves look nice -- changing"; and "in fall, there are no mosquitoes. colors are beautiful 

and the weather is better-" 

Participation in Other Activities (Question 20) 

Respondents? when asked about any mernorable wildlife encounters while 

participating in other activities, mentioned hiking (57.8%). skiing (3.3%)- bicycli- 

(2.2%), golfing (4.1%)_ boating (5.6%), picnicking ( 1.1%) and camping ( l . l % ,  see 

Appendix AB). 

Importance of Meeting - Wildlife in ETNP 

Of those who responded, nearly 90% said that it was important or very important 

to encounter wildlife while in EINP (see Figure 8 and Appendix AB). Specifically, 77.8% 

of park employees, 93 -9% of non-Albertans and 8 1.3% of urban Albertans. indicated that 

it was very important to observe wildlife while in EINP. Non-Albertans were adamant 

about the importance of wildlife viewing, making such statements as, "1 would not corne 

here to Elk Island to see water and trees," and "1 would be disappointed if 1 did not see 

any wildlife: 1 would rather see wildlife than mountains." A visitor From El Salvador 

indicated that because "a11 the wildlife in El Salvador are gone." it was important to see 

wildiife at ENP. 



Urban Albertans stated, ''If 1 saw nothing, it was a very disappointing tnp"; or 

"You cannot fail [to see wildlife] once you cross the park boundary. as you are 

surrounded by wildlife." One urban visitor indicated it was critical to the visit, and 

another indicated how important it was for relatives to see wildlife. One urbanite 

indicated that he alwavs sees some wildlife in E N ,  fiom bison to butterflies. 

Individual rural Albertans replied? "1 always enjoy seeing bison, as 1 live on a 

farm. Farmers have a positive association with bison." For another rural Alberta  it was 

important for his grandson to see bison. When asked, 'Was it important to meet wildlife 

while in E W ? "  the answer was commonly a resounding "Yes," with over 10% of 

respondents saying that it was important, and over 80% saying that it was very important. 

Figure 8. Importance of meetin2 wildlife in E N .  

Importance of Meeting Wildlife ElNP 



Chapter 5: Visitor Knowledge and Preference for Wildlife Species 

The literature shows that knowledge of wildlife enhances the wildlife viewing 

experience and level of satisfaction. In order to examine the nature of a wildlife 

encounter and the effect the wildlife encounter has, visitors were asked what their most 

memorable wildlife encounter was. Questions were also asked about their knowledge of 

different wildlife species and their favorite wildlife sounds. For most respondents, a 

memorable wildlife encounter was defined as having an encounter with Plains / Wood 

bison (see Table 4). The next most popuiar wildlife species with al1 respondents was 

moose (see Table 5 and Appendix P). Other species did not do very well i~ defining a 

memorable wildlife encounter. 

Table 4. Marnrnals Most Frequently Described as Pan of a Mernorable Wildlife 

Encounter in E N  (From Open-ended Questions 5,6, 7 and 13) 

- - 

1. Bison (Plains / Wood) 5. Elk (Wapiti) 9. Muskat 

2.  Moose 6. Beaver 10. Red tree squirrel 

3 .  White-tailed deer 7. Porcupine 1 1. Red fox 

4. Coyote 8. Richardson ground squirrel 12. M i d  

Variations existed among different groups of respondents. Urban Albertans, who 

are high repeat visitors, indicated that the coyote a d o r  the beaver were involved in their 

favorite wildlife encounter. Rural Albenans generaliy do not like coyotes or beavers 

because of the impact the coyotes have on their livestock (poultry, for example) and 



because of the damage beaver cause by flooding. Non-Albertans. beczuse they are short- 

stay, often first-tirne visitors, are not likely to see coyotes or beaver. Coyotes seem to be 

more visible during the winter months and even so disappear very quickly. The best tirne 

to see beaver is early dawn or at dusk when most Non-Albertans are not viewing wildlife. 

Table 5 .  Favorite Wildlife in EINP 

Favorite Wildlife VaIid % Yes 

bison 56.0 

bi rd 12.0 

rnoose 7.1 

Manitoba elk 5.0 

beaver 1.4 

other animal (non-bird) 8.5 

The Common loon (see Table 6) was rated fairly highly by urban Aibertans as a 

memorable wildlife encounter. They are very likely to hear the Common loon's mystic 

cal1 during their visit to EMP. 

It is not surprising that the Plains bison was the most memorabIe wildlife 

encounter in EINP, since the bison is the dominant animal in both size and shape. This 

confirms work done by Kellert (1996) in which he States that most people 'tend to direct 

their attention . . . to large vertebrates and other prominent features of the natural 

environment [and] other microbial or smaller organisms they are hardly if at al1 aware of '  

(p. 13)- This study would confirm the finding that the majority of respondents had little 



awareness of other inhabitants of E N ,  including birds even though ducks are clearly 

visible. 

Table 6. Birds Most Frequently Described as Part of a Mernorable Wiidlife Encounter in 

EINP (From Open-ended Questions 5,6,7 and 13) 

- - - -  -- 

1. Cornmon toon 

2. Canada goose 

3. Robin 

4. Black-capped chickadee 

5. Black-billed magpie 

6. Common crow 

7. Mallard 

8. Red-necked grebe 

9. Red-winged blackbird 

10. Blue-winsed teal 

1 1. Red-taiIed hawk 

12. Least flycatcher 

1 3. White-throated sparrow 

14. Bluejay 

1 5 .  YelIow warbIer 

1 6. Tundra Swan 

17. Cornmon snipe 

1 8. Downy woodpecker 

19. Sand-hi11 Crane 

20. Ruby-crowned kinglet 

3 1. Great grey owl 

22. Northern oriole 

23. Common ye1Iowthroat 

24. Western wood pewee 

25. Trumpeter swan 

26. Dark eyed junco 

27. American bittem 

28. American white petican 

29. Bald eagle 

30. Barrows golden eye 

3 1. Veery 

32. Double-crested 
connorant 

33. Black-crowned night 
heron 

Bison 

The majority of al1 respondents in al1 categories (see Table P2) said their most 

mernorable wildlife encounter revolved around bison. This is reasonable, given that bison 

are the most readily seen wildlife species and are the most dominant. Several wildlife 

viewing studies, conducted in Colorado, showed that rare or magnificent anirnals (such as 

the bison) are vital to many people's wildlife viewing experiences (Wittman, et al., 



1997). Leopold (1 966) spoke of the central nature of animals in contrast to a landscape 

without animals that appears static. Given that bison can be aggressive. are almost always 

available to be viewed, are massive, have a peculiar shape, and visitors can get very close 

to them in a car, it is no wonder that they are by far the most popular wildlife species in 

E M  for the majority of visitors. 

Moose 

Moose was the second most popular species with urban visitors (7.7%, see Table 

P2) and the most popular with park employees. Rural Albertans indicated that since 

moose could be seen on their property, they did not define a mernorable wildlife 

encounter in ElNP. This evidence supports the significance of the attribute. rarity: if a 

wildlife species can be seen elsewhere. for example, back home? then it drops 

considerably in appeal as a memorable wildlife encounter. In a study conducted on 

interest in specific species for wildlife viewing, moose were one of the top five preferred 

animals. Smaller wildlife such as muskrat, frogs and prairie dogs were less favored 

(Standage Accureach Inc.. 1990). 

Manitoba Elk 

Manitoba elk are less popular than moose (çee Table PZ). Respondents did not see 

Manitoba elk, or when they did, it was at a distance; or the Manitoba elk immediately ran 

into the trees upon sighting. Of al1 the respondent categories? Manitoba elk were most 

often involved in a "most mernorable wildlife encounter" with rural Albertans. This is 



because rural Albertans fiequent E N ?  at different times of the day. When driving to 

work through E N  early in the morning, rural Albertans interviewed ofien would sight 

Manitoba elk. (This data is from open-ended questions 5, 6, 7 and 13-) 

Birds - 

The data from open-ended questions 5,6,7 and 13 showed that few respondents 

listed birds as being involved in their most mernorable wildlife encounter (see Appendix 

P). Many respondents expressed a desire to experience bird watching but did not have the 

knowledge. This study found that some people must be able to recognize a large number 

of species and understand inter-relationships to be able to value encounters with birds. 

Some respondents who listed experiences with birds as their most mernorable 

wildlife encounter had a number of different wildlife encounters and were very highly 

motivated to see a particular bird species. Two respondents. both professors. had dnven 

from Houston, Texas, because they had learned that Trurnpeter swans had been 

reintroduced to E W .  Another respondent, interviewed beside Astotin Lake, was 

surveying a pair of nesting Red-necked grebes. He had visited E W  specifically to see 

Red-necked grebes, to tape record their calls and to use a tripod-mounted camera to 

photograph them. Wittman, et al. ( 1997) cornpiled results of ten wildlife viewing studies 

in Colorado and found that wildlife viewers will sometimes traveI great distances to view 

one rare or magnificent animal. Other respondents went to great trouble to ensure that 

they sighted or heard their favorite bird species. Some respondents from Fort 

Saskatchewan, Alberta, had visited EINP at 2 am. to listen to Saw-whet owls. Other 



respondents were canoeing on Astotin Lake at sunset observing Double-crested 

cornorants coming and going from a rookery on one of the islands. 

Visitor Knowledge of E N  Species 

As an indicator of the general knowledge base of EMP visitors. a series of color 

photographs were shown to each respondent during the interview. These included photos 

of female moose, White-tailed deer, coyote, Northem oriole, Red-necked grebe, Black- 

capped chickadee, Pnckly rose and (Tiger swallowtail ) butterfly. Result s are presented in 

-4ppendix AG (see Table 7). Mon respondents were successfui in identiming the larger. 

more common mammals but did not do very well on the birds, the plant or the butterfly. 

Some non-Albertans related what they saw in the photographs with what they saw in their 

home countries or provinces. 

Table 7. Photo Identification of Species 

Photo Identification % of Correct Responses 

Moose 

White-tailed deer 

Coyote 

Pnckly rose 

Black-capped chickadee 

Red-necked grebe 

Northem oriole 

(Tiger swal lowtail) But~erfl y 



Female Moose 

The female rnoose was correctly identified by the majority of urban Albertans 

(96.5%), rural Albertans ( 2  00.0%), non-Albertans (8 1 %), students (70%) and park 

employees (85.7%, see Appendix AG. Two of E m s  employees were Grade 12 students 

who were new to the job and had not seen a moose before. (These students were oriented 

to EINP resources shortly after their identification interview.) 

White-tailed Deer 

White-taiIed deer were correctly identified by fewer non-Albertans (74.394) than 

urban Albertans (86.296, see Appendix AG). This is not surpnsing given that large 

numbers of non-Albertans are fiorn other pans of Canada or fiom foreign countnes 

where White-tailed deer may not be present. For urban Albertans. most of whom reside in 

Edmonton. White-tailed deer sightings were fairly cornmon in and around the city Both 

park employees and niral Albertans had a 100% success rate in identifying White-tailed 

deer. Some caution is needed in deciphering the identification of White-tailed deer, as 

sometimes respondents could mistake White-tailed for Mule deer or vice versa. (For the 

uniformed) ir is dificuit to distinguish between the two kinds of deer, when the animals 

are standing still at a distance.) 



Covote 

Even lower numbers of non-Albertans (58.1%) were able to identify a coyote 

compared to urban Albertans (82.896, see Appendix AG). Students had a higher success 

rate of identiwing a coyote (80.0%) compared to their identification of a White-tailed 

deer (60%), perhaps because children in the geater Edmonton area learn to identiq 

coyotes through cartoons. Both park employees and rural Albertans had a 100% success 

rate in identifjring coyotes, since sightings of coyotes are comrnon in rural areas and in 

EnW. 

Pncklv Rose 

The prickly rose is a common plant in geater Edmonton and the surrounding 

countryside. Therefore, it is not surprising that 1 1  -4% of urban Albertans and 46.7% of 

mral Aibertans were able to identify this plant (see Appendix AG). Among non- 

Albenans. only 323% were able to identify the rose. Students had a lower success rate at 

30.0%. 

Black-capped C hickadee 

Many Urban Albertans (4 1.4%) and rural Albenans (46.7%) correctly identified 

the Black-capped chickadee (see Appendix AG). This is hardly surprising, as the Black- 

capped chickadee is a common year-round resident of Edmonton and the surrounding 

countryside. Only 29% of non-Albertans correctly identified the Black-capped chickadee. 



Two new student park employees were also unable to identi& the Black-capped 

chickadee before they completed E m s  orientation course that spring. 

Red-necked Grebe 

For the Red-necked grebe, al1 categories of respondents fared poorly compared to 

the success rate for the larger mammals (see Appendix AG). Surprisingly, only 46.7% of 

rural Albertans could correctly identify a Red-necked grebe, even thoush it is a 

reasonably cornmon bird on lakes in and around E N .  Many respondents simply 

identified it as a duck. The nurnber of non-Albertans (35.5%) and urban Albertans 

(36.2%) who could correctly identiQ a Red-necked gebe was about the same. This 

seems to reflect the lower interest that respondents seemed to have in birds cornpared to 

that in larger mammals. 

Northern Oriole 

For al1 categories of respondents interviewed. the success rate in correctly 

identifying a Northem onole dropped drastically (see Appendix AG). The success rate 

was highest for rural Albertans (46.7%) and urban Albertans (34.5%). 



Tieer Swallowtail Butterflv 

Urban Albertans (323%) fared about the same as non-Aibertans (323%) 

in identieing the Tiger swallowtail butterfiy (see Appendix AG). Rural Albertans 

were more successful at 46.7%. Only 20% of students could correctly identify it. 

Favorite WiIdlife Sounds 

Only 45.0% of al1 respondents indicated that they had a favorite wildlife sound 

(see Appendix Y). Specifically, onfy 52.8% of urban Albertans. 4 1 .99b of rural Albenans, 

37.7% of non-Albertans. 20% of students and 41.9% of park employees had favorite 

sounds. 

Of al1 respondents, 58.2% said the Cornmon loon was their favorite sound; the 

Manitoba elk and coyote each tied as a favorite for only 7.3% of them (see Table 8 and 

Appendix 2). What this clearly indicates is that most visitors to E N  do not have a 

favorite wildlife sound, and those who do are most farniliar with a more common sound, 

such as the Common loon, which is sometimes heard on television. Most visitors are 

unable to differentiate between different bird sounds. 



Table 8. Sound Respondent Would Most Like to Hear in EINP 

Preferred Wildlife Sounds in E W  Valid ?/O 

Common loon 58.2 

Manitoba e k  7.3 

Coyote 7.3 

Red-necked g e b e  1.8 

Other: Bison, Elk, American bitter- Chorus frog, Canada goose. Least 25.5 

flycatcher. Trumpeter Swan_ Black-capped chickadee, Saw-whet owl. 

White-throated sparrow. Great homed owl, White-tailed deer. Blue- 

winged teal. Blue jay, Beaver, Sand-hi11 Crane. Red-tailed hawk 

Wildlife Sounds (Ouestions 17 and 18) 

Most respondents (58.2%) indicated the Cornmon loon was the sound they would 

most like to hear. The Common loon sound seemed the most recopizable to the 

majoriry; they had heard the sound on television. To them, the Common loon sound was 

the cal1 of  the wild; it sounded exciting, haunting and eerie. Only 73% of those 

interviewed indicated coyotes and Manitoba elk, respectively, were their favorite sounds 

(see Figure 9 and Appendix 2). The majority of respondents did not think of wildlife 

sounds being an integral part of their most memorabie wildlife encounter. 



Figure 9. Sound most would Iike to hear in E W .  
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Sound Bspondents Would Llke to Hear 

Urban Albertans. 

When Urban Alber tans were asked about fa tvorite wildlife sounds (see .4ppendis 

Y), 57.8% said that they had a favorite wildlife sound, and 47.2% said that they did not. 

Sorne urban Aibertans cited wildlife sounds such as coyotes howling, and others spoke of 

more complex sounds such as the gurgling noise of a bittem. Urban Albertans indicated 

that the Common loon was their favorite wildlife sound (70.3%), followed by the 

Manitoba elk (6.3%) and coyote (6.3%), Red-necked grebe (3.1%) and others (14.1%). 

For urban Albertans, the most common response to the Cornmon loon was. "1 like 

the [sound of] Comrnon loons; it is an eerie sound that carries across the lake." Some 

urban Albenans said the Common loon reminded them of their childhood days. Even for 



urban Albenans with Iittle knowledge of wildemess, the sound of a Common loon was 

recognizable. Like the beaver, it is one of the symbols of wild Canada. 

Some urbanites indicated that the cry of a Red-tailed hawk, the slap of a beaver's 

tail, the snon of a White-tailed deer, the bark of a Manitoba elk cow, or the bugle of a 

Manitoba elk were their favorite sounds. One urban Albertan said, "1 realiy like the sound 

of a White-throated sparrow because you hear it so much, and it is pretty. 1 also like the 

sound of a Northern oriole." Another urbanite's favorite sound was the wind in the aspen 

trees. 

Rural Albertans. 

Among rural Albertans, 58.1% said they did not have a favorite wildlife sound in 

E N ,  and only 33.3% of rural respondents listed the Common loon as the wildlife sound 

that they would most like to hear. One rural visitor listed the Cornmon loon in the 

evening as his favorite, due to its distinctive, haunting sound. Coyotes were listed by 

16.7% of rural respondents as their favorite sound. One rural visitor stated, "Coyotes 

have the most unique voices, so varied. 1 like to try to figure out the purpose of their 

communication." It is notabIe that more than half of rural respondents said they did not 

have a favorite wildlife sound, possibly because they are accustomed to such sounds in 

everyday life and have not thought about valuing one more than another. 



Non-Aibertans. 

Arnong non- Albertans, 3 7.7% said they had a favorite wildlife sound. Appendi'r 

-4J indicates the Common loon was the desired sound for 59.1%, followed by the 

Manitoba elk (9.1 %), the coyote (9.1%) and other sounds (22.7%). Most non-Aibenans 

are unfamiliar with the sounds that various EMP wildlife make so there were a variety of 

responses fiom "Yes" or  'NO" to more elaborate answers such as, '9 like [the sound of] 

Blue jays because there are no Blue jays where 1 corne fiom in Ore_eon." 

Among North Americans. the Common loon was a popular sound and was 

described as lonely and haunting, and they gave a vanety of reasons for choosing it. 

Some had heard Comrnon loons in Alaska and. to them, the bird sounded restfirl. Others 

felt that the Common Ioon was rarer than other birds and that its cal1 was different and 

haunting. To some, it was eerie. magical and romantic or reminded them of nature, water: 

open spaces and stillness. The Comrnon loon to them was truly wild. 

Europeans were less familiar with the sound of the Common loon. An elderly lady 

fiom Great Britain, for example, was not familiar with the sound of the Common loon. 

She was, however, familiar with the sound of the coyote, as she had been staying at a 

rural Alberta home where she had heard coyotes howling. In describing their favorite 

wildlife sounds, foreign non-Albertans drew heavily on their experiences at home. To a 

group of Germans, " a coyote howl is so different; in Gennany, you can only see [the 

coyote] on TV; here you can see it Iive." To a visitor from Holland, who indicated that 

30,000 cars a day pass by his house, no particuiar wildlife sound was his favorite: 'Wot 

hearing the sounds of cars is very important to me." 



Park Em~lovees. 

Like rural Albertans? 57.1% of park employees said they did not have a favorite 

wildlife sound in E M .  Park employees' favorite sounds were the Cornmon loon (25%), 

and the Manitoba elk (25%). Park employees, depending on their level of interest and 

knowledge in sounds, gave a variety of responses, such as, "1 can recognize the Least- 

flycatcher" and "1 Iike the sounds together." 

Fort Saskatchewan Natural Historv Club and The Friends of Elk Island Society 

Members of the Fort Saskatchewan Natural History Club were asked. "Do you 

have a favorite wildlife sound or voice here in the park?" As can be expected fiom a 

group of advanced wildlife watchers. their responses were diverse. Some of the replies 

included, '9 would most like to hear the bugle of Manitoba elk:" "birds in the evening in 

the reeds and bulrushes -- the sound resonates;" "Listening to Saw-whet owls at 200 in 

the morning in February and March." These statements contrasted with the responses 

fiom less experienced wildlife watchers who tended to focus on the Common loon as 

their favorite sound. Only one mernber of the club provided a response to question 1 8, the 

sound rnost desired to be heard: "the bugle of Manitoba elk; 1 have known the park for 

years and not realized it is full of Manitoba elk. The sound was unexpected." There were 

no responses from the members concerning bird sounds. 

The Friends of Elk Island Society members did not give nearly as complex an 

answer to the question, 'Do you have a favorite wildlife sound or voice here in the park?" 

They simply replied, 'Toons, coyotes and elk bugling." The Friends' members mentioned 



that they would most like tu hear these sounds because they are associated with real 

experiences and are the wildest, weirdest sounds. 

Front-line Park Staff. 

Front-line park staff provided some interesting responses to the question about 

their favorite wildlife sound. Responses were more varied than those received fi-orn either 

the Fort Saskatchewan Natural History Club or the Friends of Elk Island Society: '7 don3 

hear the bugling Manitoba elk that ofteni" "[Il never recognized the sound of the White- 

throated sparrow before this year; it was a leaming experience;" "It is a sign of something 

wrong if there are no sounds; sounds in Elk Island are more peaceful than urban sounds; 

urban Iife is so stressfÙI." 

Environmental Science Students- 

Of al1 the focus groups intenriewed, the University of Alberta environmental 

science students provided the most complex set of answers to the question, 'Tl0 you have 

a favorite wildlife sound or voice here in the park?' Responses ranged widely: "bughg 

Manitoba elk;" "bison roanng during the rut;" "bison bugling, roaring and bellowing;" 

"[the] sound of a baby beaver within its lodge -- heard the baby beaver sneeze;" "sounds 

of the forest, birds, leaves, anything rustling around;" and "something strange when 1 

hear eogs -- more than a pleasure when 1 hear fiogs; 1 love fiogs" and "1 would like to 

hear wolves at Elk Island." 



The University of Alberta environmental science students provided rich and 

varied responses to the question "Of the different wildlife sounds. what would you most 

like to hear?" The statements rnirrored the replies to the previous question regarding 

favorite sounds, with some slight variations: "Bugling elk ris a] sound fiom another 

world -- angelic, transports me to heaveq different, so rnagical." " B u g h g  elk is 

haunting, something about being close; the sound penetrates your soul." "1 never knew 

that a beaver sneezed; not too many people hear a beaver sneeze." "1 love to sit at a 

marsh and iisten to fiogs -- allows me to get away from the sounds 1 hear everyday: if 

you are on trails. your mind stays with nature and forgets city sounds." "Sounds of 

cranes, same quality as Manitoba elk -- cranes sound alrnost like Our Manitoba elk; [the 

sound is] associated with a species that is so elusive." Although expert wildlife watchers. 

the Fort Saskatchewan Natural History Club members gave simple responses to this 

question compared to the responses provided by the university students. 



Chapter 6: Attributes of Mernorable Wildlife Encounters in EINP 

One of the most important aspects of this study was to explore the attributes of a 

memorable, quality wildlife encounter in EINP, within a spectrum of visitors and park 

employees. By examining the attributes that resulted from responses to questions 5, 6 ,  7 

and 13, this study describes EINP users7 wildlife viewing activities and their perceived 

relationship to wildlife. 

AI1 the responses to this study fell into behavioral, social. environmental and 

knowledge categories. Behavioral attributes included attributes such as wildlife being 

close / being close to wildlife, wildlife behaving aggressively. the size 1 shape of an 

animal, wildlife exerting control over people, unspecified / fast movement, and matemal- 

paternal behavior / the preference for seeing young wi ldlife. Social attribut es involved 

participating with other people in a wildlife encounter and included attributes such as 

presence of children or ot her people. Environmental attribut es involved the notion that 

the natural environment added to or detracted fiom the wildiife viewing experience. It 

included surprise / uniqueness, availability of wildlife. the importance of solitude and 

quantity of wildlife. Knowledge attributes included attributes such as the perception that 

a species is in its natural environment, the feeling that a species of wildlife is less 

common (rare), or the feeling that an animal is well cared for, the feeling that a species 

has a historical connection or a belief that the species is endangered (or in the process of 

becorning extinct. Rare means uncommon, but not necessarily on a worldwide scale; 

endangered means approaching extinction; well-cared for means that an animal appears 

to be in good health and not stressed). 



In examining the 1 7 wildlife-viewing attributes, some patterns emerge. 

Sometimes wildlife viewers would only express the simpler attributes such as aggressive 

behavior, size / shape and unspecified movement. At other times, other wildlife viewers 

would progress through the simpler wildlife attributes such as wildlife being close / being 

close to wildlife and move on to the more complex attributes such as species is 

endangered. Some attributes are ecological, while other attributes are more concemed 

with the wildlife encounter, for example, the size / shape of the wildlife species being 

viewed. As well? these attributes also embrace additional values or people's feelings and 

beliefs about animals, including the values entitled ecologistic-scientific or those 

elements of nature that reflect an ernphasis on biophysical patterns. fùnctions and 

structures and that emphasize interdependence arnong species and natural habitats. 

Kellert ( 1  996) postulated that humans have an emotional? physical and intellectual 

dependence on nature. Kellert also added that, although these tendencies to affiliate with 

nature are i n b o ~  biological tendencies- they are greatly influenced by learning. 

experience and culture. 

These attributes also support research into values or Kellert's (1997) way of 

describing people's feelings and beliefs about animals. This reflects the immense 

pleasure people get from interacting with and discovering nature's complexity as well as 

the intellectual stimulation, enhanced creativity and physical fitness. In describing a 

naturalistic expenence, Kellert (1996) also adds that one of the many rewards of the 

naturalistic experience is relaxation and peace of mind. 

Respondents listed certain attributes to describe their favorite wildlife encounter 

in EINP. Valid percentages are calculated fiom a11 respondents, combining results fiom 



questions 5, 6, 7 and 13 (see Table 9). For most respondents interviewed. a wildlife 

encounter with Plains bison was the most memorable wildlife encounter they had in 

EN?. This is not a surprise? as Kellert States that ' k e  evolved with megafauna Iike bison. 

We ran with bison and we ate bison" (S. J. Kellert, personal communication, 1997). The 

attribute, wildlife being close / being close to wildlife, is an example of one of the mon 

important attributes in a memorable wildlife encounter for the majority of respondents. 

What Kellert (1996) contends is that most people focus on large vertebrates. For al1 

categones of respondents. basic patterns ernerge as to why a particular wildlife encounter 

was so important. 

Table 9. Most Memorable Anributes of a Wildlife Encounter in EINP (From Open-ended 

Questions 5, 6.  7 and 13) 

n = Number of Respcndents 

Most Memorable Attributes Who Mentioned a Particular 

of a Wildlife Encounter in EIPLT Attribute 

Question No. Valid 

5 6 7 1 3  Vo 
pp-- 

Behavioral Attributes (behavior conducted by wildlife) 

Wildlife being close / being close t o  wildlife 34 44 53 14 21.5 

Aggressive behavior 32 34 24 O 9.7 

Size / shape 16 42 18 6 7.3 

Wildlife in control 1 2 6 0 0  2.2 

Unspecified wildlife movement 0 0 6 0  2 -4 

Maternal-paternal behavior 6 4 8 0  3 -3  

(table continues) 



Social Attnbutes (with other people / participating in a E N  activity ) 

Presence of children enhances wildli fe experience 14 18 17 O 6.9 

Presence of others enhances wildlife experience O 10 4 O 1.6 

Environmental Attnbutes (factors caused b y the environment) 

Element of surprise / unexpected / unusual / novelty O 52 86 8 34.9 

Availability of species 4 1 4 6 0  2.4 

Experience of stillness / quiet / isolation / solitude 0 2 4 0  1.6 

Quantity of wildlife important 0 0 3  O O. 8 
- - -- 

Knowledge Attributes (knowledge of wildlife charactenstics / ecology) 

Perception that species is fiee 4 32 53  38 21.1 

Rarity of wildlife 6 34 16 4 6.5 

Feeling important animal cared for 0 4 0  O 1.5 

Feeling species has ties to paa 4 12 4 O 1.6 

Feeling species endangered 3 - 0 0  7 0.7 

Note. n = number of respondents who gave a particular anribute for questions 5 ,6 ,  7 and 

13. Valid % is calculated fiom questions 6 and 7. The most fiequently described 

attributes, in order of importance were: (a) element of surprise, (b) wildlife being close. 

(c) species is fiee, (d) aggressive behavior, and (e) size / shape. 



Discussion of Attributes bv Respondent and Focus Group 

Behavioral Attributes 

Wildlife being: close / b e i n  close to wildlife. 

Wildlife being close / being close to wildlife / sense of intimacy with wildlife was 

important to 2 1.5% of valid respondents in defining a most memorable wildlife 

encounter. Overall. respondent s described this amibute as ext remel y important. There is a 

need to affiliate with wildlife and with nature as a whole (Wilson, 1984). This was 

expressed when respondents described a oneness with nature that was heightened by 

being close to the animal. Eye contact with the animal was another important part of 

being close to the animal. 

Many of the visitors interviewed defined their most memorable and important 

wildlife encounter as being a couple of meters from a bu11 bison on the side of the 

roadway and being able to make eye contact with the animal while it fed. Student 

respondents defined their rnost memorable encounter as being able to get a few 

centimeters from a leech that they had captured with a dip net, or they recalled the 

significance of seeing a muskrat swim by the boardwalk a meter away. Some liked the 

expenence of almost being able to touch a Richardson ground squirrel. Other respondents 

rernembered the fascination of a baby porcupine feeding on salt on the roadside and 

rnaking eye contact. One park employee recalls looking out the window (at 200 a.m.) of 

the EINP house in which he lodged and seeing a bu11 bison within inches of the window. 



Wildlife being close / being close to wildlife, then, was one of the most important 

attributes in the wildlife encounter. 

Undoubtedly, the bison plays a large factor in making this so important in 

definitions of mernorable wildlife encounters. It is possible to get very close to a bison 

along the Parkway while in an automobile. This is not possible with most other species of 

wildlife. Manitoba elk run away from the approach of a car. as do coyotes and many 

other species of wildlife. How close the viewer gets to wildlife is also dependent, to a 

certain extent. on the ski11 level of the viewer. 

R. Yang (personal communication. 1997) feels wildlife that are close to the 

viewer hold more attention than those wildlife that are far away. This study confirms 

Yang's observation. Wildlife that were close seem to complete the mental and physical 

bond with the viewer. Especially if viewers could make eye contact with the animal. there 

was a special harmony built between the wildlife viewer and the animal. Yang added that 

it was as if the viewer left the human-built world and becarne one with the animal- 

bridging thousands of years of evolution where animals were at the centre of human 

beings' environment. This supports the notion that pcople stiil need wildlife, even though 

technology has dragged thern in the opposite direction. People cannot erase their genetic 

code and the resulting link to wildlife. Ulrich (1983) adds that psychological variables are 

part of a cognitive process and that the human mind is continually taking in new data and 

adding it to the existing knowledge base. 

Some respondents indicated that they felt "safe" viewing a bu11 moose that was 

close to their car. However, the same respondents on foot felt apprehension and looked 

for avenues of escape such as running behind a tree. Wildlife being close can enhance a 



wildlife experience by creating a bond between wildlife and viewer. but ir  can also elicit 

fear . 

Wildlife being close / sense of intimacy with wildlife was especially important for 

out-of-province respondents, including other Canadians. Americans and overseas visitors 

and for mral Albertans. Park s ta f f  and focus groups like the Friends of Elk Island Society, 

to a lesser extent. felt that this was important, and the memorabie wildlife encounter had 

to be unusual as well. This amibute was also important to children. (This is elaborated in 

Chapter 9.) 

Some urban Albertans defined a mernorable wildlife encounter as being able to 

get close to a wild animal: "CI define it as] getting close to animals. 1 held my family 

back, for safety reasons, until the bison lefi the road." Other comments about what made 

their encounter mernorable inciude "getting close to bison:" "just watching them -- the 

closer the better;" "wildlife being close:" "being able to _net close to an animal and to 

watch it - a natural setting; it is more natural along the trails, if 1 walk in and watch it 

feeding; [trails have] more nature than . . . the Parkway." Some expressed more complete 

statements: "I love nature and love to see [the animals] so close;" "seeing animals up 

close is important to me;" and "the intimacy and immediacy in being close to wildlife is 

important and [so is] how they behave toward y ~ u . ~ '  Urban Albertans especially liked 

getting close to bison: '? like to be close to bison and observe their behavior." "1 like Elk 

Island because you cm get close to bison." One urban Albertan recaIls being folIowed 

closely down a trail by a young White-tailed deer. Another said, '9 like watching beaver; 

they don't care about us." As one urban Albertan was proud to repon, "1 had a giant 



beaver (in the Recreation Area) come within a few feet of me and still [bel unafraid of 

me.'' 

For many non-Albertans, the best wildlife encounter is being close to a bison on 

the roadside. Non-Albertans said it is hard to expenence this kind of wildlife encounter 

elsewhere. The importance of a wildlife species allowing itself to be viewed closely 

manifests itself here: "1 saw bison in the paddock 20 meters fiom the car." "1 noticed 

bison in wildlife being close on the Moss Lake Trail." "My most mernorable wildlife 

encounter was seeing bison up close." ''The bison was 12 feet fkom my truck." A visitor 

fiom Hong Kong reported that it was " really great; [the bison] was close; 1 did not feel 

threatened." One enjoyed closeness: "[It is] wondefil to see it in its natural habitat." 'Tt 

is joyful to see a bison so close_" said a visitor fiom England. Visitors in their definitions 

sometimes precisely measure distances: "[A mernorable wildlife encounter means] 

getting close to an animal, that is, 12 feet fiom a bison; my gandson sot womed that the 

bison was too close." Wildlife being close was also related to specific. desired species. 

such as bison or nioose: "Being close to a moose [is essential]." 

Rural Albertans also said this attnbute and a sense of intimacy with wildlife were 

important. One rural Aibertan enjoyed "being able to see the bison up close and to watch 

their behavior and how they graze." Intirnacy of various degrees was referred to, fiom 

"[bison] just being on the side of the road when 1 drive by," to the response, "1 am very 

interested in wildlife behavior and studying what the wildlife are doing; it makes the 

creatures individuals." 

Park staff also mentioned these factors: "[Il could walk up to a . . . moose and 

almost pet it". Employees said that "moose are magnificent creatures of massive, natural 



beauty; [there is an] opportunity to see [them] first-hand." They enjoyed "seeing them up 

close." A member of the Friends of Elk Island Society said, "1 saw a beaver on Moss 

Lake Trail at dusk; 1 got as close as 15 feet away." However, unlike the encounters of the 

more casual visitors, these expenences occurred at an unusual time of day or included 

complicated description: 'Working the bison round-up was my rnost mernorable wildlife 

encounter in the park -- getting a chance to get close and look at a wildlife species. This 

moming I also saw coyotes and observed their behavior. Also, I saw a young Manitoba 

elk with antlers." 

Agaessive behavior. 

"Aggressive behavior of wildlife. animals fighting, threat of persona1 danger? 

seeing someone injured" were cited by a total of 9.7% of respondents as being important 

in their wildlife encounter. When questions 5, 6. 7 and 13 are examined collectively, 

certain patterns begin to emerge among the most common attributes. For al1 of these 

questions (except for question 1 3 ) ,  school children, for example, cited aggressive 

behavior of wildlife / animals fighting / threat of personal danger or seeing someone 

injured as the most irnponant attribute or characteristic of their wildlife encounter. Two 

principal wildlife species were associated with this response: the leech, followed by the 

bison. In question 13, aggressive behavior became important to non-Albertans. For 

example, one respondent mentioned how a bu11 bison charged, forcing the visitor to climb 

onto the roof of the motorhome. Another respondent was bluff-charged by a moose on a 

trail. One respondent, while riding his bicycle, was charged by a bison. Another visitor 

photographing on the Parkway walked too close to a moose and her calf and was in 



danger of being attacked. For some, a herd of bison surrounding a car was seen a s  being 

aggressive behavior . 

While othen did not see the same situation as aggressive, some visitors indicated 

that some of their most memorable wildlife encounters involved aggressive behavior of 

wildlife, specifically bison. One visitor indicated that when the bison were a g p s s i v e  and 

would not move off the road, he and his relative backtracked, lefi E N  and re-entered 

from another entrance to avoid the bison herd that was blocking the road. Similarly. one 

respondent was bluff-charged by a bison: 'The bison was coming toward me on the trail. 

and he was 20 feet away." Another visitor said, "Bison were thundering by on the 

Tawayik Lake Trail in Elk Island, and 1 jumped into the trees to avoid them." Yet another 

respondent openly admined, "When I was in Grade 6. playing bal1 in the field near the 

campground, a bison went through our tents. Now 1 have an extreme fear of bison." One 

other visitor witnessed a tragic encounter: "1 saw a guy three years ago get butted by a 

bison in the Recreation Area. He was dru& and tned to pet the bu11 bison. He was tossed 

15 feet into the air and had to be air-lified to an Edmonton hospiral." Less fnghtening, but 

not less violent, one visitor recalled, ''1 saw buIl bison fighting during rutting season in 

Aupst." Another respondent reminisced, "1 remember years ago. on Oster Trail, a herd 

of buffalo stampeding so that the ground shook." While this attribute can be categonzed 

as animal movement, it also includes affective dimensions in the viewer, such as fear and 

awe. Arnong respondents, the highest response rate was given to aggressive behavior of 

wildlife 1 animal fighting 1 threat of persona1 danger. 

Coss (1968) discovered that humans react negatively to large, threatening 

animals. This is certainly the case, particularly, with male adult bison, which due to their 



physical dominance and their aggressive nature, are sometimes perceived to be 

threatening. Considerable data fiom psychiatry and clinical psychology exists that 

indicates that the majority of phobic occurrences involve strong fears with respect to 

situations that have threatened humans throughout evolution such as with snakes or 

spiders (Costello, 1 982; McNally, 1 987). Research further suggests that the conditioned 

physiological defense responses to certain dangerous stimuli are not quickly forgotten, 

even though the stimuli that cause that conditioned response are subliminal. Humans are 

biologically prepared to acquire and to not forget fear / avoidance responses to certain 

natural stimuli and situations that may have presented survival-related nsks throughout 

evolution (Ulrich, 1993). Research has shown that some fears or phobias are familial and 

partly genetic in origin (Moran & Andrews, 1985; Fyer. et al.. 1990). 

Dums and Dearden ( 1990) add that actual contact with the target species (Le., a 

large bison bull) is dominated by a powerfiil, precognitive, possibly innate or instinctive 

reaction (p. 22 1 ). For eliciting an affective response, Ulrich I 1 983) descnbes three 

elements including a strong and specific focus on the object, gross structure properties 

that are readily recognized and the element of threat or tension (Duffus & Dearden, 1990. 

p. 221). One respondent, while viewing a buIl bison at a distance of 10 meters focused on 

the animal to the exclusion of the surrounding forest, described the odd appearance of the 

bison and felt tension when the bison put its tail up and started moving. 

According to Dunham (1977), most psychologists have observed that avoidance 

response increases in the presence of fear stimuli (e.g., being charged by a bison) and 

decreases in the presence of "safety" stimuli. Dunham further adds that many people are 

fearful of flying and ""if we make the reasonable assumption that we are not bom with a 



fear of flying . . ., then we must conclude that a phobia for flying in these aircrafi [Boeing 

7471 is learned." 

There are, however, psychologists who also feel some fears are hereditary. 

Whittaker (1970) maintains that emotions ofien serve as aids in helping us meet 

emergency situations and that, very often, emotions such as fear or anger are motivational 

and can lead to goal-directed behavior. He also adds that there is a comection between 

the intensity of emotion and the effectiveness of action, helping us sustain activity for a 

longer period than normal. A visitor was once charged by a bu11 moose. He took evasive 

action, tx-iggered by an emotion of fear, just in time and hid in a large clurnp of poplar 

trees. Fortunately, the moose ran by. Another fellow in a similar situation had to actually 

climb a tree to get away from a charzing moose and spent half an hour in the tree waiting 

for the moose to leave. 

Demasio (1994) theorizes that fears are not necessarily hard-wired at birth. He 

contends that neither animals nor humans are. of necessity, innately wired for bear fear or 

eagle fear [or bison fear] although some animals and humans may be wired for spider 

fear or snake fear. He does contend, however, that human beings are wired to respond 

with an emotion. in pre-organized fashion when certain features of the world or features 

in their bodies are perceived alone or in combination. He adds that these features may 

include size in large animals, a type of motion (in snakes or, in this case, leeches) and 

certain sounds (growling, for example). Such features would be processed by the brain 

and would trigger the emotion, fear. In order to cause such a body-response, a person 

would not have to recognize the bear, snake or eagle to know what is causing the pain. 

Al1 that is required is that early sensory conices detect and classify the key features of the 



animal or the object. Demasio further adds that a chick does not recognize an eagle. but it 

will hide its head when certain wide objects fly overhead at certain speeds. The ernotional 

response, for example, against a bear, charging, can result in attempts to hide fi-orn the 

predator or to get out of danger by climbing a tree. 

Kellert ( 1 996) maintains that one value or way of organizing and describing 

people's feelings and beliefs about animals and nature is a nejativistic value or hostile 

and negative feelings toward nature including aversion, fear and dislike (pp. 24-25). For 

example, large predators and snakes provoke avoidance responses and acute passions. 

Some of these feelings may be survival-related and responses to the avoidance of injury 

in the ancient hurnan animal. Others also discuss negative feelings. Ulrich ( 1993) States 

that even when presented subliminatly, nature senings containing snakes (or leeches that 

look like snakes) can elicit automatic responses? Le. being feared by children. Fear of 

certain wild animals such as wolves (or coyotes) can lead to irrational, unjustified 

behavior toward wolves. In this study, respondents sometimes expressed this attitude 

toward coyotes in E N  (especially when out walking and coming across a pack of them) 

and did not see that their benefit, in keeping rodents in check, far outweighed the odd 

chicken that they might eat. 

Frequent visitors to E N ,  such as urban and rural Albertans, seemed to feel that 

some of their most important wildlife encounters involved aggressive behavior, 

specifically the aggressive behavior of bison. Some of the behavior involved bison 

attacking automobiles. School children particularly cited aggressive behavior as the most 

important attnbute of their wildlife encounter. 



Urban Albertans are the largest group of visitors, make the most repeat visits to 

ElNF and seek out the greatest variety of ways to experience E N  (e-g.. hiking. 

canoeing) and, therefore, are exposed to aggressive behavior by bison more ofien. Rural 

Albertans would often refer to how wildlife wouid not run away. One rancher stated. 

'Moose on my farm run away when they see me. Here at Elk Island. they look settled in 

their environment." 

The fira park staffwho meet the visitor are located at either the tollgates or at the 

Informationai Centre. The front-line staff range from those who have many years of 

experience to first-year university students. Most of the front-line staff provided a range 

of responses that often reflected comments fiorn the visitors. Mon front-line staff said 

their most mernorable wildlife encounter involved aggressive behavior of wildlife. 

Sometimes staff responses referred to experiences family members had related. Le. 

second-hand encounters. 

Park employees seemed to think aggressive wildlife behavior made a particular 

wildlife encounter important: "People did not know whether to pass through the bison 

herd or not because of fear." The visitors / employees expressed such encounters in their 

own words: 'The greatest wildlife encounter is the bison rut" where animals fight. "1 

taught my kids to aay away frorn wild animals because they are dangerous." ''While 

hiking on  Tawayik Lake Trail, I encountered a big bu11 bison. The bu11 stopped and 

looked at me. He then started coming down the trail toward me. 1 went into the trees to 

avoid him." Another had a similar experience: ""1 was hiking the Tawayik Lake Trail 

when 1 felt the ground shake. I jumped into the bush and a herd of bison thundered by." 

One park employee described driving slowly along the Administration Road and having a 



bu11 bison jump out of the bush and ont0 the hood of his hidden Toyota pick-up truck. A 

member of one other respondent group. the Friends of Elk Island Society. recalls. '9 

[experienced aggressive behavior] afier ending up in a buffalo herd in the dark; I felt 

threatened; 1 was only 45 feet away from the bison." 

To define their most memorable wildlife encounter, park staffspoke moa about 

aggressive behavior: "[Il was hiking [when] a bison charged me," recounted one fi-ont- 

line staffrnernber. "The bison ended up only 10 meters fiom me. . . .The bison came up 

the hiIl on the opposite side of me." ho the r  staff rnember told of an animal fight: 'My  

ex-husband saw a coyote try to take a deer down in Tawayik Lake picnic shelter. The 

coyote chased the wounded deer into the picnic shelter. My ex scared the coyote away." 

"Fear [and] respect" of bison lent importance to their wildlife experiences. To a large 

extent, because Park staff were in E W  each day. their more memorable wildlife 

encounters involved aggressive or unusual wildlife behavior. 

Although non-Albertans considered that aggressive behavior of wildlife was 

significanr, when compared with other visitor categories, they had a lower response rate 

for this annbute (questions $ 6 ,  7 and 13)- Most non-Albenans had only visited E N  

once or twice in their lives and probably had not had as great an opportunity to see 

aggressive behavior of wildlife. However, aggressive or threatening animal movements 

enhanced the expenence for some: ''1 consider this encounter so important because bison 

are such a formidable beast." "[I have] never seen buRaIo fighting before; [Il was within 

100 yards of them." ''1 came within 1 1 meters of a bison on the Wood Bison Trail. I came 

over a bridge and the bison was walking toward me." Another said, 'Y saw two bison 

fighting." Non-Albertans who responded considered aggressive behavior to include such 



things as a huge bison bu11 standing a few meters fiom their car, bison blocking the road 

or a bu11 bison walking d o m  the middle of the road. It is likely that non-Albertans show 

the highest response to aggressive behavior of wildlife because they are the least familiar 

with EINP wildlife. For most urban Albertans wildlife viewing is by car: Turing [my] 

most mernorable wildlife encounter, 1 drove around for two hours lookin_g for bison." "1 

like viewing bison while driving and seeing them on the side of the Parkway." 

Size / shape. 

A total of 7.3% of those answering the questions said that size andor shape was 

an important attribute. Visitors referred to the huge size of the bison as ovenvhelming, 

especially when these animals that weigh a ton, were right next to their car. Also, some 

referred to the shape of a moose and to its long-legged. gangly appearance. Children aged 

eight to eleven referred to the shape of a leech comparing it to a snake. Very few 

respondents referred to the shape of birds, perhaps because they could not get close to 

birds. 

As Onans and Heerwagen (1992) indicate, because human beings have lived in 

environments without modem conveniences, their survival and health depended on how 

they deciphered the natural environment. Pan of this process involved assessing the size 

of an animal and, then, adjusting their behavioral response. However, Dunham (1977) 

States that animals have evolved certain response patterns, which are appropriate or 

relevant in an animal's natural habitat. When exposed to danger, for example, a White- 

tailed deer has a particular pattern of escape or flight behavior. The same may be said of 

human beings' recognition of size andor shape. Perhaps over thousands of years, people 



have learned to recognize the shape and size of prey species such as rnoose and bison and 

the shape of predators, as well. 

Also, Whittaker (1970) ~w-ïtes that object or perceptual constancy is leamed. Once 

human beings become familiar with the fact that certain objects possess certain 

characteristics, then they tend to perceive those objects the same way. regardless of the 

conditions; this phenornenon is called "object constancy" (p. 273). Whittaker adds that 

there is shape constancy, too; and that, when human beings know that an object is a 

certain shape, regardless of the viewing angle. they tend to perceive it in the same shape. 

The same can be said for color constancy. In other words, once human beings know an 

object7s true characteristics, they tend to perceive this object the same way, regardles of 

how it is presented to their senses. One theory of why E N  visitors were ço fascinated 

by the shape of a bison is that many of them may not have been farniliar with its shape 

fiom previous experience. The large head and huge hump may have been a novel 

experience to them. One visitor fiom England remarked, c%ison look like a weight lifter 

-- heavy in the front end, a different shape to what 1 am used to." 

In addition, Whittaker (1970) provides insight as to why respondents were 

attracted to the size of a moose with its long, gangly legs or to the massiveness of a 

grazing bison standing close to their car (p. 355). "Size," according to Whittaker, "is 

another stimuli characteristic that can have a great influence on attention" (p. 229). 

Human beings determine what to attend to in some cases, but, in other instances, 

characteristics of the stimuli acting on people's senses determine their attention. 

Perception has a focal point or centre ofawareness, but, at a given tirne, a person is only 

aware of a limited number of these stimuli. Being beside a bull bison would command 



one's attention. According to several authon, the perceived size of an object depends on 

its perceived distance (Goldstein, 1996; Kilpatrick & Ittelson, 1953). 

This study supports the work of Kellen (1996) who maintains that most people 

focus on large mammals, and when they are available, large birds. Perhaps this focus on 

large species is related to secunty and survival. This study confirms the finding that 

respondents tend to single out certain species. For example, Park staff and volunteers 

were rounding up bison in EINP one winter, when a bald eagle flew overhead. While still 

focusing on bison they also took notice of the bald eagle and acknowledged its presence. 

They seemed to exclude everything else fi-om their attention includins the background of 

trees; their aîiention was on the slowly moving wings of the eagle making its way to feed 

on a dead bison before their attention dnfled back to the bison being herded. The 

presence of the bison and the eagle seemed to organize the othewise dull-looking 

leafless aspen forest. Similarly, dunng this study. respondents cornmentine on the size / 

shape of a bu11 moose would tell how their walk in the forest was focused and organized 

as well as how this experience electrified powerful emotions for them. 

Size / shape of wildlife was the most important attribute to dudents, non- 

Albertans, park employees and to a lesser extent urban Albertans. None of the focus 

groups mentioned this attribute. 

Statements by non-Albertans show an awareness of this attribute: '9 see strength 

in looking at a bu11 bison; when I see bison rolling in a wallow. 1 am glad 1 am in a car." 

Some non-Albertans referred to the shape of bison as majestic. One non-Albertan 

claimed, "The size and the shape of the bison impressed me." Others stated, "Shape[s] of 

bison are important; I studied bison in my history class." "[The] size of the bird 



irnpressed me; [Il had not seen one before." "[The] size / shape of the animal is 

important; also, it is the first tirne 1 have seen these anirnals." A non-Albertan fiom Hong 

Kong said, ''Pison] remind me of water buffalo in Vietnam. We are fascinated by the 

different appearance of bison. My young son said a bison's homs look like needles. The 

different shape is what makes bison so special." 

A park employee felt that an encounter was memorable because of the size / shape 

of the wildlife: '73eing beside a bu11 makes one realize how big bison are." Another said' 

"It stmck me [as a memorable encounter], being close to an animal of that size." One 

park staff member also mentioned, "1 liked the gangly appearance of the rnoose; he is 

ugly but beautifid." 

Wildlife in control. 

A total of 2.2% of respondents said that wildlife exerting control over people / 

wildlife in command was important in their wildlife encounter. Most incidents of this 

attribute refer to bison blocking the road or a bu11 bison walking down the middle of the 

road. Statements often related to bison on the road: 'Bison were standing in the middle of 

the road; they were in control." While traffic jams can be annoying in city traffic, these 

animal encounters were pleasurable, despite the length of the intemption in the drive. 

For example, a motorkt explained, "1 was watching a bu11 bison escort bison calves 

across the Parkway. It took 20 minutes and held up traffic." Another respondent related. 

"1 ran into a bison jam on the Parkway, and then a moose came out of the bush: [This 

was] my most memorable wildlife encounter in the park." 



There are many variations to tales of path blocking: 'When cycling 1 ran into a 

bison waiting on the top of a hill. I stopped to talk to interpreters; they said that bison do 

not like bicycles." One visitor even said, "'1 like to get close to a bison when it walks 

across the road." At one time dunng a most mernorable wildlife encounter. animals 

exened control while sleeping: "At night, a whole herd of buffalo were sleeping in the 

middle of the road. Even with the headlights, the buffalo stayed there." Another 

commented on animals sleeping: "The buffalo were sleeping in the middle of the 

Parkway ." 

Kellert ( 1996) stares that wildlife elicit strong emotions and that each experience 

can evoke a strong emotional response (p. 15). This study revealed that when wildlife 

controlled a situation in which wildlife viewers found themselves, that this situation 

evoked considerable positive emotional response, including awe for the wildlife. With a 

bison or herd of bison stopping traffiic, it was as if people had momentarily stepped back 

to their primitive roots to a time when large mammals were at the centre of human 

existence. Humans' search for new experiences is never-ending. When wildlife blocks 

the path on a trail or on a road, for a moment, it controls human beings. as animals did in 

people's past. Once again, animals bridge the Sap with people. and they become a central 

part of human existence. as they were in the past when people were hunters and 

gatherers. Peoplp feel that co~ectiveness with wildlife and become one with them. 

As fiequent repeat visitors, large numbers of urban Albertans have experienced 

behavior like bison blocking the Parhway or wildlife blocking a trail. Referring to a bu11 

bison standing in the middle of the road holding up trafEc, one urban Albenan 

recollected? "The animal has the control." Park ernployees also experienced "wildlife in 



control." Other categones did not mention this attnbute. Non-Albenans. as infiequent 

visitors, probably did not expenence wildlife in control. 

Urban Albertans who were interviewed encountered wildlife in control behavior 

from bison being in close / being close to wildlife and from bison in threatening 

situations. Members of urban visitor groups or families rnentioned threatening 

experiences: "We were walking the Tawayik Lake Trail, and we were suddenly blocked 

by a bison;" ' h e  passed a bison on the Shoreline Trail; as a result, we t m e d  back on the 

trail and did not pass the bison." A cyclist told of another fiightening event: 'When riding 

a bicycle near the West gate of the park. a bison snoned at me. I turned rny bike around 

and went out the gate." 'We were walking on the trail," reported one urban Albenan: ' h e  

went around the bu11 bison, but he still charged me and broke trees for 30 feet before 

stopping." Another said, "1 was concemed about my farnily because 1 had read about the 

danger of getting too close to bison." Similar answers expressing fear or danser include 

the following: "1 was face to face with a bison: the bison was only 20 feet from my 

bicycle;" "the bison took afier me while 1 was riding my bike;" "1 still fear bison;" "1 was 

scared [of the bison];" "the bison bulls were fighting by Oster Campground by the 

warden's house;" and "being afiaid" made the experience memorable. These responses 

are also related to the experience of wildlife in control. 

When asked to define their most mernorable wiidlife encounter and how it was 

important, some rural Albertans spoke of wildlife exerting control over people. One 

respondent said, 'The whole herd [of bison] was coming behind us in the ditch across the 

road." Another said, 'The bison were on the  road; [we] had a team of horses; [we] chased 

a cow bison off the road with a stick." 



One aspect of the most memorable wildlife encounters for park employees was 

wildlife exerîing control over people. This attribute was sometimes combined with 

aggressive behavior: W h e n  you run into a herd o f  bison blocking the road, unless you 

know what to expect, you can be afiaid." Another said, ''1 was driving to work and the 

bison herd was sleeping in the middle of the road and would not move." 

Unspecified wildlife movement 1 fast movement. 

A total of 2.4% of respondents felt that unspecified 1 fast movement is important. 

This attribute was observed mainly in children, grade 7 or  younger; unspecified animal 

movement 1 fast movement was not mentioned by adults. 

Goldstein (1996) adds that movement provides people with information to heip us 

segregate a moving figure from still ground. According to Gibson (1979)' as long as an 

animal remains still, it is carnouflaged, but it becomes instantly visible as soon as it 

moves (p. 288). The reason that respondents were attracted to fast movements supports 

Goldstein's study of movement. A sudden movement by a Manitoba elk as it flees into 

the forest may attract attention. According to Goldstein (1 996), the perception of 

movernent is strongly associated with survival. Thus, he adds that al1 animals have the 

ability to perceive motion. Prey that can detect movement of potential predators are more 

likely to survive (p 287). Goldstein also adds, "Movement helps us to create structure 

fiom motion, and helps us to find Our way through the envirmment" (p. 332)- Gibson 

(1979) postdates that movement perception can be explained by the relationships 

between objects in the environment and the background. 



Of ail the categones surveyed, unspecified fast movement of wildlife is the most 

important for students who were 22 years old and younger. Park employees, non- 

Aibertans and focus groups only briefly mentioned this anribute. Urban Albenans did not 

feel that unspecified fast movement was important. 

Park a& spolce about unspecified fast movement in defining their most 

mernorable wildlife encounter. "A bison . . . was mming up a Ml; the earth was 

moving," recounted one staff member. Another staff member related seeing two young 

elk lying in a meadow and surprising them. 'The bu11 elk were caught sleeping, reared up 

and galloped into the woods, disappearïng in seconds." One other staff mernber recalled. 

"1 followed a porcupine for some distance." One park employee indicated that animal 

movement, such as unspecified wildlife movement. or fast movement. was part of his 

memorable wildlife encounter: 'Moose is my favorite animal. It is gangly-looking but 

when it moves, it looks gracefùl like a powerboat -- very fluid." Similarly, another 

employee reported. "To me. it is important to see a moose in motion." 

Only a few non-Albertans focused on "movernent" as part of their most 

memorable wildlife encounter. One stated, "1 like watching the rapid rnovement of 

gophers, [Richardson gound squirrels] ." 

Many of the Friends of Elk Island Society said that their most memorable wildlife 

encounter concerned animal movements. One member recailed, "While in the middIe of 

the herd picking up scat, a bull started roaring like a lion and started to move. 1 feared for 

my life. I was looking for trees." Another admitted, "1 never go on trails. I am afraid of 

bison because 1 do not know what to do. When you get too close to them, their eyes bug 

out of their heads." 



Some individuals have referred to wildlife adding vitality to an othenvise static 

landscape. Rolston referred to wildlife as spontaneity in motion ( 1986). Thus. the 

abribute, unspecified fast movement, could make a wildlife encounter memorable. Others 

have associated movement in wildlife with reduction of stress- Katcher and Beck (1983) 

demonstrated that watching fish in an aquarium resulted in significant decreases in blood 

pressure. This lowering of stress could help a wildlife encounter to be considered the 

most memorable one. 

Materna1 - paternal behavior. 

The attribute of matemal-patemal behavior / preference for young / seeing young 

being bom was described by 3.3% of al1 respondents as being important in their wildlife 

encounter. This response was rnost often associated with respondents enjoying the sight 

of newbom bison calves, moose calves or both; bison calves were one of the favorite 

wildlife species that was viewed. 

The preference for seeing matemal-patemal behavior. or both, speaks of what 

Wilson (1984) terms the desire to associate with other forms of life and with people's 

tendency to focus on life and life-like processes. Human beings are a biological species; 

hence they need to connect with other life forms that produce their offspring in the 

manner in which they do. Support for the notion that the human species is emotionally 

and physiologically tied to the natural world and its processes, like matemal and patemal 

behavior, is steadily increasing (Kellert, 1996). 

Some respondents indicated that t hey focused on maternal-patemal behavior / 

seeing young bom because it was good to see an almost extinct species like the Plains 



bison repopulating itself Also, the behavior and size / shape of the new reddish-colored 

calves with their rapid, unpredictable movements as they bounced around was exciting to 

watch as opposed to the adult cows that stood still or moved slowly. The whole sense of 

kinship with these animals through the mothers and their young was formed: a sense of 

newness of life. 

Other respondents focused on patemal behavior, particularly the breeding 

behavior of bull bison during the July and August rut which was the aggressive behavior 

(fighting) that is a part of the breeding ritual. Some people liked to witness this behavior 

from the safety of their cars while others preferred to avoid the bison rut enrirely. Some 

wildlife watchers liked to come to ElNP in the fa11 when the bu11 Manitoba elk, as part of 

their breeding behavior. were bugling. Rural Albertans and park employees indicated a 

strong preference for the attnbute, the matemal-patemal behavior / preference for seeinj 

young bom. Some rural respondents' preferences may be related to their farming 

backgrounds: '9 remember the birth of a baby Manitoba elk." One employee's experience 

involved "seeing a cow bison calving, just a ways down the road from a domestic cow." 

Some urban Albertans mentioned matemal-paternal behavior, preference for 

young and seeing young born. This dimension is seen in comments, such asl "Young 

bison bulls were startirtg to run and play;" "[The] bu11 seemed to care for the calves and 

was protective;" "The cow and calf moose were lying on their side[s] near the trail and 

the calf looked very young;" and "The bu11 bison was escorting calves across the 

Parkway, showing he cared for them." 

When defining their most memorable wildlife encounter in EThTP, the university 

student focus group discussed matemal-patemal behavior and preference for seeing 



young being bom. ""One day I was canoeing on Astotin Lake," said one student. "and 

there were a lot of baby grebes on the lake. The baby grebes were hatching. One grebelet 

hatched and imprinted on the canoe and then followed the canoe. 1 did not want to pick 

the grebelet up, but I did so and put it back on its nest." 

School children liked to see young animals, and more often than not it was the 

girls who preferred seeing the young. One eight-year-old girl mentioned. "1 liked the 

beaver because they are cute and cuddly." 

Social Attributes 

Presence of children enhances wildlife experience. 

-4 total of 6.9% of respondents felt the presence of children was important in 

defining their most memorable wildlife encounter and in describing what the wildlife was 

doing. Once their children or grandchildren had grown up or moved away. these 

respondents no longer, or less fiequently, visited E N .  Often the wildlife encounter 

would be colored by how the child reacted. For example. a radio technician from 

Edmonton actively described how his three-year-old boy wanted to ride the bison bull: 

"Bison are so big; my boy wanted to ride a bison." 

The presence of children enhancing the wildlife experience was more important in 

defining a memorable wildlife encounter than was the presence of others (not including 

children). Some respondents defined their wildlife encounter through the eyes of their 

children and became involved with the reactions of the children as they saw a bison up 

close or a Manitoba elk running into the woods. 



As Kellert (1 993) mentions, the hurnan is a social species dependent on extensive 

cooperative and affiliational ties -- hence, the reason for the desire to show children 

wildlife. Kellert dso adds that the human inclination to affiliate with Iife and Me-like 

processes (including wildlife) is part of man's evolutionary heritage. In this study, the 

adult wildlife viewing experience was &en seen through the eyes of the children, and 

children's comments enhanced the wildlife experience for the adults. However, young 

children usually only saw the wildlife encounter in terms of behavioral attributes such as 

aggressive behavior, size / shape and wildlife being close. Children also were the major 

motivating reason for parents participating in a wildlife viewing experience. 

Csikszentmihaiyi (1990) States that no long-Iived marnmalian species could have 

survived without some built-in mechanism that makes the young dependent on the old 

and the old feel responsible for their young (p. 177). Throughout history, people have 

spent their entire lives in kinship groups? and everywhere individuals feel a special 

intimacy toward relatives. Perhaps the strong drive of parents to bring children to see 

wildlife is, partly, to connect with thousands of years of evolution where parents taught 

children how to avoid the dangers of predators and ta identiQ animals that were prey. 

Parents also enjoyed "reliving" the wildlife viewing experience through the eyes of their 

children. Shepard (1993) adds that people's intelligence? including rhat of children as 

human beings, is tied to the presence of animals, and that animals are the means by which 

cognition takes its first shape; also, animals are used in the growth and development of a 

person (p. 18). 

Children intewiewed during these studies expressed a deep sense of kinship and 

emotion in seeing wildlife, whether it was a coyote, moose or Richardson ground 



squirrel. There was a deep sense of longing, almost to be one of the animals. One eight- 

year-old boy wanted to grab a muskrat as it swam by within a meter of the boardwalk. 

This attribute -- the presence of children enhances the wildlife expenence -- was 

most important for urban Aibertans, nird Albertans, park employees and, to a lesser 

extent, non-Albertans. Arnong the focus groups, although the respondents may have seen 

the wildlife encounter through the eyes of the children, the presence of children did not 

seem to be important in the wildlife encounter. 

Urban Albertans recounted. "1 came to the park x, a young boy could see bison: 

the most memorable wildlife encounter 1 had in the park was so my six-year-old kid 

could see bison; he is learning about bison at the day a r e  at the University of Alberta." 

Urban Albertans tend to visit the park as family groups with children. Ofien urban 

Albertans would enjoy the wildlife encounter more because their child reacted to the 

wildlife encounter in a positive manner. Pan of the pleasure came from a feeling of 

family unity. or the joy of seeing a relative excited or interested in wildlife: "[It is] 

important to him for his relatives to see bison." 

When "seeing a moose7' said one visitor, "the whole family is into the wildlife 

viewing experience including the boys (eight years old and twelve years old) and the girl. 

(twelve years old). The children liked the moose more than the bison." Among urban 

Albertans, the expression "seeing the wildlife through the children's eyes7' was a 

common occurrence. Another defined his most mernorable wiIdl Xe encounter as 

"something the kids like to see [bison]; seeing the bison through the kids' eyes." The 

children themselves defined the experience for the adults: "The kid defined what a 

memorable wildlife encounter was. 1 saw the wildlife encounter through rny kids' eyes." 



Rural Albertans also noted that the presence of children enhances the wildlife 

experience. Rural Albertans ofien saw wildlife through their children or  grandchildren's 

eyes. Rural Albertans, although frequent visitors to E N ,  would generally bring 

relatives. A memorable encounter included, "just seeing the wildlife through my 

granddaughter's eyes; rny granddaughter said that bison look so big." Another rernarked- 

"My [8 year old] kid had an encounter with a bison in the bush. The kid went to the 

bathroom in the bush, and the bison was standing 5 to 10 feet away. The bison, 

fortunately, did not move." 

Employees like to bring their children grandchildren or both to E N  outside of 

work hours. A park employee said, "Because of the positive reaction of rny 

granddaughter? 1 love bison; but I am afraid of them." One staff member noted "My kids 

like to see bison calves." "My grandchild loves the bison," retells another; "she was 18 

months old and thought the bison looked so big. She asked if she could set out of the car. 

She was scared." But one employee admitted. "1 do not corne out to the park anyrnore. I 

used to corne out here and picnic when the kids were young." 

Non-Albertans related how the presence of children enhanced the wildlife 

experience. "1 came to Elk Island on my way from Ontario with my 17-year-old gandson 

who wanted to see bison." "The most memorable wildlife encounter my nine-year-old 

boy had in EMP was with leeches; he was fascinated by leech movements." Other 

responses included, "From a parent's perspective, [it is] nice to see the thnll of the kids:" 

and "Our six-year-old girl and Our eight-year-old boy talked about the bison wirh their 

fiends for weeks: they [had seen] a big bison and it was nearby." 



This desire to participate with children in wildlife viewing seems related to human 

evolutionary roots and people's need to affiliate with wild animals. Ofien, it was the 

children who motivated their parents to visit EINP and to see the wiidlife. There seemed 

to be a hereditary bond of the children with wildlife. Wilson (1984) argues that human 

beings have an innate urge to affiliate with the rest of life and that this affiliation begins 

in early childhood and develops into cultural and social patterns. This evidence may 

support the biophilia hypothesis. 

Presence of others enhances wildlife experience. 

Some respondents (1.6%) were sometimes motivated to corne to EMP to show 

wildlife to relatives, fiiends or both. They cited the presence of others as a major 

motivating factor for their visits. but not necessarily the factor that made their wildlife 

encounter so memorable. Csikszentmihalyi (1 990) said, 'Humans are biologically 

programmed to find other people, the most important objects in the world" (p. 186). Many 

of the most intense and memorable experiences in people's lives are a result of family 

relationships. Others, like friends, reinforce a person's wildlife viewing experience. As 

Csikszentmihalyi wrote, "We need not change ourseIves to be with friends; they reinforce 

our sense of self instead of trying to transform it (p. 194)." 

Several studies demonstrate that the quality of an experience improves when there 

are other people around and that it detenorates when a person is alone, regardless of 

whether or not the person chooses to be alone (Larson & Csikszentmihalyi, 1978, pp. 

677-693). Similarly, Noelle-Neumann (1 984) describes why and how people depend on 

public opinion for their own beliefs. Ofien wildlife viewing with others would involve 



bringing out-of-town relatives or members of the immediate familv to view wildlife. 

Csikszentrnihalyi (1990) says that "for ma% farnily is tint, and the most important 

quality of life depends on how well a person succeeds in making the comection with his 

or her relatives, enj~yable'~ (p. 1 7 1 ). 

There were a variety of reasons why respondents brought other people. whether 

relatives or friends? with them. For some, their relatives had expressed a desire to view 

wildlife. Humans are social animals and wildlife viewing allows for emotional 

gratification and expanded kinship. The presence of wildlife is pan of the social dialogue 

that helps to maintain human health (Kellert, 1996). Thus, having others present dunng a 

wildlife encounter enhances the encounter, as people share their experiences with others. 

Urban Albertans and rural Albertans felt the presence of others (excluding 

children) enhanced their wildlife viewing experience. Some of the focus groups also 

mentioned the presence of others as important to their wildlife encounter. Urbanites listed 

other factors that enhanced their favorite wildlife encounter. including the presence of 

others? such as family rnembers or foreign friends. Some groups of individuals who were 

interviewed had brought their relatives from vanous countries, such as Italy, the 

Philippines and the United States. These foreign groups stressed how important it was for 

them to see wildlife that they considered rare: 'My definition of a mernorable wildlife 

encounter is seeing the bison through the eyes of other people present, that is, relatives 

fiom Italy." "My relative wanted to see bison on the side of the Parkway," said one 

visitor. "He was hstrated because he did not see any." "To see bison is the reason we 

came to the park. We know people fiom Germany who went to the Alberta Provincial 



Museum [in Edmonton]. They wanted to see bison. They cancelled their trip to [other 

attractions in Edmonton] and went to see bison." 

The university student focus group also mentioned that the presence of others 

enhanced the wildlife experience. " M y  aunt took pictures of me with the fiogs." "[Il 

brought a &end to Elk Island who was fiom England. She had never seen an ellc coyote 

or moose. It was a thrill to see her reaction to watching a coyote on the side of the road." 

"'I like being able to share the wildlife with someone from England. I want to rnake sure 

we protect these mammals for Our grandchildren." The Friends of Elk Island Society 

focus group also said that the presence of others was a reason why the wildlife encounter 

was so important; it gave them "family time together." 

Environmental Attri butes 

Environmental attributes included stillness / solitude. quantity of wildlife. the 

surprise / uniqueness of the most memorable wildlife encounter, and availability of 

witdlife. Sorne respondents focusing on quantity of  wildlife seemed to speak of human's 

comection to their ancestral past where quantity of  prey or predators may have had some 

survival value. 

Ulrich (1993) discusses how relaxing natural environments are and how research 

clearly shows that stress reduction of wildemess and natural areas is one of the most 

important perceived benefits. The surprise and uniqueness speaks for man's never-ending 

search for the unusual. 

Whittaker (1970) also maintains that the unusual or the novel draws attention. For 

example, seeing a moose sleeping in the middle of a bison herd at d a m  would look 



unusual to the most ardent wildlife watcher. The different appearance of the moose would 

draw attention. One of the characteristics of the stimuli that affect attention is stimuli 

change. 

Element of surprise / unexpected / unusual / novelty. 

Many respondents (34.9%) that gave an answer stated that "the element of 

surprise / the unexpected / the unusual / the novelty" was a central reason why an 

encounter with wildlife was memorabie to them. It became evident during the interviews 

that if a wildlife species was cornmonplace elsewhere, then the wildlife encounter was 

less significant. Bison are not common; one of the few places to view bison in Canada in 

a natural setting is E M  where they are common. IItis (1980) addresses the human 

characteristic to search for the unusual; humans need natural diversity. 

Goldstein (1 996) discusses the element of surprise / uniqueness from a 

psychological perspective. He contends that perception involves two main aspects: 

characteristics that airnulate the sense organs and characteristics of the perceiver, 

including past experience, motives, attitudes and personality. He also adds that, at any 

one time, a person is aware of only a limited number of these stimuli. Perception or 

attention to a wildlife species has a centre of awareness. While viewing wildlife, people 

shut out certain stimuli such as the car travelling past them as they are focusing on a baby 

porcupine feeding on the side of the road, for example. 

We perceive things indirectly, based on electrical signals to the brain (Goldstein, 

1996, p. 87). Perception is an extremely active process. People actively seek out 

informatioc in the environment by directing their attention to objects in which they are 



interested (Goldstein, p. 127). The process of perception is also infl uenced by one's prior 

knowledge, e-g., of a porcupine (Goldstein. p. 4). New, unique. novel stimuli (for 

instance, watching a baby porcupine feeding) not only result in behavioral arousal, but 

also cause changes in the neural activity of several brain areas (Hemandez-Peon & 

Scherrer, 1955). However with repeated presentation of such stimuli, neural activity 

diminishes (Herendez-Peon & Scherrer, 1955; Sharpless & Jasper, 1956, pp. 655-680). 

For some wildlife viewers, the feeling of surprise can be created, in part? by time of day 

or season: "My most mernorable wildlife encounter was seeing a warbler and the grebes 

on the lake -- listening to various birds but not being able to find them"; ''1 watched a 

moose cross a fiozen lake dunng the wintertime"; '4 ran into an elk on one of the islands 

in wintertime." 

Seeing animals in a surprising place also created a feeling of novelty: "A few feet 

d o m  Hayburger Trail, I ran into coyote pups; I got as close as 50 feet: 1 waited half an 

hour for the rnother coyote'' (see Table 10). Similarly. a visitor felt surprised by seeing a 

species that was new or rare to him or her: "One of my best exposures to the heron 

happened at Elk Island National Park - also seeing grebes nesting." Still others were 

pleasantly surprised when they observed unexpected animal behavior: "My son was by a 

section of the Elk Island fence, and a deer leapt over the fence and over my son's head"; 

"&ly J most significant encounter was with a porcupine when it put its quills up"; "[I had 

fun] watching a moose trying to break into the park." 

Some wildlife encounters were surprising because of combinations of unexpected 

situations, animal behavior, or uncommon species: "II] saw a moose on a trail, and we 

sang to it. [I also] saw two coyotes attack and kill a beaver on Moss Lake Trail. (The 



beaver was out of its lodge while there was still ice on the pond.)" " M y  favorite 

enwunter was] being out on a mail and watching a coyote chase a deer out of the bush." 

"CI enjoyed] seeing a porcupine corne down a tree at the nonh end of the Parkway." 

'TIearing a Bittem [was my moa memorable wildlife encounter]." "My rnost memorable 

wildlife encounter changes fkom week to week. On Moss Lake, I saw al1 five species of 

ungulates." Such wildlife encounters may involve hiking, bird watching or cross-country 

skiing. 

Table 10. Moa Unusual Wildlife Sightings by Respondents in EINP (From Open-ended 

Questions 5, 6, 7 and 13) 

Mamrnals Birds Other 

Pygmy shrew Tmmpeter swan Leech 

Coyote pups Baby Red-necked grebe Chorus fiog 

Baby porcupine Great grey owl Tiger salamander 

Lynx Sand-hi11 crane Moose tick 

Interviews indicate that even the definition of surprise or the unusual varies with 

the type of wildlife viewer. For a first-time visitor, moose standing in the middle of a 

pond may be unusual. An expenenced wildlife viewer may consider a bittem sighting 

unusual. Other categories of viewers sought afier a more unusual wildlife encounter, for 

example, when repeat respondents experienced a Double-crested cormorant rookery from 

a canoe. 



The attribute of surprise 1 unexpected / musual/ novelty was more important to 

repeat visitors and to the focus groups, many of whom visit EINP ofken. It was iess 

important to non-Aibertans probably becliuse they are infrequent or first-tirne visitors and 

most tended to concentrate on roadside wildlife encounters. 

This attribute of surprise / unexpected I unusualness / novelty was important to 

urban Albertans. Some focused on unusual situations or behaviors. 'My wife was seeing 

pelicans diving in sequence," said one viewer. and others recounted, "[I was fascinated 

by] seeing [evidence of] winter ticks on a moose; the moose was missing a lot of haïr" 

"Seeing so many Barrow's goldeneyes; my wife7s first encounter with a Great grey owl." 

Others commented, 'My most mernorable wildiife encounter was seeing a moose and her 

calf" Urban Albertans ofien used the words, "surprise" and "unusual." "A memorable 

wildlife encounter is one where 1 am surprised." One explained why such a definition 

was so common; "[I define it as] a surprise / unusual, because I am a frequent user; [Il 

like to canoe in the fall; for some users, the more exotic experiences are what they crave." 

For another person, it was unusual to see both ' a  coyote and a deer on a trail." 

For some urban Aibenans, surprise / uniqueness was ofien associated with other 

attributes. Seeing young wildlife was also considered unusual: "A memorable wildlife 

encounter is an unusual experience. I would like to spot young calves, young elk or deer 

fawns." Even the shape of a bison was felt to be "something different." Surprise was 

related as well to the tirne of day or year: "[I felt] surprise, scared. unusual," said one 

urbanite, when "a deer followed me and my wife a distance to [the] north end of 

Recreation Area. Animals sense we like them. 1 saw a dead, collared moose in February 

by Haybuoer Trail with the baby standing nearby. The mother moose had died of winter 



ticks." Another remarked about moose that 'kere getting up at dawn with the hind legs 

first; wildlife gathering in herds I interacting with the same species" was memorable. 

Another comment mentioned that wîldlife 'kere in the water looking for food." 

Non-Albertans also made comments on unusual species: "1 am fiom Sparwood 

BC where elk regularly g a z e  on my lawn; in Elk Island, 1 do not want to see species of 

wildlife 1 see back home." 'Tor me, Red-winged blackbirds are unusual becanse we do 

not have them back in England." Animal behavior also elicited surprise: "1 did not know 

that bison could swim. 1 thought he was a rock." Others simply remarked about, "seeing 

the unusual" or described the joy of searching for an unusual experience: "Pan of the fun 

is Iooking for wildlife: sort of a challenge;" and "[The] surprise element means a lot; if 

you see animals, it is a bonus: [it is a] surprise to see an elk." Some non-Albertans sought 

out the unusual species and behaviors that they had not seen before. 

The element of surprise was also involved in park employees' favorite wildlife 

encounters: ''1 was loolcing at a herd of bison on the side of the Parkway sleeping early in 

the moming?" recounted one staff member; 'They were close to one another. Suddenly I 

saw a strange shape in the middle. 1 looked closer, and it was a rnoose sleeping in the 

middle of a bison herd." Another park employee remembers "walking along the north 

boundary and following [three meters behind] a porcupine." 

The anribute surprise / uniqlieness, was also important ro the focus groups. 

Approximately 50% of the Fort Saskatchewan Natural History Club and the Friends of 

Elk Island Society members defined a memorable wildlife encounter in E M  as 

consisting of affective dimensions such as surprise and novelty. Their response to 

questions about wildlife encounters were that of advanced wildlife viewers; that is, they 



sought unusual wildlife encounters. A mere sighting of a buffalo by the road was not 

likely to be defined as unusual. Seeing a rare bird while hiking or canoeing? however. 

would be a valuable experience to such viewers: "1 like seeing new birds and animals 

[including Manitoba elk]; the unexpected, the unusual and the novelty encounters were a 

surprise." 

Some encounters by the club and society members occurred at unusual or specific 

times and seasons, such as "seeing a weasel on Labor Day weekend." Few of these 

responses would have corne frorn a usual once-a-year daytime visitor who mostly 

enjoyed viewing bison fiom an automobile. For one individual, "walking d o m  a trail 

[where] there was a bison waitingy7 was a memorable encounter because "it was 

unexpected." The unusuai setting was important to one respondent who enjoyed 

"listening to Saw-whet owl sounds: The darkness, stars, northem lights during early 

spring (no snow on the ground during Febmary and March). 1 used an owl tape." Other 

emotions were important for a different member: 'Watching beaver was so important 

because I like observing them. I feel patriotic watching beaver." 

Unlike the encounters of the more casual visitors, members of these focus groups 

included complicated descriptions of their wildlife experiences. Other organizational 

members defined a memorable expenence as "seeing a variety of wildlife, such as 

pelicans, swans and cormorants" or the "unexpected. [You] couid not plan for it; [it 

gives] a sense of adventure. [You] almost always see a bison." Seeing wildlife was. for 

one viewer, "like a treasure hunt." 

Another focus group consisting of university environmental science students 

described a most memorable wildlife encounter in terms of a sense of surprise / 



uniqueness. One student said, "My best wildlife encounter was with a coyote by Oster 

Lake Campground . . . [that] popped out in front of me, . . .sat down and looked at me 

from 30 meters away." Of al1 the visitor categoneq members of this group mentioned the 

most unique and surpnsing aspects to their most memorable wildlife sighting. An 

example is '9 love fiop. The fiogs at Elk Island are wonderfil. My most memorable 

encounter at Elk Island involved chorus frogs on the Amiskwiche Trail. . . hopping al1 

over me." Another detailed response involved a species not normally mentioned: 

"Alongside the Oster Lake Road a [Tiger] salamander was moving in the leaves. My 

partner sketched the salamander. The salamander tried to get into my partner's boots. In 

the meadow was a bu11 elk. There were the sounds of bu11 elk buglins al1 around us. 1 

watched the bu11 elk bugling and urinating." 

Other answers included the following: "1 like seeing al1 aspects of the park. 

[including the unusual]." "[I was] walking down a trail and there was a Ruffed grouse 

waiting." 'Zlk are unique because they have patches on their mmps and are so alert. 

natural and quiet." 'Hearing yellow warbler sounds [was my best wildlife experience]." 

[Il spent most of one night in the park moving around, listening to night sounds and 

adapting my eyes to the available light. like animals using non-visual senses." 

Only about 2.4% of respondents who provided an answer said that a particular 

species had to be available for a memorable wildlife encounter to occur. This result was 

probably more reflective of the attribute itself than anything else. This attribute was ofien 



overlooked, since most respondents assumed that the wildlife had to be available in order 

for a memorable wildlife encounter to occur. 

-4lthough E N  has over 1,000 elk, visitors seldom see the Manitoba elk (due to 

their shyness). Bison g a z e  on the side of the Parkway and are readily seen by most 

visitors. Calvino (1983) sums up this attribute of availability of a firsthand encounter with 

wildlife: "The new knowledge the human race is acquiring does not compensate for the 

knowledge spread only by direct oral transmission, which, once lost, cannot be regained 

or retransmitted: no book can teach what c m  be learned only in childhood if you lend an 

alen ear and eye to the Song and flight of birds and if you can find someone who knows 

how to give them a specific name (p. 229)." 

Other writers address availability of wildlife as it relates to a person's experience. 

Having bison and other wildlife available allowed visitors to experience what Leopold 

(1966) referred to as the central aesthetic of animals in the Iandscape. its focus of 

meaning in contrast to a seemingly static environment. Roiston (1986) seems to irnply 

that the animal gives its habitat vitality and "spontaneity in motion." Without the animal 

being available, this cannot happen. Kellert (1996) suppons this finding that wildlife hass 

to be available for a most memorable wildlife encounter to occur. People tend to focus on 

the available, larger, more colorful, mobile and diurnal species. People did not focus on 

the nocîumal species because they are not available during the peak hours of wildlife 

viewing, which, in this case, was between 10:OO am. and 3:00 p.m. 

People may actually need to see bison and other forms of wildlife. KelIert (1993) 

asserts that people have strong feelings for particular aspects of nature, and that this focus 

is usually directed towards the larger vertebrates. The present study suppons this view. 



Despire numerous other native mammals, birds, and plants, the majority of people 

inteMewed focused on the megafauna. As Iltis (1973) argues, "'Human genetic needs for 

natural pattern, for natural beauty, for natural hamony [are al1 the results of natural 

selection over the vistas of evolutionary time]" (p. 5 1, original brackets). 

If pamphlets and television becorne people's only access to wildlife, then human 

beings will have Iost the very fabric of life. Media, Iike movies and videos, could become 

people's only way to see wildlife, and as a result of this exclusively secondhand 

experience of anirnals. human beings may become less intellisent, less perceptive and 

less imaginative. Availability of wildlife species was discussed by urban Albertans. One 

urban Albertan reasoned, "1 have to see an animal for it to be a memorable encounter; 

[this is] the reason 1 rate elk so low." "[You] only see bison at Elk Island. Elk you see 

briefly, then they take off." One visitor preferred bison "because you would have to 'live 

with a kid7 [Le. deal with a disappointed child] if he did not see a bison." For non- 

Albertans, availability of a particular species was more important in defining a 

memorable wildlife encounter than it was for other categones of respondents (see 

Appendix O). Since they visit E N  only once or twice a year at most. 

Park staf f  mentioned that a good wildli fe experience involved seeing "something 

that is unavailable elsewhere. [You] can go out into the countryside and see moose. [But 

you] won't run into bison in the countryside. Bison are a big attraction for a large 

percentage of visitors." In their discussion of a memorable wildlife encounter, ernployees 

would refer to visitors' experiences. Park employees are guaranteed to see wildlife, even 

the more reclusive Manitoba elk. 



The availability of a particular species enhanced a wildlife experience for some in 

the environmental science student focus group; "anticipating seeing something" was 

important. "If the bison is not there, people are disappointed." Other focus goups did not 

mention this attribute. 

Experience of stillness / quiet / isolation / solitude. 

Experiencing stillness / quiet / isolation / solitude in combination with the wildlife 

encounter was important to only 1.6% of respondents because only a few respondents 

assumed that their wildlife viewing opponunity was going to include experiencing 

stillness / quiet / isolation / solitude. There is strong evidence in this study that suggests 

most respondents did not know how to use EINP in order to experience solitude and 

isolation. They did not know what opportunities for off- 

road / away-from-crowdç activities existed and were content to view wildlife alongside a 

road or at some of the popular visitor staging areas. 

Mental benefits of outdoor activities include tension release, peace of mind, 

relaxation and enhanced creativity that corne from observing nature. One elderly couple 

came to EINP many times during the year to expenence a combination of peace, quiet. 

and isolation along with their wildlife encounters. The elderly lady, after wildlife 

viewing, would lie down beside a trail in EMP in order to gather her thoughts. Such 

viewers desired a more complex encounter? wanting to escape the hustle and bustle of the 

city. They would view wildlife in combination with a hike or  a ski. 

Ulrich, et al. (1 99 1) state that exposure to even unspectacular natural 

environments (and the wildlife contained therein, providing the wildlife are non- 



threatening) can promote stress recovery more quickly and more completely than urban 

environments lacking nature. Further to thiq exposure to nature fosters psychological 

well-being, reduces the stress of urban living, promotes human health, and is part of the 

justification of preserving wilderness for public use. This may be a major rnotivating 

factor behind the lady lying d o m  beside a trail and relaxing. 

Urban Albertans and some of the focus groups felt that the experience of 

stillness / quiet / isolation / solitude was important in defining a most memorable wildlife 

experience. Other categories did not mention this anribute. Non-Albertans were only in 

EINP for a short stay and focused mainly on seeing wildlife. Rural Albenans and park 

employees seemed to take quiet and solitude for granted. Some of the focus groups had 

responses similar to urban Afbertans. 

Experiencing stillness / quiet / isolation / solitude in combination with the wildlife 

encounter was important to a few respondents. Urban Albertans' responses, for instance. 

reflected the importance of this attitude. Some urban Albertans said that their best 

wildlife encounter was away from the road in the remote corners of E N  -- on a trail, for 

example. Their definition of a memorable wildlife encounter involved seeing the wildlife 

species in an area of E W  that was peacefül, isolated and devoid of human noises- These 

viewers wanted to escape the hustle and bustle of the city: T o u  must sit quietly so as not 

to scare beaver," "Heanng the Cornrnon loons and the coyotes is different than hearing 

siren-" and "The sound of a Common loon is mystic and hypnotic." For other urban 

Albertans, coming to EINF when it was quiet early in the moming was a situational 

factor that defined what they considered to be a memorable wildlife encounter, e g ,  

'getting up in the rnoming and finding 35 to 40 species." 



Non-Albertans liked the quiet and solitude EINP oEered, but they defined a 

memorable wildlife encounter mainly by the wildlife they had seen. The only focus group 

to mention this anribute was the university environmental student focus group. One 

student summed up the group7s response: 'Everyone wishes they could be the only 

person there." 

Importance of quantitv of wildlife. 

Of al1 respondents, 0.8% said that the quantity or number of wildlife was an 

important amibute of their wildlife encounter. A few of the respondents who spoke of 

numbers were counting bison calves in a herd; one said, "1 counted 1 19 bison on the 

Parkway." Bird quantities were also mentioned. One couple counted the number of 

-4merican white pelicans on Astotin Lake; another saw a "Double-crested cormorant 

colony on an Astotin Lake island." One wildlife watcher, who had been in E N  when 

there were a large number of Tundra swans on the lake. said that counting them was one 

of the most memorable wildlife experiences. 

In counting numbers of wildlife, respondents said that they were at least partially 

reassuring themselves that sufficient numbers of certain species still exist. For exampie, 

one lady frorn Chicago rernarked, '?t was good to see a herd of 100-odd bison cows and 

calves, when the species almost went extinct 100 years ago." Also, counting wildlife 

numbers may be a result of human evolutionary development where counting the number 

of prey was important to people's survival. For others, abundance is a measure of a 

worthwhile sighting, and counting is a quantitative measure of this, which is more 

effectively communicated. 



In interviewing respondents, people indicated that "some animals such as bison 

are not meant to be by themselves; they belong in a herd." Other interviewees felt the' 

got a greater sense of being connected to the bison by being able to drive through the 

middle of a herd. A lone bison, unless it was a huge bu11 next to a respondent's car. did 

not elicit the same feeling as a herd of nearby bison. To respondents. some animals and 

birds naturally belonged together. When respondents did see large flocks of birds and 

herds of bison, there was a sense of connectedness with these animals and, also. a sense 

that the wildlife was well cared for. Numbers of wildlife seemed important to some 

beginner wildlife viewers as well as to some advanced ones. Seeing herds of bison gave a 

sense that al1 was well. When respondents found out, that afler the banning of power 

boating, the Red-necked grebes had corne back and now numbered some 300. there was a 

sense that the grebes were being well cared for. 

Of al1 respondents. only a few urban Albertans and one of the Friends of Elk 

Island Society members said that the nurnber of wildlife was an important attribute of 

their wildlife encounter (see Appendix O). Bird quantities were also rnentioned. A 

member of the Friends of Elk Island focus group said that the quantity of wildlife was 

important: "My most memorable wildlife encounter was seeing migrating pelicans at 

springtirne. 1 saw about 100 to 150 on the water." 

KnowIedge Attributes 

Knowledge of wildlife attributes included species is rare, species is free, species 

has ties to the past, species is endangered and the animal (wildlife) is cared for. Being 

able to express knowledge attributes meant that viewers could identify large numbers of 



common and uncornmon species of wildlife and could recognize that species were 

interconnected. Sometimes knowledge-based attributes were expressed in conjunction 

with other attributes, for example, environmental and behavioral attributes. 

Csikszentmihalyi (1 990) says that people develop the concept of whom they are 

and of what they want to achieve in life in a series of steps (p. 221). His results may give 

us insight as to how people connect to wildlife viewing. Each person Stans with a need to 

preserve oneself, and next, ernbraces the values of a community. the family and the 

neighborhood. A further step involves greater complexity of the self and development of 

a conscience. The final step involves mming away from self, integrating with other 

people and rnerging interests with those of a larger whole (Csikszentmihalyi, p. 222). 

Disintegrating air quality and extinction of species point to the fact that human beings 

must have sustainable development that is integrated with the preservation of ecosystems. 

It is suggested that certain wildlife viewers are able to recognize the value of an 

endangered species as part of an interdependent whole. 

The view of moving to increased levels of specialization in wildlife viewinz is 

supported by Bryan's Leisure Specialization Continuum (Bryan 1977. 1979, 1980)- 

Bryan suggests that a wildlife-oriented recreationist may begin showing interest in 

wildlife by visiting zoos, gradually changing to outdoor activities with some wildlife 

viewing component, such as to specific trips to view wildlife in local areas and to view 

specific species @uffis & Dearden, 1990, p. 223). 

People who have the larger interests of the environment, and mankind in general, 

at heart recognize knowledge attributes. Normally this does not include the average 

person who does not tend to look at tiny organisms or obscure invertebrates. Kellert 



(1996) descnbes the person who has knowledge of wildlife as having an ecologistic- 

scientific value as a person, having more of an integated or ecological approach to the 

natural world wit h an emp hasis on interdependence among species and natural habitat S. 

In the scientific approach, people stress structures and processes below the level of the 

whole organism. This study suppons Kellert7s work and contends that most people focus 

on the behavioral, social and the environmental attributes of wildlife encounters. This 

research also supports the idea that most people, when viewing natural environments_ 

ignore almost all except the large mammals and other prominent features in the 

environment and do not focus on small and obscure creatures. 

Most people dunng their most memorable wildl i fe encounter ignored the natural 

environment surrounding them, including the birds singing in the trees and instead 

focused on the megafauna that was available at the time, whether bison or Manitoba elk. 

According to this study, most respondents clearly did not ernbrace the knowledge 

attributes. 

Species is free or in its natural environment. 

Among al1 who responded, 21.1% appreciated the fkeedom of the species, or that 

the species was in its natural environment. As the fence surrounding E W  is not visible 

fiom wildlife-viewing areas, none of the respondents interviewed mentioned the fence, 

although some may have known of its existence. The fence is used to control bison, 

which in the past migrated over hundreds of miles and are now unable to do so because 

of the damage they can inflict on farm and pastureland surrounding EINP. While the 

fence does control elk, moose and deer to a certain extent. there is a substantial moose 



and deer population surrounding the park. The fence does not confine other native 

marnmals, birds and plants. Many of the respondents who were fiom heavily populated 

areas of Europe, the USA and Canada felt that it was important that the species being 

viewed is fiee and not in a game f m  or a zoo. This finding suppons a study in Colorado 

that asked respondents the importance of wildlife viewing opportunities when plannine a 

trip to view wiidlife (Manfredo, Bright & Stevenson, 299 1). 

What really becarne evident through the interviews is that, to some respondents. 

there is a notable difference between seeing a bison in a natural environment as opposed 

to seeing the bison in a corral or a paaure. The anribute "the species is free" was 

important for rural Albertans (25% in question 6 - the largest response). Sirnilarly. 

Europeans and Arnericans from large urban centres ofien said they hated seeing wildlife 

in zoos. where the animals seemed lifeless. Europeans pointed out the lack of wildlands 

in Europe and the resulting perception that European wildlife was not free. One elderly 

man fiom EngIand told of the construction of a Freeway through a natural area and the 

deer that were being killed on the new freeway as a result. 

This importance of a species being fiee is captured by Shepard (1993): "The 

development of the person's sense of his own structure may depend upon the beauty, 

strangeness and diversity of a wild fauna, assirnilated ceremonially as food and 

perceptually as the plural assembly of the self (p. 282)." In addition, Ulrich (1993) found 

that human beings preferred a natural design and natural patterns. Perhaps this is why 

respondents said they preferred seeing an animal in a natural setting, fiee to roam and 

feed at will. He adds that even unspectacular natural views elicit a higher aesthetic 

preference. 



Each category of respondents seemed to have its own assumptions or biases 

regarding the freedom of the species, natural environment of the species or  both that they 

were watching. Species is free or in its natural environment was the rnost important 

attribute to rural Albertans and to non-Albertans. Non-Albertans had a disIi ke for zoos 

and game f m s .  It is less important to urban Aibertans and to students who d l  thinli of 

Canada as having vast wildemess areas. Many urban Albertans who responded felt that 

there was still plenty of wildlife roaming fieely in North America. Their knowled_ge that 

deer and moose roam fkeely outside EINP contributed to this feeling. 

Rural Albertans, including a bison rancher. said that the bison look happier in the 

fieedom and natural setting of E N  as opposed to in a pasture. Another rural Albertan 

noted that Manitoba elk in EINP seerned happier and more relaxed than elk on a game 

farm. When asked what the wildlife was doing that made an encounter his favorite. a 

rancher replied, "Just being fiee." Additional responses involved the perception that the 

species is fiee or in its own natural environment: EINP is "such a wondefil opportunity 

to see wildlife in their own habitat; and "[It is] different fiom watching bison on a farm. 

It is interesting to compare them in their natural setting, not to just see them sitting on the 

same pasture al1 the time." According to one rural Albertan, observing animais in their 

own habitat 'makes you feel that you are part of the world around you, another hurnan 

being in the ecosystem, an individual interacting with one's surroundings." 

For these people, the natural environment was part of the experience. The 

perception is that the setting allows animal behavior to be more natural and Iess 

controlled or predictable: 'My fiiend near Rocky Mountain House raises bison, but it's 

not the sarne as seeing them in Elk Island; here in the park they're not captive; they are 



wild and unpredictable;" and "[There are] not too many places where you can see grebes 

in the natural habitat; [Il came to Elk Island to see five different Ends of grebes." Other 

comments were "solitude, srnells; knowing the animals are there;" and 'beaver 

watching." Visitors afso said, "[Il like to see an animal in its natural setting," or they gave 

more picturesque descriptions. such as "It was a beautifil time of year. Elk Island is very 

wild. You look out and al1 you see is bush. There were a lot of swans close to the 

Administration Road." 

The notion that the species is fiee and not in a game fann or zoo is also very 

important to non-Albertans. What really became evident through the interviews was that 

there is a notable difference between seeing an animal in its natural environment as 

opposed to seeing the anima1 in a corral, a Pasture or a zoo. One lady from Chicaso said 

she hated zoos and liked to see a wild animal roaming in its semi-wild- natural 

environment. She added that she does not like going to zoos "where the tiger walks up 

and dom." A significant number of non-Albenans came fi-om highly urbanized 

environments in Canada and other parts of the world. The diminishing state of wildlands 

with their accompanying wildlife was prominent in their minds. The Europeans 

especially felt an important part of defining a mernorable wildlife encounter was seeing 

the wildlife free in their natural habitat. One 45-year-old man from Holland indicated that 

Holland had no parks the size of EINP and that the only wildlife left in that country was 

foxes and rabbits. Europeans realize how important natural parks are because their 

country has so little open natural space and wildlife left. 

A small number of urban Albertans (6.3 %) mentioned the feeling that the species 

is free or in its natural environment: "The natural habitat [of the animal] is not a zoo. We 



are visitors here: it is not a zoo. 1 do not go to ZOOS." Unlike an encounter with a zoo 

animal, "a memorable wildlife encounter is witnessing some of the behavior of the 

animal without it knowing you are there." Similarly, a memorable wildlife encounter is 

"being in a relatively solitary situation where you could observe natural phenornena in a 

natural way, observing animals at close range doing normal activities." It was ofien 

important that the observer was not felt to be obsemed by the animal: ""When [I am] able 

to observe birds in their natural habitat," or 'When wildlife ignore you and yet you c m  

be close to them to observe them." For such viewers. canoein or hiking ensures that 

they are not disturbing the natural environment or the behavior of animals. "'Canoeing 

and listening to loons on Astotin Lake [is part of rny definition]. 1 remember when there 

was motorboating on the lake. 1 support banning motorboating." Another defines such an 

experience as one of "safety; being close to wildlife and not having them affected. A 

canoe allows you to float by animals." One other valued "being able to get close to an 

animal and to watch it in a natural setting; it is more natural along the trails." This kind of 

encounter? above all, involves the emotion of respect for the wildness of wildlife: "A 

memorable wildlife encounter is something in its natural setting: we do not disturb it ." 

A park employee's encounter with wildlife stressed the importance of the 

attribute, species is free, because "'you see the wildlife the way they are." Another 

ernployee asserted, 'Teople corne to see wildlife in their own environment." Park 

employees, however, took it for granted that wildlife in EINP were free in their own 

environment. 

Focus group university students also descrïbed their most mernorable wildlife 

encounter in terms of wildlife being fiee. One student reply addressed this attribute 



together with the anribute of surprise: "1 almost had a sense of communication with the 

coyote. It was fiee, relaxed, cairn and peaceful. [A] coyote . . . was fiee in his own 

environment. [It is a] quahy wildlife experience when 1 can merge with the animals." 

Raritv of wildlife. 

Ranty of wildlife was considered important by 6.5% of respondents who gave an 

answer. Bison were considered rare by some respondents, as was the whole idea of 

wilderness. Rare was defined as not seeing a wildlife species elsewhere, including back 

home. If the wildlife was not rare. or if it was available elsewhere. that particular w'lldlife 

encounter dropped in importance. When defining "rare." ofien non-Canadians wouId 

consider the worldwide status of a particular species. For exarnple. a group of four elderly 

men and women fiom the Netherlands were inten-iewed during July of 1996. They 

considered an encounter with bison to be the most memorable wildlife encounter that 

they had experienced in EINP mainly because " the  bison is rare in the world. We do not 

have any in Europe." One German considered bison to be rare because he had traveled to 

Wood Buffalo National Park to see bison, could not see any and had then returned to 

E N .  

Wildlife viewers, who looked at wildlife in an ecological framework and had a 

global view of wildlife preservation, expressed rarity of wildlife as a factor for a 

memorable encounter. This view of a wildlife encounter contrasted with that of a 

beginner wildlife watcher who would focus on the immediacy of the encounter and 

define the encounter itself through other attributes such as size, shape and wildlife being 

close instead of fitting the wildlife species into an ecological context. Many advanced 



viewen would focus on the rarity of wildlife within an ecological fi-amework. and some 

authors have expressed great concern for the rarity of certain species. as they have 

recognized that we must depend on other life forms to survive (Soulé, 1993). 

Rarity of wildl ife was most important for non-Albertans; and, in defining ''rare," 

non-Albertans often considered the worldwide status of a particular species. Some urban 

Albertans included the rarity of wildlife in their definition of a most memorable wildlife 

encounter. As one perceptive visitor explained, ''CI like] viewing moose; they are difftcult 

to see -- not too many elsewhere. 1 love the birds too; 1 do not look at individual anirnals 

but take an ecosystem approach." "Seeing bison and other wildlife not normally seen" is 

a definition given by one urban Albertan. Another even used the word "rare" when 

defining a good wildlife encounter: [It] is one that gives you a feeling of excellence -- 

something rare. where the wildlife is doing something interesting." 

In defining their most memorable wildlife encounter, rural Albertans also rated 

rarity of wildlife prominently (including not seeing a particular fom of wildlife 

elsewhere). Ofien these rural Albertans asserted that if they could see a species of 

wildlife on their rural property (such as a moose), then that animal was not part of a 

definition of a mernorable wildlife encounter. On the other hand. the availability of a 

particular species enhanced the experience for some who mentioned experiences with 

wildlife on their property: "1 encourage the moose to browse through the vegetation on 

my f m  al1 winter long; deer corne around as well." '7 like watching bison; 1 have moose 

and deer on rny farm." 'Buffalo are rny favorite; moose, deer and elk are not my favorites 

because they are common on my f m  property." "I have not had any memorable wildlife 

encounters in E N ;  1 see wildlife on my farm." 



Some park employees felt that their wildlife encounter was important because it 

involved the attribute. rarïty of wildlife: W h e n  1 was a kid, the first large animal I saw 

was a moose in the woods on Our farm by Smoky Lake; wild animals over there are rare.'' 

"Pt is] unusual to see a moose; a moose symbolizes Canadian wilderness. [One] cannot 

see a moose in the mountains." Ranty was, of course inversely related to availability: 

"The more the animal hides, the less popular it is; deer and elk mn." One member of the 

Friends of Elk Island Society focus group also rnentioned the rarity of wiidlife: "Seeing 

them [migrating pelicans] is a really rare experience." 

Other respondents did not distinguish between rarity of wildlife and the feeling 

that a species was endangered. Many interviewees may have felt they had answered the 

question on speciesy endangerment earlier when they had responded to the rarity of 

wildlife. Non-Albertans, for example. did not distinguish between rarity of wildlife and 

the feeling that a species was endangered. Nevertheless, the small response for this 

attribute indicates that visitors lack awareness of ecology, one of the main concerns of 

park management. 

Animal is cared for. 

Only a few respondents (1 -5%) who provided an answer mentioned that it was 

important to know that the wildlife is cared for. Kellert (1993) mentions that strong 

affection for individual parts of nature can be expressed as a feeling of "love" for nature. 

He further says that a humanistic experience of nature cm result in care and nurturance 

for individual components of nature. The mere sight of a moose in close may help people 

to rnaintain their health. Manfredo, et al. (1995) express that humans have values. Held 



values or one's attitudes toward issues are important in assessing attributes of wildlife 

viewing. For example, one value expressed by Manfredo, et al. is animal rights or human 

perception about how an animal is treated. 

Only a few respondents mentioned that if was important to know that the wildlife 

is cared for or not under stress, i. e., has enough food, etc. This may be a reflection of the 

fact that some rural Aibertans care for livestock. One rural respondent mentioned, '9 want 

to make sure we protect these mammals for our grandchildren." 

Ties to the Dast or importance for historical reasons. 

Some interviewees ( 1  -6%) said that species' ties to the past or historical 

importance helped them to describe a memorable wildlife encounter. Some respondents 

said that one of the reasons bison were central in their memorable wildlife encounter was 

because of the strong connections that the bison have to the native culture of Nonh 

America. Other species, except for a single mention of a moose, were not thought of as 

having connections with the past. Some wildlife viewers fitted a particular species into a 

histoncal context and formed a connection to the larger environment. A very strons 

connection was formed with the bison and its powerfûl role in the pre-settlernent era of 

North Arnerica. These wildlife viewers seemed to have a strong connection to native 

species. 

Some authors have written about how important it is to have a historical 

connection. Worster (1995) remarks that 'khether we choose to learn fiom the past or 

not, whatever we choose to learn or  ignore, the past is Our only instructor" (p. 83). 

Individual species possess these histoncal connections from which we can leam. 



Only non-Albertans and rural Aibertans referred to a species' historical past. 

when reporting their most mernorable wildlife encounter. A few rural Albertans valued 

the idea that species represent ties to the past, especially bison: "1 enjoy natural history," 

said one visitor; "buffalo was the rnainstay of the country." Another explained. "Buffalo 

hinory in this country rnakes them special -- the life blood of the early settlers." 

However, other categories interviewed did not make direct reference to this attribute. 

Non-Albertans also remarked about the anribute, feeling that the species 

represents ties to the past or is important for historical reasons: "Cormorants look 

prehistoric." "1 have never seen a bison before. [It was] incredible because they are rare 

and have an historical meaning: part of our heritage, almost a dinosaur." "[It is] very 

important to know the history of herds: white people killed herds; Indians lost herds." 

"We are learning about Nonh America through TV: Europeans are interested in bison. 

Ensland is interested in the history of North America; Germans are interested in cowboys 

and Indians." "'Bison are so important -- so close." said one out-of-province viewer. 

"[This is] the only wild spot where you have a chance to see bison in Canada." 

'2xperïencing a mernorable wildlife encounter rneans having knowledge beforehand. 

seeing species fiom the past in the wild, having a spiritual connection with wild Nonh 

America." '"A lot of Europeans associate bison with the West." "[Il felt emotional 

attachment, a nostalgie sense of history." 

The feeling that the species represents ties to the past or is important for historical 

reasons played a part in rnaking encounters special. One staffrnember's comment 

summarizes this attribute: 'Bison symbolize the Wild West as seen in the movies, 

especially for the Europeans." 



S pecies is endaneered. 

The attribut- species being endangered, was the least fiequently mentioned 

artribute. Some respondents did not distinguish between rarity of wildlife and the feeling 

that a species was endangered. In a study completed in Denver, Colorado, over 75% of 

Denver residents indicated that seeing endangered species was very or extremely 

important (Manfiedo, et al., 1991). This may relate to what Berger (1980) describes as 

the progressive marginalization of anirnals in industrial society. Pnor to this. animals 

constituted the first circle surrounding man. Also, Katcher and Wilkins ( 1 993 ) imply that 

because certain animals and plants are considered vermin (Le.. weeds). they can or  rnust 

be exterminated. 

More cornplex wildlife viewers who made reference to endangered species 

recognized a deep connection to wild animaIs. Some authors have written about 

endangered species and the value of individual species. For example. S hepard ( 1 995 f 

wrote, ''1 realized that the individual animal's beauty and identity remain our principal 

source of satisfaction7' (p. 23). Other authors echo the sentiments of advanced wildlife 

viewers and their deep concern for endangered species. Like the respondents interviewed. 

these writers had a deep concem for the interconnected nature of life. One such author. 

Worster (1995), States that ". . . the extinction of obscure species has become a global 

concem expressed in international treaties" (p. 79). 

Some rural Aibertans referred to bison as endangered. Other respondents, such as 

non-Albertans, did not distinguish between the attributes, rarity of wildlife, and the 

feeling that a species was endangered. However, school children had the feeling that the 

species was endangered, most likely because the concept "endangered" had been pan of 



their class lesson. Also, rnany interviewees may have felt that they had answered this 

question about endanserment earlier when they had been asked about the rarity of 

wildlife. Nevertheless, the srnaIl response for this attribute indicates that visitors' lack 

awareness of ecology, one of the main concerns of park management. 

Where the Encounter Happened 

As indicated in Appendix L, the majority of visitors who provided an answer 

(58.5%) said that their most memorable wildlife encounter happened along the Parhway 

(see Figure 10). Approximately, 16.2% of visitors said their most memorable wildlife 

encounter happened in the Recreation Area, and 13.1% of respondents indicated that for 

them it took place in the Bison Paddock. Over 10% of visitcrs indicated that the? 

experienced their most memorable wildlife encounter while h i k i n ~  canoeing and 

participating in other activities while in E l W .  

Bison Paddock 

Some 10.0% of urban Albertans said their most memorable encounter happened 

in the Bison Paddock. In contrast, only 4.8% of rural Albertans had a memorable wildlife 

encounter in either the Recreation Area or the Bison Paddock. 



Figure 10. Where in E N  wildlife encounter happened. 

Bison paddock Bk kbnd Recreation Area Other 
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Wbere Wil dife Encounter Happened 

The Parkway 

Arnong respondents. 58 -3% of urban -4lbenans. 7 1 -4% of m a l  Albenans and 

63.0% of non-Aibertans said their most mernorable wildlife encounter occurred along the 

Parkway. 

Recreation Area 

A significant number of urban Albenans (20%) had a memorable wildlife 

encounter in the Recreation Area, as did 10.0 % of non-Albertans. 



Hiking - and Other Recreational Activities 

A total of 1 1.7 % of urban Abertans had mernorable wiIdlife encounters while 

hiking the trails; 19% of rural Aibertans had one while hiking the trails and participating 

in other recreational activities in E N .  Very few non-Albertans (1 3.3%) had rnemorable 

encounters while on a trail or participating in other recreational activities. However, one 

visitor fiom Holland came within 10 meters of a bu11 bison whiIe mountain biking on a 

trail and was fortunate to avoid injury. 

Viewing From a Vehicle 

A total of 62.4% of respondents said their encounter happened while in their car 

(see Table W l ) .  Specific responses to this question varied among categories of visitors 

(see Table W2). This category of visitors. which is generally unfamiliar with the Park. 

gains most of its wildlife encounters on the road. NearIy 79% of non-Albertans reported 

that their wildlife encounter happened while they were in their car. This data underlines 

the importance of the Parkway to non-Aibertans. 

Sixty-five percent of rural Aibertans had a wildlife viewing experience from a car. 

The same percentage of mral Albertans surveyed would view wildlife from their cars 

while driving to or from work, while driving relatives or fnends through the Park or 

while on a sightseeing tour, alone or with their spouse. A large number of park 

employees (87.5%) said they had their wildlife encounter in a car while traveling through 

E N  to their work site. Some also had a wildlife encounter while visiting EINP with 



relatives or fnends. Other park employees, especidly wardens and those who work 

directly with wildlife, had significant numbers of wildlife encounters outside their cars. 



Chapter 7: Variations in Wildlife Viewine 

Comparisons Amone Types of Viewers 

In order to develop recommendations for EINP management, it is important to 

understand the differences between aaributes and how categones of visitors and focus 

groups defined their most memorable wildlife-viewing encounter. In discussing the 

characteristics of these groups first their species preference will be compared. The 

discussion will then proceed to compare the various attributes of the groups' most 

memorab te wildl ife encounters. 

Results of interviews with urban Albertans, non-Albertans, rural Albertans. 

students and park employees were cornpared. Comparisons were also drawn with focus 

groups that were interviewed, including the Fort Saskatchewan Natural History Club, The 

Fnends of Elk Island Society, a University of Alberta environmental science group and 

an environmental education specialist focus group. (The environmental education 

specialist focus group? since it is concerned with the viewing characteristics of children, 

will be discussed in Chapter 8.) 

Wildlife Species Preferred (Question 8) 

Bison were preferred by 56.0% of respondents followed by moose (7.1 %) and 

Manitoba elk (5.0%). Some 8.5% of respondents said they preferred birds but did not 

specify which ones, while 3 -5% of respondents specified which bird they preferred (see 



Appendix P). Al1 visitor categories singled out bison as their favorite wildlife species. 

These results are consistent with the Elk Island Visitor Exit Sunrey (Parks Canada, 1994). 

Urban Albertans 

Bison were preferred by 56.9% of urban Aibertans while moose were preferred by 

7.7% of urban Albertans. A large number also said they had no preference (9.2%). 

Urbanites, because they made up the largest group of respondents, also mentioned a 

variety of other species as their favorites. such as birds in general(9.2%) and Manitoba 

elk (4.6%). When answering questions 5, 6, 7 and 13, the same trends appeared, along 

with some respondents rnentioning significant encounters with Common loons, Amencan 

white pelicans and other species. 

Rural Albertans 

For rural Albertans, the bison was certainly the most popular wild animal. 

Wildlife that can threaten a rural person's livelihood were not popular with rural 

respondents. For example, deer sometimes eat hay. Wildlife seen on rural propeny were 

not considered part of a memorable wildlife encounter in ENP.  Clearly, the responses by 

rural Aibertans generally indicate a great attachment to wildlife, particularly bison and 

moose. 



Non- Albertans 

Not surprisingly. bison rated the highest for non-Albenans: 58.8%. Students were 

the ody group that had a higher response for bison (66.7%). These animals were 

considered rare by non-Albertans. Often, visitors indicated that bison were not availabie 

elsewhere in a natural setting. One German respondent. interviewed along the Parkway in 

1996, waked too close to a moose and her calf and was in danger of being attacked. but 

the majority of non-Aibertans experienced no such agpressive behavior in encounters 

with bison. Unspecified birds were named by 1 1.8% as their favorite species, and the 

moose was named by 8.8%. This category of viewer was least likely to Say they had no 

preference (5.9%). This enthusiasm for a favonte species can be explained by the fact 

that many non-Albertans are fiom European countries where wildlife in general has 

largely disappeared. 

Park Emplovees 

Only 45.5% of park employees felt that bison was their favorite animal, while 

9.1% said moose was their second favorite wildiife species in E N  (see Table Pz). 

Speaking on behalf of visitors, most of the front-line staff mentioned that visitors 

preferred bison. However, a large percentage (27.3% of al1 park employees) said that they 

enjoyed al1 wildlife in E N ,  or that they had no preference. 



Fort Saskatchewan Natural Histow Club and The Friends of EIk Island Societv 

Most members of the Fort Saskatchewan Natural History Club took an ecosystem 

approach to answering the question, rather than singling out one species and comparing it 

with another. This kind of response is typical of advanced wildlife watchers: "Al1 aspects 

of the park are important." 'Wature warrants preservation unspoiled." 'The whoIe settins 

[is important]." Members of the Friends of Elk Island Society had dificulty answering 

this question, mon of them responding with. "We have a lot of favorites." However, one 

group mernber. who studies coyotes in EINP as pan of her doctoral thesis. said that 

coyotes were her favorite species there. 

Environmental Science Students 

The favorite species question was also posed to the University of Alberta 

environmental science students' focus group. The answers h m  this group were more 

varied than fiom any other focus group. '7 enjoy seeing bison for what they represent -- a 

species that was decimated," said one. Another, who preferred beaver, explained that 

there were "so many opportunities to see them doing their own thing. The park's habitat 

is perfect for beaver; we are able to watch them unintermpted." This group's answers 

were detailed and unusual: "My favorite wildlife species in the park is the pygmy shrew. 

1 also like Wood bison. [One] can see the biggest and the smallest species at the park. 

Sapsuckers are a dynamic species. They always engage in communication with others. 

They are always flying around, defensive about their temtories. [They] are visible . . . 

have presence; . . . [one] can watch them closeiy." 



Generally, trends in favorite wildlife species were established fiom interviews 

with focus groups. From environmental educators, it was learned that children aged ten 

years and younger prefer animals to birds. Front-line park employees identified with the 

typical visitor, who entres EINP for an easy, relaxing wildlife viewing experience -- 

namely, viewing bison fiom a car. Other wildlife watchers, such as the Fort 

Saskatchewan Natural History Club, the Fiends of Elk Island Society and the University 

students, Iiked al1 species. 

Attributes and Differences Amone Categories of Visitors and Focus Groups 

Of al1 the different categones of visitors, the urban Albertans provided the 

greatest number and variety of responses to the questions related to defining a most 

memorable wildlife encounter (questions 5 ,6 .  7 and 13). The size of the urban Aibenan 

sample may have influenced this aspect of the data, as it increased the possibility that this 

group mentioned more amibutes. Responses indicate that individuals in these categories 

appreciated the simpler and more prima1 dimensions of wildlife encounters. such as 

aggressive behavior. 

The wildlife-expert focus group responses indicate the variety and complexity of 

experience possible when a viewer is more fully educated in park ecology. The views of 

park staff, revealed by both the focus group of front-line staff and the individual 

interviews with staff, provide an inside perspective. 

The diversity of responses was not nearly as great for park employees as for other 

categones of people. Generally, the front-line staff did not provide as wide a range of 

answers as the Fort Saskatchewan Natural History Club or the Fnends of Elk Island 



Society and reflected comments given by E N  visitors. Their definition of a most 

memorable wildlife encounter varied. but on the whote. their answers were more cornples 

than the other visitor categories. 

The Fort Saskatchewan Natural History Club focus group consisted largely of 

older men and women (about 60 years old) who are intensely interested in nature. More 

than 75% of the group consisted of keen birdwatchers. The members of the club share a 

common purpose, that is, wildlife watchin. Most members are advanced wildlife 

watchers, and this is shown in their responses. While other respondent categories (urban 

Albertans. non-local Albertans, rural Albertans, park employees or students) show a 

broad range of responses fiom the very simple to the cornplex. al1 members of the Natural 

History Club gave a complicated. sophisticated definition of a most memorable wildlife 

encounter. Most mernbers of the club think of E W  as only one of many wildlife viewing 

destinations. 

Another focus group, The Friends of Elk Island Society, is a group of volunteers 

committed to furthering the preservation and education mandate of E N P .  With their 

active roles behind the scenes, they are one of the most dedicated volunteer groups in 

ElNi'. 

The environmental science students' focus group consisted of university students 

who had graduated or were in their final years of study. For the most part, their responses 

were indicative of a group of more sophisticated wildlife watchers. Their personal 

responses, which concerned a sense of intirnacy with wildlife as well as intimacy with the 

ecosystem in general, evidenced their environmental education. One student defined a 

quality experience as "'a viewing experience off the trail. totally immersed in the ecolosy 



of an ecosystem: a connection with the animal." "Viewing the animal," said another. 

"rnakes me feel connected with the environment." Yet another expressed that "being pan 

of the environment is part of the quality experience; it is rewarding in a different sense: it 

makes me feel better when you cm integrate with the environment." 

Summarv of Attributes' Trends 

A model was developed to demonstrate that a focused memorable wildlife 

encounter embraces a single attribute or combines transitions along primal or cultural 

srrands and is simple or cornplex or a combination of these (see Figure 1 1).  Hence the 

arrows in the model show that the respondent can move back and forth between simple 

and complex, primal or cultural. The model also shows the seventeen anributes of a 

memorable wildlife encounter that were isolated. A memorable wildlife encounter can 

consist of any one or many of theses attributes and can be simple, complex. cultural or 

prima1 or a combination of these. 



Figure 1 1 : Wddlife viewer attrïutes of a most memorabie encounter in Elk Island 
National Park - a Transition Mosaic. 



Behavioral Attributes 

For behavioral. Le., wildlife caused attributes, trends appeared. Size and shape (of 

wildlife) was the most important to school children, non-Albertans, park employees and, 

to a lesser extent, urban Albertans. None of the focus groups mentioned this size shape 

attribute, whereas it was an attnbute that was irnponant for al1 categories, especially for 

urban Albertans. Wildlife being close / being close to wildlife was also especially 

important for non-Albertans and for rural Albertans; it was also very important to 

children. To a lesser extent. park staff and focus groups like the Friends of Elk Island 

Society feit that this annbute was imponant and that the memorable wildlife encounter 

had to be unusual as weIl. 

Rural Albertans and park employees indicated a strone preference for the 

matemal-paternal behavior / preference for seeing Young born attribute. Of al1 the 

categories surveyed, unspecified fast movement was the most important for students who 

were I I  years old and younger. Park employees. non-Albertans and focus groups 

mentioned this aanbute only briefly, and urban Albenans did not feel that unspecified 

fast movement was important. 

Frequent visitors to EINP? such as urban and rural Albenans, seemed to feel that 

their most mernorable wildlife encounters involved the aggressive behavior of wildlife, 

specifically the aggressive behavior of bison. School children cited aggressive behavior 

as the most important attribute of their wildlife encounter. Wildlife in control seemed to 

be the most important attnbute for urban Albenans. 



Social Attributes 

Social attributes included respondents mentioning the presence of children and the 

presence of others as major contributing factors to their most mernorable wildlife 

encounter. The presence of children was most important for urban Albertans, rural 

Albertans, E M  employees and, to a lesser extent, for non-Albertans. Among the focus 

groups, the presence of children did not seem to be important in the wildlife encounter. 
C 

Urban Albertans and mral Albertans felt that the presence of others (excluding 

children) enhanced their wiIdIife viewing experience. Some of the focus groups also 

mentioned that the presence of others was important to their wildlife encounter. 

Environmental Attribut es 

Environmental attributes included stillness / quiet / isolation / solitude, quantity of 

wildlife, surprise / uniqueness of the wildlife encounter and the availabi 1 ity of wildl ife. 

The anribute, surprise / uniqueness was more important to repeat visitors such as urban 

Albenans and the focus groups. It was less imponant to non-Albertans, probably because 

they are ofien infiequent or first-time visitors and most tend to concentrate on roadside 

wildlife encounters. 

Urban Albertans and some of the focus groups were the only categories that felt 

that the experience of stillness / quiet / isolation / solitude was important in defining a 

most memorabie wildlife experience. 

Some of the focus groups had responses similar to urban Albertans. Of al1 

categories of respondents, only urban Albenans and the Friends of Elk Island Society 



focus group said that the quantity or number of wildlife was an important attribute of 

their wildlife encounter. Respondents from ail categories. however. said that a species 

had to be available for a memorable wildlife encounter to occur. 

Knowledge Attributes 

Knowledge attributes included rarity, species being fiee. species' tie to past, 

species being endangered and animal being cared for. Rarity of wildlife was more 

important for non-Albertans than for any other cate3or-y of respondent. If the wildlife was 

not rare. or if it was available elsewhere. that particular wildlife dropped in importance 

for the non-local respondent. When defining "rare." often non-Albertans would consider 

the worldwide status of a particular species. 

Each category of respondents seerned to have its own assumptions or biases 

regarding the fieedom of the species and the natural environment of the species. This 

attribute was the most important to rural Albertans and non-Albertans. Wildlife beine 

fiee was l e s  important to urban Albertans and to students. 

Non-Albenans and rural Albertans referred to a species' historical past, when 

reporting their most memorable wildlife encounter. One couple referred to a Double- 

crested cormorant as Iooking like a prehistoric bird, a symbol of the past. However, 

respondents did not directly refer to the feeling that the species represents ties to the past. 

Species being endangered was the least fiequently mentioned anribute. A few 

respondents said that their feeling that the species was endangered made their wildlife 

encounter more special. Some rural Albertans referred to bison as endangered. Other 

categories, such as non-Abertans, did not distinguish between rarity of wildlife and the 



feeling that a species was endangered. On the other hand, school children had the feelins 

that the species was endangered. Some responses fkom rural Albertans expressed the 

feeling that the species is endangered: "Bison are magnificent; [there are] hardly any left 

in the world; there is a sense they are well cared for." Rural Albertans ofien mentioned 

that wildlife would not run away. One rancher remarked. "Moose on my farm run away 

when they see me. Here at Elk IsIand, they look settled in their environment." Ranchers 

did not care for wildlife that reduced their profits. A rancher bordering E N  said. "1 

poisoned the wolves that killed my cattle. They were big and black. They were too big to 

be coyotes." Another said, "1 do not Iike coyotes. There are too many coyotes. 1 

electrified my fence to keep coyotes out." Farmers or ranchers also disliked White-tailed 

deer, which sometimes eat hay. 

Only a few respondents mentioned that it is important to know that the wildlife is 

cared for. For example, there was great concern over a two-year-old moose that had 

tumed white and lost most of its hair fiom moose ticks. This anribute seemed to be of 

greater concem for rural respondents than for any other category. 



Chapter 8: Children and Wiidlife Viewins 

In order to examine the full range of different pari; visitor groups, school students 

of varying ages were asked the question, "What is your most memorable wildlife 

encounter?" Most of the results focused on the wildlife species present. Attributes such as 

size / shape and movement play a large role with students. especially those in primary 

SC hool. Several hundred student s from greater Edmonton and its surrounding areas 

pariicipated; most of the children interviewed were in grades 3 to 5. Sorne junior high and 

high school students were interviewed. The results offered by students represent the ideas 

of several hundred students. Several thousand students. mostly Grade 6 and younger. visit 

E N  each year, mainly in May and June. most of them participatine in the curriculum- 

driven pond study unit. It is important to understand how children in the primary grades 

and higher understand a wildlife viewing esperience and what they consider a memorable 

wildlife encounter. 

Environmental Education S~eciaIists 

A focus group consisting of E N  environmental education specialists was asked 

questions about the attributes of children's quality wildlife encounters. This group 

consisted of the environmental education specialist employed by E N .  as well as 

contract environmental education assistants. Headed by a park employee, this group is 

responsible for wordinating the environmental education program in EMP. In 

responding to the definition of a memorable wildlife encounter. the environmental 

education specialists often spoke from the perspective of the student. The answers given 



were surprisingly simple. However, as the vast majority of students are Grade 6 or 

younger, this is not surprising. The responses of students, teachers and environmental 

educators form a close relationship; the subject of children's wildlife viewing will be 

looked at from each of these perspectives. 

Some of the educators' responses. however, were unique to their position and 

perspective. The environmental education focus group spoke at length about the 

educational needs of a large nurnber of children, as well as their strategies for educating 

them. According to the educators, "Three schools of kids had never been out of the city. 

We are talking about a population that is cut off h m  the natural world. Most kids only 

make it to parks in Edmonton and cal1 that a natural experience. Kids need to see the big 

picture. [We] should talk about a global connection. [The] emotional connection is 

important. too: Our role in the natural system -- a person's connection to the deer, bison 

and the forest." What was apparent in the focus group discussion was that there is an 

emphasis on looking at wildlife as pan of a larger whole. As the grade level increases. 

this is especially so: "Younger kids. Grade 4 or younger, focused on individual plants and 

animals. Kids (Grade 5 and older) knew the word ecosystem but might not have 

understood the meaning completely. Most kids (Grade 4 and older) understood the 

purpose of protecting EINP and preserving the animals." 

One important attribute mentioned by environmental educators is that the 

presence of others often enhances the wildlife experience for students: "Kids want to be 

with an adult dunng the wildlife experience, especially a knowledgeable adult. The adult 

is the bridge. Kids need a person to interpret what they see." Children were also the major 



motivating reason for parents (and teachers) participating in a wildlife viewins 

expenence. 

Children as a Res~ondent Cateaow 

None of the school groups surveyed stayed overnight in EINJ?. Thirty percent 

visited EINP for more than 5 hours. without using accommodations, while 60 % spent 

between 3 and 5 hours there. and 10% of school ~ o u p s  spent between 1 and 3 hours 

The rnajority of students interviewed (83.3%) said thev corne to E N  once a 

year, in organized class activities. For some kids fiom the inner city, their visit was their 

first experience out of Edmonton. The remaining 16.7?'0 indicated they visited EINP three 

or more tirnes a year. Most of these visitations are a result of a student telling his/her 

parent about E N  following an organized class visit. 

-411 of the schoolchildren interviewed ( 100%) feIt it was very important to meet 

wildlife whiIe in E N .  Wildlife in close / wildlife being close. wildlife in motion and 

Iarse size were particularly important to the elementan children interviewed. 

About 67% of students interviewed had a memorable wiIdlife encounter while 

hiking. One of the favorite class activities in E N  is hiking the shon Amishwiche or 

Lakeview Trails. Wildlife can easiiy be seen on these trails. One class expenenced a 

mernorable wildlife encounter while picnicking. by observin_e a colony of ground 

squirrels. 



Species Preference and Identification 

About 67% of schoolchildren participating in environmental education classes 

said that bison were their favorite wildlife species in EINP (see Appendix P). The next 

largest group of children said leeches (33 -3%) were their most favorite. Many other 

species found on the boardwalk that could be gathered in a water-filled tray with a dip net 

were also popular, such as the tadpole, Fat-head minnow and hairwom- 

Children, followed by non-Albertan respondents. consistent1 y scored lower than 

other categories in identification of Elk Island wildlife. Over 60% of the children could 

identi- a female moose, White-taiIed deer and a coyote (see Tables AGI, AG2 and AG3 

respectively). However, fewer children could identify the birds. plant or butterfiy photos. 

Most students surveyed were Grade 6 or ounger and seemed to lack the knowledge of a 

lot of EINPs wildlife. Their knowledge improved in the areas on which their teacher 

concentrated, such as the wildlife present in the water beside the boardwalk: namely, 

Ieeches, muskrat and srnaII fish such as the Fat-head minnow. Some of the children were 

in kindergarten and had never seen a moose. The number of children correctly identifying 

the Black-capped chickadee was also low. at 20%. Some children interviewed even had 

trouble identifjing a Red-winged blackbird that was 10 meters fiom the class. Only one 

child whose father and mother were avid birdwatchers seemed to be able to identi@ most 

of the bird species. The educators expressed a sense of frustration with children's species' 

preferences, explaining that children have been taught by their environment to focus on 

the large anirnals: "Animals are more important to kids than birds because of our culture. 

[There is] a lack of information. Kids have not been shown the importance of birds. Kids 



know what a moose looks like. [But] they cal1 everything on the water a duck. It is a 

cultural thing, focused on  the brown-eyed animal.'' 

WildIife Sounds 

The children interviewed were mostly primary students. Grades 4. 5 and 6. When 

asked about favorite wildlife sounds, 80% said they did not have a favorite sound. There 

was mention, however. of the  sound that Richardson ground squirrels make in the 

Recreation Area. which was a sound they recognized as a "'g,opher7s." 

One of the teachers, when asked why they Save such a response indicated that 

kids of this age process most of their information in a visual manner. Arnong the 

environmental education specialist focus group. there was quite an unusual set of 

responses to the sound question. "Knowing birds by sounds is dificult for kids." 

explained the specialists. "Kids on Our field trips do not get out of the city enough to have 

favonte sounds." "City kids turn off ears because of so much stuff coming in. We need to 

focus them; then, they are into a whole new experience." "The only time the kids talked 

about sounds was with Red-winged blackbirds and some grebes." 

Comments by environmental education specialists further explained the 

importance of sight: " A  lot of kids would ask about bison and where they could see 

bison." "Animals are more important if the kids see them." 'Xids want to see wildlife, 

not just hear about it." "For kids what makes a quaiity wildlife encounter is a visual 

comection. In the city, kids are sheltered fiom sensual stimulus. In this environment, 

they are asked to open their eyes and their ears." 'There are expectations on the kids' part 

-. 
that they wili see what we told them they would in the pond snidy. 



Attributes of Children's Oualitv Wildlife Encounters 

For schoolchildren Grade 6 and younger, the most important attribute of a 

memorabie wildlife encounter was availability of a wildlife species. Bison were the most 

popular form of wildlife in EINP with the children. A memorable wildlife encounter for 

them was 'Io see bison on the roadside." 

In defining their most rnemorable wildlife encounter in E N ,  most children rated 

highly aggressive behavior and the threat of persona1 danger a s  factors that contnbuted 

most to the wildlife encounter. (One child wanted to pick up a Richardson ground 

squirrel until the dangers of being bitten were pointed out.) In general. wildlife being 

close or being close to wildlife, the rapid movement of wildlife and their size / shape 

were also important to children. 

Children Grade 6 or under had little understanding of the reason for the existence 

of E M .  Children above Grade 6 appear to take more of an ecological approach to 

studying EnTs  landscape. Very few junior high students (Grades 7. 8 and 9) visit E N .  

but oider students were also surveyed such as a p u p  of Grade 11 students from Alberta 

Vocational College. The instructor and students were asked about their most memorable 

wildlife encounter in E W .  They said seeing bison. However, the  difference between 

these students and the younger schoolchildren was that these students were being taught 

to see the bison as part of a whole ecosystem. Unlike the elementary schoolchildren, 

Grade 1 1s included attributes, such as the feeling the species is endangered? the feeling 

the species represents ties to the past and the perception that the species is free or in its 

natural environment. 



From the comments supplied by the environmental education specialist group. it 

was quite apparent that availability. movement and being close to wildlife were the mosr 

significant attributes of a wildlife encounter. Other attributes were also related. such as 

linkages to the past, but to a lesser extent. It is important to remember that elemenrary 

schoolchildren constituted most of the subjects dealt with by the environmental education 

specialists. 

Sirnply seeing the wildlife was indicated by the environmental education group as 

essentiai in making a wildlife encounter so important to children "When riding on a bus. 

kids saw a bison; not too many said they saw a moose or a deer." "Kids want to see 

something. When you do a pond study. you are assured of seeing something." 

Aggressive Behavior 

Children more than any other category of respondents, felt that the most 

mernorable wildlife encounter they had in E N ?  involved aggressive behavior of wildlife, 

animals fighting, the threat of persona1 danger, or seeing someone injured. This response 

related in part to the fact that most of the schoolchildren were Grade 6 or younger and 

had had a wildlife encounter with leeches on the boardwalk. They felt the leeches posed 

the threat of persona1 danger. ''1 think leeches are fascinating," said one, pointing out that 

"the larger [are] the more threatening." The children7s favorite wildlife encounters 

involved the perceived thrrat of danger h m  a leech because of the blood-sucking 



behavior of some species and, also. because leeches look like snakes: "Leeches are 

snakes. then they move into little blobs." The students surveyed (mostly Grade 6 and 

younger) indicated that the perceived threat of danger fiom leeches was crucial to them in 

defining a memorable wildlife encounter. However, once a group of students found out 

that not al1 Ieeches suck biood, the leeches became l e s  of a threat- 

Schoolchildren also perceived bison as aggressive. Results tiorn a Grade 3 class 

support the indication that the fear of bison was also important in defining a memorable 

wildlife encounter. The students. especially the girls. when they leamed fresh tracks of a 

bison had been found on the Lakeview Trail. were reluctant to forge ahead on the trail 

because of the perceived fear of bison. According to one educator, "The group passed 

within 30 feet of the bison on the Amiskwiche Trail: they felt fear, danger and were 

affected by the animals' size. The teacher told the students to run and hide behind a tree if 

the bison charged." One child boasted. "1 was fake-charged by a buffalo on the 

Amislcwiche Trail." But another child said. "When 1 passed within 10 feet of the bison on 

the trail. 1 felt fear." At another tirne, '8 bu11 bison was standing in front of the 

Interpretive Center door daring the kids to enter the building." Another student reported 

that "on Moss Lake, there was a herd of bison with youns ones, so much bigger than you. 

You had no power; you were at their mercy." 

Marks (1 969) reported that with snake, spider and other animal phobias, onset 

usually occurred dunng childhood, with 70% occurring by age ten. Studies have shown 

that a biologically prepared readiness for early childhood onset of animal fears was 

adaptive for premodern humans because young children are especially vulnerable to 

snakes and other predators. The onset of agoraphobia was the latest to occur. with 60% of 



onsets occumng between the age of 15 years and thiny years of age (Marks, 1969). Bison 

are dangerous looking and a fear of them may occur early in childhood. 

Unspecified Wildlife Movement 

Appendix N also indicates that. for dl the categories surveyed. unspecified animal 

movement 1 fast movement is the most imponant for children. Other respondent 

categories did not feel fast movement was important at ail. The importance of fast 

movement to schooichildre~ especially those Grade 6 and younger. was confirmed when 

a muskrat swam by the boardwalk within a meter of a dozen students. and al1 students 

responded with amazement. "A muskrat was swimming alongside the boardwalk; we 

followed it," said one student. A colorful Red-necked g e b e  sitting almost motionless on 

its nest 3 rneters fiom the boardwalk held little interest for the Grade 3 children. Over 20 

children were observed walking by the bird. uninterested in it. The same muskrat (or 

perhaps an offspring) was present in 1996 and the results were the same. with children 

taking a great deal of interest in the muskrat as it swam by. 

Richardson ground squirrels. with their rapid movement in and out of their 

burrows, in the beach area of EJNF. were a favorite with the children. An educator 

explained, 'The gophers are popular because they pop in and out of the holes." 

Schoolchildren up to Grade 7 were observed being drawn to the fast movement displayed 

by the Richardson ground squirrels. A Grade 3 class had a close encounter with a Red 

tree squirrel dashing up and d o m  a tree in the main recreation area. The squirrel was 

only a few meters from the class and displayed rapid movements. It drew the immediate 



attention of the children. "1 like the way the squirrel rnoves quickly up and down a tree.'- 

said one child. 

-4 Tnimpeter Swan was divins for food 200 meters fiorn the lakeshore but did not 

attract the attention of the children. A class of Grade 3s was also interested in how many 

tadpoles they could catch. The movement the tadpoles displayed fascinated them. 

The environmental education specialists indicated that one of the most important 

reasons why this wildlife encounter was so important to the children was animal 

movement, especially fast movement. "Movernent is important to kids. [It is] different 

[from] seeing a picture. Kids are impressed with the leech and its movement: the crearure 

is alive and not just a bunch of stuff preserved in alcohol. Kids notice a muskrat when it 

is moving. not stiI1. Kids expressed how a Ieech works its way through the water." A 

eroup member also stated that '-movement is the key to why kids like animais compared 
C 

to plants. Kids notice when the grebes are swimming. As a muskrat swarn by the 

boardwalk the kids noticed it. When an animal is doing something different. there is a 

chance to make a connection" "Something that has rnovement and is close" is very 

important to kids. "for example, gophers in the Recreation Area and bison on the roadside 

[seen] from a bus." "On the bus. they looked at a bison for two minutes. In a pond study. 

they spent half an hour with one leech. [They] could look at one leech ten times. If they 

find something they like, they could bring their ftiends back." 

Movement as an aitribute is very important for al1 children age 10 or under 

regardless of origin; e.g.. children fi-om Hong Kong reacted the same way to movement 

of Richardson ground squirrels as did Canadian children. One teacher remarked that 

children these ages are 90% visually oriented. 



Wildlife Being Close / Being Close to Wildlife 

Of schoolchildren~ 10 years or younger, 13.8% felt that wildlife being close was 

important in defining a mernorable wildlife encounter. Seeing bison up close was 

important to students Grade 6 or younger. The closer the bison was, the more enthusiastic 

the students were. If a bison could be viewed up close, the audents were in awe of it. 

Some children did not think bison could live so close to Edmonton. ûther children 

wanted to pet the bison. (Some of the children interviewed were poorer children fiom 

Edmonton who had seldom been out of the city so they had not been esposed to 

wildemess and had a lack of understanding of wildlife.) R. Yang (persona1 

communication, 1997) says that unless wildlife is very large and very close, for example. 

then the children do not notice the wildlife or do not see the wildlife. panicularly if the 

wildlife bIend into the environment. 

Some children interviewed said an encounter with Richardson ground squirrels 

was important because they came into close contact with the children and actually 

approached sorne of them. Red tree squirrels were also appreciated. ' 4  liked the squirrel; 

it was close up." said one student as a Red tree squirrel was mnning up and down a 

nearby tree. While in the Bison Paddock, a school bus stopped. The bison were in the 

distance. What became an attraction for the Grade 3 children was a nearby colony of 

Richardson ground squirrels moving in and out of their holes. 

A specialist explained, "Kids can connect easier with an animal: 1 am not sure if 

they are disappointed if they do not see an ecosystem; they do. however, need to 

understand the ecosystem approach: it enhances the wildlife experience" and added, 

"When you live in a city like these kids, you are removed fiom the connection with the 



natural environment: there is an innate need for these kids to connect with wildlife and 

wildemess, to see something they have not seen before." The educators nressed the 

visual and emotional importance ofchildren7s wildlife experience: "Kids are visual and 

so need to be close to wildlife." 'Xids make [intellectual] connections to a lot of creatures 

and emotional connections to understanding an animal. Kids build a feeling for that 

animal to facilitate things. Teachers are here to help build that connection. Kids need to 

relate to the natural world." 

Size / Shape 

Size / shape was of great importance to schoolchildren (22.9%) in defining a 

mernorable wildlife encounter. Schoolchildren indicated the importance of the size / 

shape of ieeches. for example. Children on the boardwalk became preoccupied with 

seeing who could find the largest leech. Some students were having contests to see which 

one could capture the largest leech. Shape was important, especially when they reported 

that the leeches extended themselves to look like snakes and then rolled up into a ball. 

A mernorable wildlife encounter for children often involved sightings of laser  

animals. According to the environmental education specialists, "larger animal sightings 

are especially important to kids." "1 saw an elephant in the buffalo place," said one 

youngster, a member of a class of handicapped children who referred to seeing a bison in 

the paddock; "bison are bigger than horses; 1 study bison in social studies." Another class 

thought that bison were fuuy .  A rnoose7s shape was also intriguing: 'The shape of the 

moose7s face was important to me." "The shape of moose is different: long and gangly." 



Surprise / Uniaueness 

During the survey, an additional attribute that appeared important to children. 

Grade 6 and under, was the element of surprise 1 uniqueness: 20% of students and 

educators mentioned this anribute as part of a memorable wildlife encounter. As a 

member of the environmental education focus group stated it, "Kids like variety. They 

went to Miquelon Lake and discovered there was not much variety. . . . Kids like to see 

something they have not seen before, a novelty - wow." Children. for this reason. 

appeared less interested in birds. They can see birds in the city; hence, seeing a bird is not 

an unusual occurrence. However, for some who had seldom been out of the city. even a 

close-up view of a bison from a bus might have been a surprise or an unusual wildlife 

encounter. A coyote may appear unusual to a child. especiaily if a child does not corne 

into contact with one in the city. For some of the country children. the Richardson ground 

squirrels meant little and were not unusual, but they fascinated the city kids. Some older 

Grade 9 students. while walking a trail. spotted a half-eaten deer les and counted this as a 

wildlife encounter with an element of surprise. Some children, who were typical of more 

sophisticated wildlife viewers, eloquently defined the affective element of surprise in 

describinç what a memorable encounter involves: "seein_e many different species, not just 

buffalo but deer, elk, bison and warblers;" and "Yhings out of the ordinary: a beaver 

lodge, listening to kits or watching animal signs or fiesh tracks, a sign the animal was just 

there." 



Species is Free 

This study showed that 1.8% of children and educators cited "the perception that 

the species is fiee or in its natural environment." Younger students did not seem to 

understand the attnbute: "1 did not think that bison roamed fiee," said one, referring to 

the bison blocking the door. Only a few children. mostly those from the higher grades. 

understood the concept of the species being free. Quotes of this kind included, "A quality 

wildlife experience is being in a natural environment where there are no disturbances 

From humans. roads or airplanes." A wildlife expenence is valuable "as long as the 

animal is acting naturally, and as long as it is not disturbed by any of your activities." 

"My best wiidiife experience in Elk Island is engaging with a species by watching it and 

- - 
noting if you affect its behavior. without it running away. 

Historical Ties and the Feeling the Species is Endangered 

A number of children (2.4%) rated the following attributes highly: the feeling the 

species was endangered and the feeling that the species represents ties tc? the past or is 

important for historical reasons. A Grade 5 class had studied the hisrory of the bison. By 

the time students reach Grade 6.  these attributes became important. Some of the school 

proups visiting E N  indicated they studied endangered wildlife and species' ties to the 

past; for example, the history of the bison and its past. One enjoyed "seeing an animal 

[the bison] that was almost extinct." 

According to the environmental education specialists, one critical dimension for 

children was the feeling that a species represents ties to the past or is important for 



historical rasons. ''Bison are unusual for kids, like being in Jurassic Park. prehistoric old 

animals. In Grade 7, there was a discussion about the Peigan Indians and bison." "Bison 

are like dinosaurs." "Everything the students corne to the park with. will add another 

experience to a previous experience. You can build linkages with the past." One older 

student had a more mature response that referred to the historical ties of bison: "[This is] 

the reason the natives were here; they used bison as a resource." 

Materna1 - Paternal Wildlife Behavior 

Some children (3.9%). especially the girls Grade 6 and under. considered 

matemal-paternal behavior, preference for Young and seeing young being boni important. 

Children liked to see baby leeches, baby Richardson ground squirrels and also baby 

bison. Another reported that "last week the hatching of the dragonflies was important to 

the lcids." and still another said, ' W e  [the class] spent one half an hour looking at bison 

calves." Children said. "Bulls are macho; baby bison are not mean." 

Girls. more so than boys, focused on materna1 behavior. One teacher remarked. 

"Going through the Bison Paddock and seeing a young calf was important to the girls." 

Female students also mentioned the Red-necked grebe incubating her eggs three rneters 

from the boardwalk. especially when the teacher was drawing attention to the nestins 

bird. The girls asked about the baby birds. The girls in one Grade 5 class mentioned to 

the teacher that young Richardson ground squirrels were cute and non-threatening. 

Students. especially girls. often referred to how cute and cuddly the bison calves were. 



Location of Wildlife Encounter 

The location for a memorabie wildlife encounter varied among children surveyed. 

Half the students (50%) indicated their most memorable wildlife encounter occurred in 

the Recreation Area on the Living Waters Boardwalk (see Table V2). This is not 

surprising, as it is on the boardwalk that the majority of students would spend most of 

their time studying leeches and other water dwellers. As well. 3 0% of students said their 

memorable wildlife encounter happened along the Parkway, probably while entenng or 

leaving E W  in the school bus. About 20% of students also said their most mernorable 

wildlife encounter occurred in the bison paddock. Some students had wildlife encounters 

with bison and moose fiom their bus either on the Parhway or in the Bison Paddock. 



Chapter 9: Strategies for Wildlife Viewing 

In order to develop the best strategies for wildlife viewing, respondents were 

asked how their wildlife viewing experience could be enhanced. This included questions 

21,22 and 23: "If you had won the prize of spending the day with a wildlife expert of 

O u r  choice. how would you want to spend the day in Elk Island? Doing what?" "1s there 

anything else concerning your interest in wildlife?" and 'Ts there anything else you could 

suggest to enhance your wildlife experienceT- 

Dav With a WiIdlife Expert: What Would You Do? (Question 2 1) 

Most respondents said that if they won a day with the wildlife expert of their 

choice. they wanted direct access to that expert (see Appendis AC). This is not an 

unexpected response. Some respondents wanted a walk with a wildlife expert who could 

explain things to them, identi@ing wildlife, their habits and behavior. It matters little 

what kind of technology is placed in front of the visitor. Whether dazzled by a computer 

game or a film, the visitor niIl favored direct interaction with the wildlife expert. 

Some respondents did not want the direct contact with a wildlife expert. A large 

number of urban Albertans (ES%), more than any other category interviewed, did not 

want a wildlife expert and preferred to be alone. Perhaps, because a lar_ee number of 

urban Albertans are high repeat visitors, they may have already been in contact with park 

staff on an earlier trip to E N ,  may feel somewhat threatened or intimidated by the idea. 

may have a level of wildlife knowledge as high or higher than park staff or may just 



prefer to be on their own. Rural Albertans were the next largest category (9.1 %) of 

respondents. who did not want the services of a park wildlife expert. 

Urban Aibertans 

For urban Albertans- who wanted a day with a wildlife expert, 18.9% said they 

would like to be shown animals and wildlife while walking, hiking, exploring trails or 

going on a pided walk. Another 16.2% wanted to be s h o w  around or to go on a general 

guided tour to set to h o w  E N .  A significant number of urbanites (16.2%) wanted to 

identify wildlife. to look for wildlife tracks or signs. They wanted to know where and 

when to see specific species. 

Rural Albenans 

Some 36.1% of rural Aibertans wanted to explore El37 while walking with the 

wildlife expert. About 18.296 of rural Albertans wanted to be with the wildlife expert and 

observe wildlife, identify the wildlife and be involved in an animal survey. Rural 

respondents said they "would like to go on a canoe on a lake; you can always learn" or 

"would like to go out with them; see what they [the wildlife experts] are doing." 

Non-Albertans 

It's worth noting that only a very small number of non-Aibertans (3.7%) did not 

want the expert to explain EMP to them (Appendis AC). As first-time visitors or very 



occasional visitors who have very lirnited time to spend in E N P I  non-Albenans require a 

solid orientation at the start of their visit. The rnajority of non-Albertans (12.2%) 

preferred being shown animals and wildlife while walking, hikins or exploring traiis on a 

guided walk. Another 18.5% of non-Albertans wanted to spend the day with a wildlife 

expert identifiing wildlife. A total of 14.8% of non-Albertans would spend their day with 

a wildlife expert being shown around, going on a general puided tour and getting to know 

EINP. Finally, a fiirther Z 1.1% of non-Albertans would Iike general explanations, 

interacting with and listening to the wildlife expen and having the expen explain things. 

Some non-Albertans wanted the expert to "esplain everything," or iiked "having guides 

take people on bird identification and bird song hikes." 

Student Field Trips 

Students were the larsest category that wanted the services of a wildlife expert. 

Some 40% responded by saying they would Iike to spend the day with a wildlife expen 

being shown wildlife while walking or hiking. exploring the trails or goin% on a 

conducted walk. They would "ask him to show flowers. what buffaloes eat and what 

places they are not allowed to go" and to -'explain about wildlife." 

Park Em~lovees 

Park employees wanted to be involved with a wildlife expert in animal handling 

such as a round-up (25%), identification of wildlife (25%) and exploring the unknown 

aspects of ENP .  Only 25% of park employees wanted to participate with a wildlife 



expert and be s h o w  around, going on a guided tour or getting to know E N .  Most 

ernployees interviewed have worked at EMP for several years and already know much 

about the park. Quotes from parh employees include, "1 would like to see how bison act 

when they are being inoculated or dehomed and "[I would like to] look at animais and 

talk about their behavior." 

1s There Anvthing Else Related to Your Interest in WildIife? (Question 2 2 )  

Respondents, when asked about anything else concerning their interest in wildlife. 

wanted better park identification signs, better orientation maps and more information on 

wildlife viewing locations as well as wildlife viewing times. (These signs and maps could 

significantly improve their wildlife viewin; esperience.) 

A total of 16.7% of al1 respondents said that they would like to see more staff and 

loneer hours for staff and more information on where to find everything Visitors would 

like to have a persona1 orientation to EINP at the start of their visits. This makes a great 

deal of sense considering the urban origin of many of E N ' S  visitors and the visitor's 

desire to pack as much into his or her day as possible. 

The second most common response (1  5.0Y0) was respondents' concem about the 

state of the EINP ecosystem, ive., too much development in E N ,  and the degradation of 

ecosystems worldwide. A total of 13.3% of respondents said that they would like to see 

information provided on wildlife: their habits, behavior, viewing times and places and 

checklists. Other responses included requests to provide more pamphlets, videos. 

exhibits, advertisements and promotions of E N ,  more interpretive programs, bener 

signage as well as rnaps and more information on where to find things. These responses 



are consistent with the Criterion study and with comments lefi by visitors at the 

Information and Interpetive Centres (Criterion Research Corporation. 199 1 ). 

Urban Albertans 

About 26.3% of urban Albertans said they would Iike to see increased staff and 

staff hours, provision of an interpreter and facilities kept open longer. Visitors require 

extensive orientation on amval at E W ,  especially if they are first-tirne visitors. A 

representative quote from an urban Albertan was. 'Keep the interpretive centre open 

more ofien. 1 went there, and it was locked." A significant percentage of urban Albenans 

(1 5.8%) were also concemed about what kind of condition the E N  ecosystem was in. 

whether healthy or stressed. "The preservation mission of the park should be kept as the 

main priority:" or "Preserve the wildlife." A total of 10.5% of urban Aibenans 

volunteered that they wanted EINP infiastmcture repaired and clraned. Anot her 1 0.550 

regrerted the lack of information and pictures of wildlife habitats, behavior, viewing 

times and places and checklists. 

Rural Albenans 

Rural Albenans (22.2%) expressed concem about the preservation of the E N  

ecosystem, as did 15.8% of urban Albertans and 36.4% of non-Albertans. Consistent with 

their agricultural background, they wanted to see more information on animal 

management. 'Conservation is a big part of my interest in nature," said a rancher who 

delays cutting his hay so that ducks can nest successfully on his property. Other quotes by 



rural Aibertans wanting a manicured park include 'Tf the lake was cleaner we would get 

more people boating and swimming." or "Get rid of gophers. and clean up the beach." 

Non-Albertans 

Non-Albenans ove~rhelmingly (36.4%) expressed concem about the preservation 

of EINPs ecosystem : "It is important to conserve everything; there are too many animais 

disappearing;" "Just keep the wildlife:" and '9 am concerned about the diminishing 

numbers of wildlife." About 18.2% of non-Albertans wanted an increase in park staff and 

for park staff to be present for Longer hours. facilities to be open longer and provision of 

park interpreters who speak German. Among non-Albertans. especially Europeans. there 

was concem that Nonh America would become devoid of wildlife like Europe. This was 

an even geater concem among non--4lbertans than arnong urban Albertans. 

Student Field Trips 

Students and teachers, when asked about their interest in wildlife. responded 

rnostly with comments on the nature of the EINT schooi program in which they were 

participating. Because of the nature of the question, teachers gave most of the responses. 

A total of 18.2% of students and their teachers wanted E N  better advertised and 

promoted: "They wanted the park to provide information sheets to schools, as the park is 

underutilized and intimidating and to provide kids with more information on the park." 

The same percentage of students and their teachers wanted better school programming 

offered by E N ,  including more teacher workshops that fit into the science c u r r i c ~ l ~ m  



and the development of an educational game about herbivores and carnivores. since bison 

are the EINP niche. Such things as a teacher learning package, a curriculum-based 

package, information about the history of the bison, more tours and sessions about bison 

on trails need to be provided. Again, 18.2% of students and their teachers wanted more 

interpretive staff and longer hours for facilities. In general, they felt that EINP intimidates 

a lot of teachers and that teachers need better orientation. 

A number of those interviewed (1 8.2%) about how their wiidlife experience could 

be funher enhanced said that they would like to see an increase in the staff and their 

hours. the provision of an interpreter or tour guide and longer hours for facilities and 

German-speaking staff (Appendix A€). A number of previous surveys. includine the 

Critenon Survev, have shown a similar response: visitors want first-hand contact with the 

park staff during their visit, particularly at the beginning of their visit (Criterion Research 

Corporation. 1991). An exhibit or pamphlet does not receive as much support as park 

staff 

Park Emplovees 

Park employees interviewed had three major areas of concern relating to their 

interest in wildlife. A total of 4O% of park employees felt that it was important to provide 

their visitors with information or pictures of wildlife, viewing times and places and 

checklists. Most park employees wanted to see a much greater ernphasis on telling the 

story about wildlife in E N :  "Have a lot more emphasis on story telling in the park in 

terms of wildlife." "The greatest wildlife encounter is the bison rut," asserted one staff 

member: "Get an old school bus and interpret this." Another said. "We need additional 



pamphlets on the moose and the Manitoba elk." Some 20% of park employees 

interviewed were also concemed about the deteriorating state of faciIities and the need to 

clean them up. Also, 20% of parlc employees desired that information be provided on 

animal management and the dangers of wildlife. 

Sue~estions to Enhance Wildlife Experience (Ouestion 23 

Urban Albertans 

When asked what could be done to enhance their wildlife experience. 23.70/0 of 

urban Aïbertans said front-line staff hours should be e'ctended in order to keep facilities 

like the interpretive centre open longer (see Appendis AF). As well? they desired that an 

interpreter should be provided for tours. -4 total of 1 8.49-,O of urban Albertans espressed 

concern about the state of E N ' S  ecosystem and desired information on E W ' s  efforts 

to protect it. One urban Albertan said, "Keep Elk Island the way it is: do not 

commercialize it? -4 total of 15.8% of urban AIbertans indicated that ETrU'P maintenance 

should be improved. Visitors mentioned repair of the roads and Recreation Area. Other 

urban Albenans wanted better EMP identification signs. better orientation maps and 

more information on wildlife viewing locations and tirnes. Lack of orientation about 

animal sightings was a large concem. This data tells us that persona1 contact with park 

staff, proper orientation to wildlife sightings and concern for preservation of the EINP 

ecosystem are paramount in the minds of urban Albenans. 



Rural Albertans 

The preservation of E N ?  and its ecosystem was the concern of 30.8°/6 of rural 

Albenans. One rancher, although he himself ranches bison, loves ;O drive through EINP 

and view bison in their natural setting and has concern for preserving the wild bison 

stock. Of rural people interviewed, 15.4% wanted more facilities in EIN'P. including more 

roads, picnic areas and other recreationai facilities. One respondent wanted the lake 

cleaned in order to attract more swimmers. 

Non-Ai bert ans 

For the largest percentage of non-Aibertans (23.190). contact with front-Iine park 

staff was the most important. These respondents wanted more persona1 guidance fiorn 

staff. Some other non-Albertans wanted improved orientation on opportunities to find 

wildlife at the stan of the visit. some 1 1.5% wanted bener general information. while 

others desired pamphlets. brochures, videos and eshibits (including pamphlets in 

German) and 1 1.5% also wanted b e ~ e r  interpretive programming. An equally larze 

number of non-Albertans (1 1.5%) also spoke about the need to continue to enhance the 

ecological protection of EMP. One non-Albenan said, ''The park should be expanded and 

more habitat preserved." 



Student Field Trips 

Of schoolc hildren and teachers. 3 7.5% said that the interpretive prograrnmin_o 

could be improved by providing more curriculum-based programs that are determined in 

conjunction with the teachers using E W .  A large number of students and their teachers 

(25%) also expressed concern for the preservation of EIhT and its ecosystem. According 

to the environmental education focus group, "most kids Grades 4 and up, look at not just 

preserving animals but protecting landscapes, habitats and endangered species, not just 

animals. The older kids define habitat as the whole environment* not just animals." .A 

12.5% of students and teachers wanted better information on E N .  including more 

pamphlets, videos. exhibits as well as exhibits. Also. total of 11.5?/0 of students and 

teachers wanted more specific information on wildlife habitats. behavior. viewing times 

and places and checkIists. 

Park Emplovees 

Park employees (22.2%) wanted to provide better information to the public and to 

their own relatives on wildlife habitats, behavior, viewing times and places as well as 

checklists of wildlife. 

Fort Saskatchewan Natural History Club 

Responses fiom memben of the Fort Saskatchewan Natural History Club were 

varied and included sug_eestions such as "better signage: [We] did not realize we could 



camp," 44Convert the old picnic shelter behind the snack bar to a tea house" and "Give 

rare animals a chance to breed and expand their territory.'' 

Environmental Education Specialists 

Suggestions for improvement of the wildlife viewing experience were also 

provided by the environmental education specialist focus group. Of al1 the focus groups 

interviewed, this one gave the most numerous. varied and insightfui responses. The first 

suggestion was that "[we] keep perspective on how people are learning: [we are] talking 

about a process of many experiences. We should change our perspective, depending on 

the focus, that is. either zoom in or take a look at the bigger picture. . . . This is the reason 

why the pond study is so successful." Educators desired to consider the main themes at 

each grade level. to incorporate social studies and focus on wildlife. -'A lot of teachers are 

not knowledgeable about the park, and so they need pretnp information. Not everyone 

has time to prepare something. Teachers want things sent out beforehand." 

Specialists would like the interpretive centre to become more adaptable. "If we do 

bison watching, we do not need a theatre. We could have an effective pond study without 

a building, but a building is good for bad weather." The theatre could be used as a 

Iearning space, and an activity space with more interactive, tactile displays in the 

interpretive centre would be useful. "We need to have more hands-on learning: Let me 

touch something. . . . The Interpretive Centre should be more tactile, interactive." "You 

also need to provide a greater understanding of the ecosystem. Often people just Say, '1 

want to see the animals. "' 



The focus group consisting of University of Alberta environmenta1 science 

students had some valuable comments on how EINe could enhance their wildlife viewing 

experience. In general, this group recognized the need for a strong cornmitment to 

enhance the wildlife experience through education, thus making the whole visitor 

experience more involving. Interpretive signs on trails and directional signs were a 

desired feature. ''The Lakeview trail could have 12 different brochures." According to 

this group, E N  could also be made more user-fnendly by telling the visitor about recent 

sightings and providing better access for visitors to interpretive services before and after 

the wildlife experience (signage. maps, species lists). Informational sources such as 

libraries were suggested, as they could help explain reasons behind wildlife management. 

Staff could also rent binoculars and conduct guided canoe tours to facilitate wildlife 

viewing. Many of these suggestions were echoed by the visitors in general, especially the 

suggestion that the public have more access to the interpretive service before and afier the 

wildlife experience. Other suggestions from the environmental education specialists 

relate to the wildlife experiences of students: 'Just because we expose people to the 

experience . . . does not mean they are more knowledgeabie. Al1 we can do is to start the 

process. [to] get kids excited about the natural world." 

Most of the comments received fiom the front-line park staff were reflections of 

comments they had received from EMP visitors. Front-line staff, who are located at entry 

points to EINP such as the Information Centre and the toll gates, are ofien asked by the 

visitor for brochures on moose. Manitoba elk and beaver. There is already a brochure 



available on the bison. Park staff, in order to enhance the visitors' wildlife viewing 

experience. would also like to see mammal checklists. more interpretive prograrns, nature 

walks and an interpreter who could point out features. telling the visitor where the 

animals are. They also suggested that the Information Centre should be made into a more 

cornfortable place to be -- that is. with attractions such as a fireplace; TV. video recorder 

as weiI as coffee and tea sales. Staffadvocated the construction of an information centre 

on Highway 16. along with visitor rest stops along the highway 



Chapter 10: Conclusion 

The prirnary objective of this work has been to document and analyze the 

characteristics of a mernorable wildlife encounter in E N  among a spectrum of visitors. 

Seventeen attributes were developed. 

Contributions of this Studv to Research 

This study makes a number of contributions to research. 

1. It developed a Transition Mosaic Mode1 (TMM. see Figure 1 1 ). This model contends 

that people. while wildlife viewing. will follow sequential tracks because they are closel?; 

related. This is primal (instinctive, basic). However. people can also "jump" out of the 

primal mode and enter into an intellectual mode and abniptly into any other mode. e g .  

simple. complex, cultural or primal. A person can shift fiom being intimidated by an 

animal such as a buIl bison into teaching his or ber child about the animal. What is 

guiding the person is shown in the primal / cultural and simple / cornplex model. 

2. More advanced wildlife viewers. according to prelirninary resuits. can switch From 

primal to cornplex and back again depending on the wildlife being viewed. Sometimes 

very experienced birdwatchers. for example, are content to simply identifi a species 

while other respondents involve several attributes in the viewing experience. 

3 It was found that some encounters require sensory modulation of a greater range, that 

is, there are different modalities required for an ecological understanding. Entry level 

wildlife viewers may not have their full  range of emotions involved in a wildlife 



encounter. For example, they more ofien than not ignore wildlife sounds involved in their 

wildlife encounter. 

4 Some viewers form linkages with several attributes and place wildlife, e-g.. moose. in 

a larger context. Their wildlife viewing experience is multidimensional,, linking a 

number of attributes together such as size / shape, ties to historical past and aggressive 

behavior. 

5. New attributes of wildlife viewing were identified, including wildlife being close. 

aggressive behavior. wildlife being in control. size 1 shape and unspecified movement. 

These new attnbutes appear to be universal. reeardless of respondent origin. This area 

requires further study. 

6.  It seems universai- regardless of ongin, that few respondents mentioned sounds as a 

significant pan of their wildlife encounter. Sight plays a much more prominent role than 

hearing. This area requires hriher study. 

7.  The data indicated that a negative experience. such as a bison walking through an 

occupied tent when a viewer was a teen. for example, can prevent development of that 

person into a more sophisticated wildlife viewer who incorporates a number of attributes 

into a wildlife encounter. 

8. Preliminary data shows that there is no connection between education and the 

complexity of the wildlife encounter. Highly educated people sampled had simple 

memorable wildlife encounters as well as complex wildlife encounters or a combination 

of both. This area requires further study. 

9. Some wildlife viewers will watch a great number of species but do not have a desire 

to incorporate a whole range of attributes into their encounter. 



10. The input of knowledge about the specific environment being viewed will sornetimes 

cause a wildlife viewer to rnove from simple to more complex wildlife encounters. This 

aspect requires further study. 

1 1. It was discovered that some wildlife viewers, in search of a rare species. can 

sometimes be satisfied with a tleeting distant glimpse of that species. Other viewers will 

ofien require the wildlife to be close for the encounter to be considered memorable. 

12. Results contradicted previous notions that the wildlife viewing experience varies 

according to the viewer's origin and/or race. Of the respondents sampled. this audy 

showed that people from Hong Kone shared the same eqerience with prima1 encounters 

(e-g., aggressive bison) as did respondents from the USA. This requires further study. 

13. Children ten years or younger. regardless of origin tend to have relatively simple 

wildlife encounters that mostly involve the attributes wildlife beine close. size 1 shape. 

aggressive behavior and movement. 

14. The majority of respondents, reeardless of origin. focused on the large animais. 

Results of this study support Soulé ( 199 1 ) who concluded that an animal's salience or 

prominence is ofien proportional to size. This appears to be a universal phenornenon but 

requires further study. 

15. It demonstrated that a memorable wildlife encounter is not dependent on the Length of 

tirne the wildlife species is viewed. Someone who has only watched a Trurnpeter Swan 

for 30 seconds flying overhead can have an intense expenence. 

16. Results suggest that memorable wildlife encounters ofien occur with the participant 

still well-connected to his / her urban environment (for example, viewing wildlife From a 

car), while other encounters outside a car involve the viewer being totally absorbed in the 



environment of the species (for example. hiking a trail). Sometimes wildlife viewers. 

because of unfamiliarity with a natural environment and fear of certain wildlife such as 

moose or bison. choose to experience the wildlife encounter fiom the safety of their 

urban environment and avoid experiencing wildlife in the backcountry. 

17. It seems to be universal that a wildlife species has to be available for the wildlife 

encounter to be considered memorable. It is only through seeing the wildlife firsthand 

that a biophilic connection with wildlife can be formed. If a wildlife species is not 

available at the time of viewing, it is not considered a memorable wildlife encounter. 

even though the wildlife may be present a shon distance away. 

18. Data suggest that wildlife have the power to fùlly absorb the wildlife viewer and to 

form a connection with the viewer. Even when separated fiom wildlife by an automobile. 

viewers tend to become fully absorbed. Respondents indicated that in wildlife viewine, 

being in close to an animal developed a sense of intimacy with that animal. This supports 

the assumption of Katcher and Wilkins (1993) that certain stimuli, including wildlife, 

have strong therapeutic effects. 

19. Results show that prima1 wildlife encounters tend to be short-lived, such as watching 

an aggressive coyote capture its prey. 

30. Wildlife viewing opportunities that f io rd  eye contact fonn a powerful wildlife 

viewing experience. Viewers that are able to focus on the eye of a wildlife species being 

viewed seem to be  able to sense the emotions of the wildlife. This area requires further 

study . 

2 1. It was demonstrated that small children, ten years or younger, tend to have relative1 y 

unsophisticated wildlife-viewing experiences that involve the attributes of wildlife being 



close, size / shape, agressive behavior and movement. With the input of knowledge. 

they are sometirnes able to grasp some of the more cornplex attributes. such as the 

historical connection of the species to the past. A five-year-old child mentioned studying 

the role of bison in North Arnerican culture. 

22. Results suggest that wildlife viewers. with srna11 children more ofien than not- see the 

wildlife encounter through the eyes and expressions of their children. This supports the 

conclusions of Driver (1 986) who indicated that personal benefits of wildlife viewing and 

other recreational opportunities include family intimacy. 

23- It was shown that there is a powerfùl range of ernotions elicited by mernorable 

wildlife encounters. Some researchers have suggested that wildlife viewing and other 

forms of contact with wildlife are essential to human well being (McVay. 1993; Kellert & 

Wilson, 1993). 

24. Data shows that the opportunity to share a wildlife encounter with a friend, spouse. 

relative or child increases the meaninz of the wildlife encounter. The majority of 

respondents said it was important to share the wildlife encounter with someone else. This 

supports research by Driver (1 986) who listed persona1 benefits of wildlife viewing as the 

sharing of similar values with others. 

15. The relationship of wildlife to the respondent affects the wildlife encounter. For 

example, inner city children view Richardson ground squirreis as being a positive and 

beneficial addition to a picnic area. To farmers, however, they are viewed as being 

negative because their burrows may damage crops. 

26. If a wildlife species is seen on a regular basis elsewhere, this sometimes can affect the 

wildlife encounter, causing it to no loneer become mernorable. For example. one 



respondent mentioned seeing elk back home on a reglar ba is  and therefore felt an 

experience with elk in E W  was not memorable. 

27. Results showed that respondents sometimes draw cornparisons between shapes and 

wildlife species. For example, the leech was compared to a snake. 

Other Recommendations 

In addition to contributing to research, this study rnakes various 

recommendations: 

1.  Further integration of the human dimensions of wildlife viewing needs to occur in 

protected area management. 

2. Individual attributes from this study need to be researched in more detail. 

3 Results need to be further confirmed using different sampling techniques and in 

other protected areas such as Jasper National Park Canada or other areas where wildlife 

viewing is a large reason why visitors travel to the panicular protec~ed areas. 

4. More nudy is required on how different interpretive strategies can benefit the 

wildlife viewer. 

5 .  Universal truths. such as size / shape being part of a wildlife encounter regardless 

of a viewers' origin need further research. 

6 .  Various cultural visitor groups, such as the Vietnamese who visited Elk Island, 

need to be studied fùrther regarding wildlife encounters, to see if there are any 

differences among nationalities in memorable wildlife experiences. 

7. Further examination of individual native species and their effect on the wildlife- 

viewing encounter needs to occur. 



8. More universal tmths regardine wildlife encounters need to be examined to 

determine if there are more similarities and differences between races. 

Further recommendations are indicated in the discussion of limitations of this 

study in Chapter 2 (see pp.4 1 4 3 ) .  

Recommendations for Wildlife Viewin~ in Eik Island 

To implement the results of this study in enhancing the Elk Island wildlife 

viewing experience through the provision of information / interpretation, this study 

recommends: 

1. A plan should be developed for wildlife users that is part of the Park Management 

Plan. This plan should contain pre trip. arrival. onsite information i interpretation and 

pon trip information for the wildlife viewer. 

3 -. The plan should also contain a variety of media recommendations that reflect the 

importance of the wildlife viewing attributes. Some of the media might include prerrip 

newspaper articles containing wildlife viewing opponunities, an orientation on arriva1 

through an information attendant / interpreter, of wildlife opportunities available. An 

exhibit / pamphlet that is easily updated might also support the orientation efforts. 

Throughout the wildlife viewing effort roadside exhibits should be made available that 

provide more in-depth information on the species being viewed. At the end of the wildlife 

viewing experience, information should be provided that summarizes the wildlife 



viewing experience and that encourages viewers to participate in other wildlife viewing 

opportunities. 

3.  A variety of media should be developed for the wildlife viewer at the end of the 

wildlife viewing experience, including a video that outlines the wildlife viewing 

attributes, pamphlets that give more in-depth descriptions on wildlife viewed and other 

handouts. ïhese media could be presented to the wildlife viewer at the Interpretive 

Centre or could be items the visitor retains. 

4. Volunteer groups such as the Friends of Elk Island Society should be encouraged 

to provide additional high quality souvenirs on wildlife viewing in order to provide 

positive "take home" memories. 

5 .  Efforts should be continued to integrate the results of this study with ecosystem 

management in the park and to implement those interpretive 1 information aspects of 

wildlife viewing that are a positive benefit to the ecosystem integrity of the park. One of 

the principle goals of wildlife viewing in Elk Island should be to create an infonned 

public that supports national park preservation goals. 

Conclusions in Relation to Literature 

Conclusions reached in this study are consistent with the literature review that 

showed future promise for both the management of visitor wildlife interactions and the 

delivery of an effective communications program for the wildlife viewer. There are also 



large gaps in the research, particularly in the area of interaction between wild 

visitors in protected areas. This was further verified by McDiarmid, a researc 

life and 

her 

developing a study on visitor attitudes toward bears in Banff National Park, Alberta. 

Canada (personal communication, June, 1998). 

More national parks are beginning to recognize the importance of wildlife 

viewers. It is in the best interests of Canada's National Parks to folIow research 

suggestions for wildlife-visitor interactions and to incorporate wildlife viewing options 

into an expanded range of applications. 

This study provides E N  with a fiarnework for understanding its larges 

audience, the wildlife viewer. Increasingly. as more research unfolds. it is being 

suggested that the opportunity to observe wild species within their naturai ecosystem is a 

central oppomtnity for park visitors. 
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APPENDIX A 

V4 Time of Interview 

Note. Valid cases: 396 (Valid means only those respondents who provided an answer.), No 
Answer: 6 

i 

Value label 

Morning 

Mernoon 

Evening 

Don't know / no response 

Value 

1 

2 

3 

9 

Total 

Valid % 

21 -7 

61-1 

17.2 

-- 

100.0 

Freq. 

86 

242 

68 

% 

21 -4 

60 -2 

16.9 

6 

402 

1.5 

100.0 



VS Location of Survey 

Note. Valid cases: 397, No answer: 5 

Value label 

Astotin Recreation Area 

Sandy Beach Campgound 

Interpretive Centre 

Infonnat ion Centre 

Elk IsImd Parkway 

North and/or South Gate 

Elk Island golfcourse 

Don't know / no response 

Value 

1 

2 

Freq. 

121 

46 

?40 

30, L 

11.4 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

9 

Total 

Valid % 

30.5 

11.6 

17.9 

5.5 

22.4 

5.5 

6.0 

1.2 

100.0 

72 

22 

90 

22 

24 

5 

402 

18.1 

5.5 

22.8 

5.5 

6.0 

-- 

100.0 



V 1 1 Principal Occupation of Res~ondent 

Value Iabel Value Freq. 
- - - - - - - - 

Management 1 14 

Business/hance/admhistration 2 14 

Natural & applied sciences 3 30 

Heakh occupations 4 8 

Social science/education~govermnent 5 48 

1 Sales & service I 1 3 6  
Trades/transport & equipment operators 8 16 

Primary indust ry 9 26 

Processing/rnanufacturing/~tilities 1 O 10 

Not working 98 90 

Don't know / no response 99 98 

Note. Valid cases: 304, No answer: 98 







Table D 1, 

V10 Principal Residence of Remondent 

1 Value Label 1 value 

1 Edmonton 1 
1 Fort Saskatchewan 1 
1 Other Alberta 1 
1 Oiher Canada 1 

1 Europe 1 
1 ûther Foreign 1 
1 Don? know ! no response 1 
I 1 Total 

Note. Valid cases: 364, No answer: 38 



Table D2. 

V6 Category - - of Respondent by VI 0 Principal Residence of Res~ondent 

Respondent 
- -- 

Percentage 

Rural Abertan 

Frequenc y 

Percentage 

Non Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

School student 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Park employee 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Total fiequency 

Total percentage 
F 

Note. A: Edmonton, 

U r h  Alberta.. 

A 1 I B  

B: Fort Saskatchewan, C: Other Alberta, D: Other Canada E: US? 

Frequency 

F: Europe. G: Other Foreign 



APPENDIX E 

Table E 1 . 

V7 Age of Respondent 

Value label 

under 16 

16-19 

20-24 

25-29 

30-34 

35-39 

40-44 

45-49 

50-54 

55-59 

Value 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

1 O 







APPENDIX F 

Table F 1. 

V8 Sex of Respondent 

Valid % 

60.5 

39.5 

-- 

100.0 

Note. Valid cases 370, No answer 32 

?40 

55.7 

36.3 

8-0 

100.0 

Value label 

Male 

Female 

Don't know / no response 

Value 

1 

2 

9 

Total 

Freq. 

224 

146 

32 

402 



Table F2. 

V6 Categorv of Remondent by V8 Sex of Respondent 

Respo ndent 

Urban Albertan 

I Frequency 

Percentage 

Rural Albertan 

I Frequency 

Percent age 

Non Albertan 

1 Frequency 

School student 

1 Frequency 

I Percentage 

Park employee 

Frequency 

Percentage 

TotaI fiequency 

TotaI percentage 

Row 

Total 

Note. A: male, B: femde 



Table G1. 

V9 Remondent's Use of EINP 

Note. Valid cases: 376. No answer: 26 

Valid % 

81.4 

18.6 

-- 

100.0 

Value label 

Day user 

Overnight user 

Value 

1 

2 

Freq. 

306 

70 

26 

402 

YO 

76.1 

17.4 

6.5 

100.0 

Don't know / no response 9 

Total 



Table G2. 

V6 Cateaow - - of Respondent by V9 Respondent's Use of E N  

Respondent 

Urban Albert an 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Rural Albertan 

Frequenc y 

Percentage 

Non Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

School student 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Total fiequency 

To ta1 percentage 

Row 

Total 

Note. A: day user, B: overnight user 



V6 Cateeory of Respondent 

Freq. 

182 

56 

84 

40 

40 

402 

Value labd 

Urban Albertan 

Rurd AIbertan 

Non Albertan 

School student 

Park employee 

Note. Valid cases: 402. No answer: O 

Value 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Total 



APPENDIX 1 

Table I 1 - 

V 12 Question I : Time Spent in E N  

Note. Valid cases: 364. No answer: 38 

Valid % 

30.8 

29.1 

17.6 

22.5 

-- 

1 O0 

YO 

27.9 

26.4 

15.9 

30.3 

9.5 

100 

Freq. 

112 

106 

64 

82 

38 

402 

Value label 

1 - 3 h o u s  

3 - 5 hours 

> 5 hours. not overnight 

Overnight 

Don't know / no response 

Value 

2 

3 

4 

5 

9 

Total 



Table 12- 

V6 Categov of Respondent by V12 Ouestion 1: Time Spent in EINP 

Row 

Total Respondent 

Urban Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Rural Albertan 

Frequency 

Percent age 

Non Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

School student 

Frequenc y 

Percentage 

Park employee 

Frequency 

Percentage 

1 Total percentage 

Note. A: 1-3 hrs., B: 3-5 hrs., C :  > 5 hrs. (not overnight), D: overnight 



Table J 1. 

V13 Reason for Coming to EINP Question 2: First Reason Mentioned 

Value label Value 1 Freq. 1 
By accident 

To see large animals 
- -- 

To birdwatch 

To enjoy sceney relax 

To picnic 

To camp 

To golf 

To boat or windsurf 
-- - 

To attend interpretive programs 

To walk a traiyhike 10 6 1.5 

11 8 2.0 

98 30 7 -3 

99 6 1.5 

Total 402 1 00.0 

To show park to others 

Other 

Don't know / no response 

Note. Valid cases: 198, No answer: 3 







APPENDIX K 

Table K1. 

V 16 Question 3 : Reason for Existence of E N  

1 Value label 

1 Other 

Value 1 Freq. 1 % 1 Vaiid % 

Total 1 402 1 100 1 100 

Note. Valid cases: 324. No answer: 78 - 



Table K2. 

V6 Category of Resvondent bv VI6 Question 3: Reason for Existence of EINP 

Respo ndent I Row 

TotaI 

Urban AIbertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

I Rural Albertan 

Frequenc y 

Percentage 

Non Albertan 

1 Frequency 

Percentage 

School student t-- 
Frequency 

1 Percentage 

I Park employee 

1 Frequency 

I Percentage 

1 Total eequency 

1 Total percentage 

Note. A: ecological, B: recreatiord, C: both, D: other 



APPENDIX L 

Table L 1 

V 1 7 Question 4: Wildlife Viewing Main Reaso n for Cornine, 

Value Iabel 1 value 1 ~ r e q .  

Yes 1 I 1 264 

Don? know / no response I 9 b 6  

YO 1 Vaiid % 

Note. Valid cases: 346, No answer: 56 



Table L2. 

V6 Cateeorv of Respndent by V17 Ouestion 4: Wildlife Viewine Main Reason for Coming 

Ro w 

Total Respo ndent 

Urban Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Rurd Abertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Non Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

SchooI student 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Park employee 

Frequency 

Percentage 

1 Total fiequency 

1 Total percentage 

Note. A: yes. B: no 



APPENDIX M 

V 6  Catenory of Respondent b~ Question 5: Most Meniorable Wildlife Encounter 

A B 

Respondent 1 1  12 

Urban Albertan 

Freque ncy 84 6 

Percentage 59.2 4,2 

Rural Albertaii 

Frequency 30 4 

Percentage 62.5 8.3 

1 Frequency I 5 0 ~  

(table cont iiiues) 



(table continues) 



Table M 1. (cont inued) 

Respondent 29 31 

Urban Albertan 

Frequency 4 14 

Percentage 2.8 9,9 

Rural Albertan 

Freq uency 2 

Percentage 4.2 

Non Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 1 6.3 ( 6.3 

(table continues) 







APPENDIX N 

Table N 1 .  

V6 Catesory of Respondent by Question 6: Wliy Wildlife Encounter so Important 









Table N 1 note. Wildlife species mentioned during encounter 

Plains bison 

Manitoba elk 

Moose 

White-tailed deer 

Coyote 

Beaver 

Other non bird species 

American white pelicans 

Comnion loons 

Red-necked grebes 

Trumpeterhndra swans 

Otl~er birds 

Al1 species 

Wildlife attributes mentioned duriny encounter 

Aggressive behavior of wildlife 

Size or shape of wildlife important 

Wildlife exeriing control over people 

Unspecified animal rnovement(fast) 

Unspeci fied response 

Availability of wildlife 

Closeness to wildlife 

Rarity of wildlife 

Unspecified response 

Presence of others enhanccs viewing 

I'resence of children eiiliances viewing 

Experience stillness / solitude / isolation 

Unspecified response 



Table N2. 

V6 Cateeory of Respondent by Question 6: Whv WildIife Encounter so Important 

Respondent total 

Urban Albertan 

Frequenc y 

Percentage 

Rural AIbertan 

Frequenc y 

Percentage 

Non Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

School student 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Park emplo yee 

Frequency 

Percentage 

1 Total fiequency 

1 Tord percentage 

Note. Percentages and totals based on respondents: 268 valid cases, 134 missing cases 

C29 Element of surprise 
C30 Species is endangered 
C3 1 Species is important historicaliy 

C32 Species in natural environment (free) 
C33 Matemal / patemal behavior 
C34 Animal is cared for 
C35 DK/NA 









'J'able O I , (cont inued) 
i 

Respondent 

Park employee 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Tot al fiequency 

Total percentage 



Table 01 note. Percentages and totals based on respondents: 246 valid cases, 156 no answer 

Wildlife species mentioned 
diiring encounter 

Plains bison 

Manitoba elk 

Moose 

White-tailed deer 

Coyote 

Beaver 

Other non-bird species 

Common loons 

Red-necked grebes 

Woodpeckers 

Other birds 

All species 

Wildlife attributes mentioned during encounter 

Aggressive behavior of wildlife Y Element of surprise 

S i x  or shape of wildlife important Z Species important for historical reasoi~s 

Unspecified animal nioveiiiciit C27 Perception thüt species is fiee 

Availabiliiy of species C28 MaternaVpaternal behavior 

Closeness to wildlife C29 Row totals 

Rarity of wildlife 

U nspeci fied response 

Quantity of wildlife important 

Presence of others enliances wildlife experience 

Presence of childreii enliances vicwing 

Experience of stilliiess 

Coming to the park at a certain tiine 



Table P 1 . 

V27 Ouestion 8: Favorite Wildlife Species in ETNP 

Note. Valid cases: 262. No answer: 120 

Value label 

Bison 

Manitoba ek 

Moose 

Beaver 

Other animal (non- bird) 

Other unspecified (non-bird) 

Bird 

Bird unspecified 
- -- - -  

No preference 

Don3 know / no response 

Total 

Vdue 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

8 

9 
- - - - - - - 

98 

99 

402 

Freq. 

158 

14 

20 

4 

16 

8 

10 

24 
. - - - - -. 

28 

120 

1 O0 

YO 

39.1 

3.5 

5 .O 

1 .O 

4-0 

2.0 

2.5 

6.0 

7.0 

29.9 

1 O0 

Valid % 

56.0 

5 .O 

7.1 

1.4 

5.7 

2.8 

3.5 

8.6 
-- - 

9.9 

-- 

1 O0 



Table P2. 

V6 Category - - of Res~ondent by V27 Ouestion 8: Favorite Wildlife Species in E N  

Jrban Albertan l l 
Percentage 56.9 4.6 

Lurd Albertan 

Frequency 22 4 

Percentage 50.0 9.1 

don Albertan 

Frequency 40 2 

Percentage 58.8 2.9 

School student 

Frequency 12 

Percentage 66.7 

Note. A: bison, B: elk, C: moose, D: beaver, E: other animal (non-bird). 

F: other unspecified (non-bird), G: bird, H: bird unspecified, 1: no preference 



APPENDIX Q 

Table Q 1. 

V30 Ouestion 9: Special Trips to EINP To See Wildlife 

Note. Valid cases: 272, No answer: 130 

VaIid % 

89.7 

10.3 

-- 

100.0 . 

Value label 

Yes 

, No 
t 

Don't kno w / no response 

Freq. 

244 

28 

130 

Value 

1 

2 

9 

Total 

YO 

60.7 

7.0 

32.3 

402 1 100.0 



Table 42. 

V6 Categorv of Respondent bv V30 Question 9: S~ecial Trios to E W  to See Wildlife 

Respondent 1 

Percentage 

School student 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Park employee 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Total fiequency 

Total percentage 

Note. A: yes, B: no 



APPEN 

Table RI. 

V3 1 Ouestion 10: Im~ortance of Meeting Wildlife in EINP 

Value Iabei 

Very unimportant 

Unimportant 

Important 

Very important 

Don't know / no response 

Total 

Value Freq. 

Note- Valid cases: 272. No answer: 130 



Table R2. 

V6 Cateeow of Remondent bv V3 1 Question 10: Importance of Meeting Wildlife in EINP 

1 Roa 

Respondent 

Urban Albertan 

Total 

( Frequency 

Percentage 

Rural Albertan 

l Frequency 

Percentage 

Non Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Schooi student 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Park ernployee 

1 Frequency 

Percentage 

Total fkequency 

Total percentage 
I 

Note. A: unimportant, B: very unimportant, C:  important, D: very important 



Table S 1 - 

V32 Ouestion 1 1 : Whether Anvone With Remondent 

YO 

55.7 

9.5 

34.8 

100.0 

Freq. Value label Vaiid % 

85.5 

14.5 

-- 

100-0 

Value 

Yes 

No 

Don't know / no response 

1 

2 

9 

Total 

224 

38 

140 

402 



Table S2. 

Row 

Total Respondent 

I Urban Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Rurd Albertan 

Frequency 

1 Percentage 

Non Albertan I 
Frequency 

Percentage 

School student 

1 Frequency 

Percentage 

I Frequency 

Percentage 

Total fiequency 

1 Total percentage 

Note. A: yes, B: no 



Table T 1. 

V33 Question 12: Importance of Sharing Wildlife Encounter 

Value label 1 Value 1 Freq. 1 % ( Valid % 

Yes 

- - 

Don't know / no response 

Total 402 100.0 100.0 

Note. Valid cases: 246. No answer: 156 



Table T2. 

V6 Catepory of Res~ondent by V33 Ouestion 12: Imaortance of Sharing Wildlife Encounter 

Urban Albertan 

1 Frequency 

Rural Albert an 

l Frequency 

Non Albertan 

Total t 

Frequenc y 

Percentage 

40 1 

School student 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Park employee 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Total fiequency 

Total percentage I 

Note. A: yes? 8: no 

Row A B 











l'able U 1 . note. Percentages and totals based on respoiidents: 196 valid cases, 206: no answer 

Wildlife Attributes or Characteristics Mentioned: 

Animal was fighting 

Predator 1 prey relationship 

Threat 1 persona1 danger 

Aggressive behavior of wildlife 

Wildlife exerting control over people 1 wildlife in comniand 

Running 

Swimming 1 in the water 

Eat ing 

Sleeping 

Gathering in herds 1 interacting with other species nieinbers 

Coning down 1 climbing a tree 

Non-specific mention of animal presence, behavior or movement 

DWNA 

Aninial is in a natural state 1 habitat I king fixe or in the wild 

Animal is peacefùl 1 tranquil 

Feeling of invasion in the presence of wildlifelbeing in their territory 

Aninial was caring for its young I being maternaVpaterna1 

Sounds of animaIlnature important 

Closeness to wildlife 

Size 1 shape 1 gencral appearance of wildlife important 

E lement of surprise 1 unexpected lunusual Inovelty 

Species is rare or important for historical reasonslrepresents ties to past 

Wildlife Species Ment ioned: 

W Bison Y Moose C27 Otlier (cornioraiit, coyote, groiiiid squirrel, leech, porcupine, tree sqiiirrel) 

X Elk Z Beaver 



APPENDIX v 

Table V 1 - 

V37 Question 14: Where Wildlife Encounter Hap~ened 

Value Label Value Freq. 

Bison paddock 1 3 4  

1 EU< Island parkway 

1 Other 

I 1 Total 1 402 

Note. Valid cases: 260, No answer: 142 



Table V2. 

V6 Categoxy o f  Res~ondent by V3 7 Question 14: Where Wiidlife Encounter Happened 

Respondent 

Row 

Total 

120 

46.2 

Urban Albertan 

Frequenc y 

Percentage 
- - - - - - - 

Rural Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Non Aibertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

School student 

Frequenc y 

Percentage 

Park employee 

Frequency 

Percent age 

1 Total fiequcncy 

1 Total pereentage 

Note. A: bison paddock, B: Elk Island parkway, C: recreation are% D: other 



Table W 1. 

V38 Ouestion 15: Whether Encounter Hap~ened in Car 

Note. Valid cases: 250. No answer: 152 

Value label 

Yes 

N o  

Don't know / no response 

I 

Freq. 

156 

94 

Value 

1 

2 

?'O 

38.8 

23.4 

9 

Valid % 

62.4 

3 7.6 
I 

152 

1 

Total , 402 

37.8 

100.0 

-- 

100.0 



Table W2. 

V6 Categorv of Remondent by V38 Ouestion1 5: Whether Encounter Happened in Car 

Respondent 

Urban Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

1 Frequency 

Percentage 

Non Alberta 

I Frequency 

Percentage 

School student 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Park employee 

I Frequency 

Percentage 

Total fiequency 

Total percentage 

Row 

To ta1 

Note. A: yes, B: no 



Table XI . 

V39 Question 16: Times Der Year Respondent Cornes to ENIP 

Value Label 

once 
.. - 

twice 

three tirnes 

more than 3 tirnes 

Don't know / no response 

Total / 402 1100.0 1 100.0 

Note. Vaiid cases: 240. No answer: 162 



Table X2. 

V6 Categow of Respondent bv V39 Question 16: Times Der Year Respondent Cornes to 

Respondent 

Row 

Tot al 

Urban Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

I Rural Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Non Albertan 

I Frequency 

Percentage 

School student 

I Frequenc y 

1 Percentage 

1 ~ a r k  employee 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Total frequency 
- - -  1 Total percentage 

Note. A: once, B: twice, C: three times, D: more than 3 t 



Table Y 1. 



Table Y2, 

V6 Cateeory of Respondent by V40 Question 17: Presence of Favorite Wildlife Sound 

Roui 

Total Respondent 

Urban Abertan 

Frequency 

Percent age 

Rural Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Non Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

l School student 

I Frequency 

Percentage 

Park empfoyee 

Frequency 

1 Percentage 

1 Total percentage 

Note. A: yes, B: no 



APPENDIX Z 

Table Z 1. 

V41 Question 18: Sound Remondent Would Most Like to Hear 

Note. Valid cases: 1 10. No answer: 292 

“!40 

15.9 

O. 5 

2.0 

2.0 

7.0 

72.6 

100.0 

Value label 

Common ioon 

Red-necked grebe 

Manitoba elk 

Coyote 

Other 

Don't know / no response 

Value 

I 

2 

3 

4 

8 

9 

Total 

Freq. 

64 

C 3 

8 

8 

28 

292 

402 



Table 22. 

V6 Categorv of Respondent bv V41 Ouestion 18: Sound Respondent Would Most Like to Hear 

tural Albertan 

Frequency 

Percent age 
-- 

Von Albertan 

Frequenc y 

Percentage 
- 

School student 

Frequency 

Percent age 
-- - 

Park employee 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Total frequency 
- 

Totd percentage 

7 

Row 

Total 

Note. A: Cornmon 100% B: Red-necked grebe, C: Manitoba ek, D: coyote, E: other 



APPENDIX AA 

TabIe A M .  

V42 Question 19: Favorite Season for Viewing Widlife 

Note. Valid cases: 226, No answer. 176 

YO 

5 -5 

21 -4 

6.5 

1.5 

21 -3 

43 -8 

100.0 

Freq. 

22 

86 

26 

6 

86 

176 

402 

Value label 

Spring 

Summer 

Fall 

Win? er 

No pref. / > 1 season 

Don't know / no response 

Valid % 

9.7 

38.1 

11.5 

2.7 

38.0 

-- 

100.0 

Value 

1 

2 

3 

4 

8 

9 

Total 



Table AA2. 

V6 Category of Remondent bv V42 Ouestion 19: Favorite Season for Viewing Wildlife 

- 

Row 

Total Respondent 

Urban Aibertan 

Frequency 

Percent age 

1 Rural Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Non Albertan 

I Frequency 

1 Percentage 

I School student 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Park employee 

I Frequenc y 

Percentage 

Total eequency 

Total percentage 

Note. A: spring. B: summer, C:  fd .. D: winter, E: no preference or greater than one season 



Table AB 1. 

V43 Ouestion 20: Activity While Seeing Wildlife (Outside of a Car) 

Value label 1 value 

Bic ycling 

Boating / canoeing 

Picnic king 

Camping 

Other 

Don't know / no response 

1 Total 

Freq. Valid % 

Note. Valid cases: 180, No answer: 222 



Table AB2. 

V6 Cateeorv of Respondent by V43 Question 20: Activity Whde Seeine Wildlife 

Row 

Total Respondent 

Urban Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Rural Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Non Albertan 

Frequenc y 

Percentage 

School student 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Park employee 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Total gequency 

Total percentage 

Note. A: hiking, B: skiing, C :  bicychg, D: golfing, E: boating/canoeing, F: picnicking, 

G: camping, H: other 



Table AC 1. 

V45 Ouestion 21 : How Would You Spend the Day With a Wildlife Expert? 

Value 

A: explanation general - interacting 

B: explanation general - k ing  shown 

C: exploration walking 

D: exploration canoeing / boating 

E: exploration unusual 

F: exploration unknown 

G: handling 

H: identification 

1: observation.. habits or behavior 

J: observation, natural setting 
- - - -. - -- 

K: learning, general 

Don't know / no response 

Total 

Note. Valid cases: 168, No answer: 234 







279 
Tables AC 1, AC2 note. 

A: Explanation generaI - explainhg things (non-specific) interacting / taking / listening to 

expert. 

B: Explanation general- k i n g  s h o w  around animals 1 going on a guided tour / getting to 

know the park. 

C: Explanation walking - k ing  s h o w  animals 1 wildlife while waUcing / hiking / exploring 

trails / going on a guided walk 

D. Exploration canoeing / boating - king s h o w  animats / wildlife while canoeing or boating 

E. Exploration unusual- looking for the unusuaVexoticlnew species of wildlife 

F. Exploration unknown - expiorhg the unknown or forbidden / exploring the wild aspects of 

the park 

G. Handling - wanting to observe how animals act when corralled / controlled / handled or 

wanting to help handle animals (go on a roundup, see herding) 

H. Identification - identification of wildlife / being involved in an animal survey 

1. Observation, habits or behavior - observing wildlife, their habits or behavior. looking for 

tracks or their signs / wanting to know where/when to see specific species 

J. Observation, natural setting - observing wildlife in a natural setting/environment or 

interested in park ecosystem / k i n g  shown different sites within the park 

K. Learning general- wanting to l e m  / gain knowledge about wildlife or history of park 

98. Expert fatigue - saying they don? need a wildlife expert / preferring to be alone 

99. Don't know / no response 



APPENDIX AD 

Table AD 1.  

V48 Question 22: 1s There Anything Else Concerning Your Interest in Widlife? 

Value label 

I 1 Total 1 402 

Don't know / no response 

Note. Valid cases: 120, No answer: 282 

Value Freq. 

99 282 





Table AD2. (cont inued) 

Row 

Total 

22 

18.3 

Respondent 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Park employee 

Frequenc y 

Percent age 

Total frequency 



Tables AD1, AD2 note. 

A: Information general -- provide pamphlets. brochures. videos- exhibits 

B: Information wildlife -- provide information 1 pictures of wildlife, habits, behavior, viewing 

tirnes and places, check lists 

C: Advertking / promotion--advert& or promote the park 1 saw the park advertised 

somewhere / sell souvenirs 

D: Park 1 interpretive centre progamming - add 1 delete / change programming offered by the 

park or interpretive centre (story telling, wildlife danger, theatre programs) 1 exhibitd park 

radio 1 fee concems 

E: Park / interpretive centre infrastructure - add / delete / change Mures or amenities in the 

park or interpretive centre / add roads or trails 1 clean / repair 1 f?x lakes, trails or roads 1 

add recreational facilities 1 extend boardwalk 1 add picnic areas 1 keep parkway open 

F: Park / wildlife preservation -- concern about park ecosystem 1 concem regardhg people. 

motorized vehicles, boats, golf course. recreation area 

G: Park orientation -- better maps 1 better signage / too much signage 1 more information on 

where to h d  every-thing 

H: Human resource management -- uicrease staff and/or hours / provide hterpreter or tour 

guide / provide transportation 1 keep facilities open longer 1 have stdfspeak German 

1: Animal management-- cull certain species / restock lake 1 provide holding pens 1 provide 

information on animal management or dangers of wildlife 

J: Other- information not elsewhere classified 



Table AE 1. 

V5 1 Question 23: 1s There Anvthuig Else You Could Suggest We Do To Enhance Your 
Wildlife Experience? 

Freq. 

12 

Value Iabel 

A: infornation general 

Value 

1 

16 

14 

B: information wildlife 

C: advertising / promotion 

2 

3 

20 

26 

D: park 1 interpretitve centre prograITzrning 

E: park / interpretitve centre infkstructure 

4 

5 

32 

12 

F: park 1 wildlife preservation 

G: park orientation 

1 Total 1 402 

6 

7 

34 

2 

H: human resource management 

1: animal management 

Note. Valid cases: 1 88, No ançwer: 2 14 

8 

9 

20 

214 

J: other information not elsewhere classified 

Don't know 1 no response 

88 

99 





Table AE2. (continued) 

Respondent I 1  
School student 

Frequency 

Percent age 

Park employee 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Total frequency 1 l 2  

Row 

Total 



Tables AE 1. AE2 note. 

Information general -- provide pamphlets, brochures, videos, exhibits 

Information wildlife -- provide information / pictures of wildlife, habits. behavior, viewulg 

times and places' check lias 

Advertising / promotion--advertise or promote the park / saw the park advertised 

sornewhere / seU souvenirs 

Park / interpretive centre progamming - add / delete / change programming oEered by 

the park or interpretive centre (story telling, wildlife danger, theatre programs) / exhibitsl 

park radio 1 fee concerns 

Parkhterpretive centre inf?astructure - add 1 delete / change fixtures or arnenities in the 

park or interpretive centre / add roads or trails I clean / repair / fix trails or roads / add 

recreationa1 facilities / extend boardwalk / add picnic areas / keep parkway open 

Park / wildlife preservation -- concern about park ecosystem / concem regarding people? 

motorized vehicles. ba ts ,  golf CO urse, recreation area 

Park orientation -- better maps / better signage / too much signage 1 more information on 

where to find everything 

Human resource management -- increase staffand/or hours / provide interpreter or tour 

guide / provide transportation / keep faciMies open longer / have staff speak Gemtan 

Animal management -- cull certain species / restock lake / provide holding pend provide 

information on animal management or dangers of wildlife 

Other -- information not elsewhere classifïed 



Question 24: Please IdentQ 

Table AF 1. 

APPENDIX AF 

the Foiiowing Photos of WiIdlife 

V54 Moose Identification bv Photo 

Yes I l 

Value Label Value 

No 

Don't know / no response 

Note. Valid cases: 242, No answer: 160 

Total 

Freq. 

2 

9 

402 

YO 

24 

160 

Valid % 

100.0 

6 

40 

100.0 

9.9 

-- 



Table AF2. 

V6 Category of Respondent bv V54 Moose Identification 

Respondent 

Row 

To tai 

Urban AIbertan 

Frequency I l l  

96.5 

Rural Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Non Albertan 

Frequenc y 

Percentage 

School student 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Park employee 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Note. A: yes, B: no 



Table AF3. 

V5 5 White-tailed Deer Identification bv Photo 

Note. Valid cases: 242, No answer: 160 

b 

Value label 

Yes 

No 

Don't know / no response 

I 1 Totd 1 402 1 100.0 1 100.0 I 

Value 

1 

2 

9 

Valid % 

83.5 

2 6.5 
1 

-- 

Freq. 

202 

40 

160 

YO 

50-2 

10.0 

39.8 



Table AF4. 

V6 Cate~ory of Remondent bv V55 White-tailed Deer Identification 

Frequency 

Percentage 

School student 

Frequency 

i Percentage 

l Park employee 

1 Frequency 

Percentage 

Total fiequency 

Total percentage 

Note. A: yes, B: no 



Table AF5. 

V56 Coyote Identification by Photo 

- - 

Note. VaIid cases: 242: No answer: 260 

Value Label 

Yes 

No 

Don't know / no response 

r 

Value 

1 

2 

9 

Total 

Freq. 

192 

50 

160 

402 

YO 

47.8 

12.4 

39.8 

100.0 

Valid % 

79.3 

20.7 

-- 

100.0 



Table AF6. 

V6 Cateeorv of Remondent bv V56 Covote Identification 

Respondent n 
Frequency 

Percentage 

Rural Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Non Albertan 

A 

Frequency 

B 

Percentage 

School student 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Park employee 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Total frequency 

Total percentage 

Eow 

Total 

16 

80.0 

14 

100.0 

192 

79.3 

Note. A: yes, B: no 



Table AF7. 

V57 Northern Onole Identification bv Photo 

Value label 

Yes 

Note. Valid cases: 242, No answer: 160 

Value 

Don't know 1 no response 

Freq. 

I 

1 78 

9 

Total 

160 

402 



Table AF8. 

V6 Cateeory of Respondent bv V57 Northem Oriole Identification 

Respondent 

Percent age 

Rural Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Non Albertan 

1 Frequency 

I Percentage 

School student 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Frequency 

Percent age 

Total fiequency 

1 Total percentage 

Row 

Total 

Note. A: yes, B: no 



Table AF9. 

V58 Red-necked Grebe Identification by Photo 

/ Value 1 Freq. 

Yes 

Don't know I no response 

1 Total 1 402 

Note- Valid cases: 242. No answer: 160 



Table AFl O. 

V6 Category of Res~ondent by V58 Red-necked Grebe Identification 

Respondent 

I Urban Albertan 

Percentage 

Rural Albertan 

Frequency 

Percent age 

Non Albertan 

1 Frequency 

Percentage 

School student 

I Frequenc y 

Percentage 

Park employee 

I Frequenc y 

1 Percentage 

Total percentage 

Note. A: yes, B: no 

Row 

Total 



Table Al? 1 1 .  

V59 Black-capped Chickadee Identification by Photo 

Note- Valid cases: 242, No answer: 1 60 

Value Iabel 

Yes 

No 

Don't know / no response 

i 

Freq. 

84 

158 

160 

402 

Value 

1 

2 

9 

Total 

940 

20.9 

39.3 

39.8 

100.0 

Valid % 

34.7 

65.3 

-- 

100.0 



Table AF12. 

V6 Cateeory of Respondent bv V59 Black-capaed Chickadee Identification 

Respondent 

Row 

To ta1 

Urban Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Rural Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Non Aibertan 

Frequenc y 

1 Percentage 

School student 

Frequency 

Percentage 

I Park employee 

Frequency 

Percentage 

1 Total fiequency 

1 Total percentage 

Note. A: yes, B: no 



Table AF 1 3. 

V60 Pncklv Rose Identification by Photo 

- - -  - 

Note. Valid cases: 122, No answer: 280 

Value Label 

Y es 

No 

Don't know 1 no response 

Value 

1 

- 3 

9 

Total 

Freq. 

88 

154 

160 

402 

YO 

21 -9 

38.3 

39.8 

100.0 

Valid % 

36.4 

63-6 

-- 

100.0 



Table AF14- 

V6 Cateeorv of Respondent bv V60 Pricklv Rose Identification 

Respondent 

I Urban Albertan 

I Frequency 

Percent age 

Rural Albertan 

Frequency 

1 Percentage 

Non Albertan 

Frequenc y 

Percent age 

School student 

Frequency 

Percentage 

l 
- - 

Park employee 

Frequency 

Percentage 

- ITO ta1 percent age 

- 

Row 

Total 

Note. A: yes, B: no 



Table AF 1 5 - 

V6 1 Butte* (Tiger Swallouitail) Identification bv Photo 

Valid % 

31.4 

68.6 

-- 

100.0 

Note. Valid cases: 242, No answer: 160 

YO 

18.3 

41.3 

40 -4 

100.0 

Freq. 

76 

166 

160 

402 

Value label 

Yes 

No 

Don't know / no response 

Value 

1 

2 

9 

To ta1 
- 



Table AF16. 

V6 Category of Respondent bv V61 Butterflv (Tiger Swallowtail) Identification 

Row 

Tot al 

Urban Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Rural Albertan 

Frequenc y 

Percentage 

Non Albertan 

Frequency 

Percentage 

School student 

Frequency 

Percentage 

Park empioyee 

Frequenc y 

Percentage 

Total percentage 

Note. A: yes, B: no 



APPENDIX AG 

WILDLIFE VTEWERS INTERVIEWS 

ELK ISLAND NATIONAL PARK 

CODEBOOK 

l99S/96 

NOTATIONS 

DK: don? know 

NA: not applicable 

NR: no response 

V3 6-7 DAY 

VI1 (Occupation) was coded using the two digit codes fiom Statistics Canada 199 

Standard Occupational Classification Manual (Catalogue Nurnber 1 2-5 65)  

COL VARNAME 

1-3 REC Respondent number 

4-5 MONTH Month of interview 

actual month coded 

DK / NR .......... 99 

Calendar day of interview 

actual day coded 

....... DK / NR ..99 

8 TIME Time of interview 

Moming (12:OO a.m. - 1 1 5 9  a-m.) 

Mernoon (1200 p.m - 559 p.m.) 

Evening (6:OO p.m. - 1 1 5 9  p-m.) 

DK / NR9 



VAR COL VARNAME 

V5 9 LOC Location where the survey took place within E N  

Astotin Recreation Area main parking lot/ beach area 

Sandy Beach Campground 

Interpretive Centre 

Information Centre 

Elk Island Parkway 

North Gate and/or South Gate 

GoK Course 

Other 

DKINR 

V6 10 CAT Category o f  respondent 

Alberta Urban 

Albertan Rural 

Non Aibertan 

School Student 

Park Employee 

DK 1 NR 



VAR COL VARNAME 

V7 11-12 AGE Age of respondent 

V8 13 SEX 

Under 1 6 

16 - 19 

20 - 24 

25 - 29 

30 - 34 

35 - 39 

40 - 43 

45 - 49 

50 - 54 

55 - 59 

60 - 69 

70 - 74 

75 and over 

DK / NR 

Sex of respondent 

Male 

Fernale 

D K m R  

V9 14 USAGE Respondents' use of EINP 

Day user 

Overnight user 

DK / NR 



VAR COL VARNAME 

V 10 1 5 ORIGTN Principal residence of respondent 

Edmonton 

Fort Saskatchewan 

Other Alberta 

Other Canada 

us 

Europe 

Other Foreip 

DK/NR 

Principal occupation of respondent 

Management occupations 

Business. finance and admuUstrative occupations 

Natural and applied sciences, and related occupations 

Health occupations 

Social sciences, education, govemment sefices and religion 

Art. culture. recreation and sports 

Sales and service 

Trades, transport and equipment operators and related occupations 

Occupations unique to prirnary industry 

Occupations unique to pr ocessing, rnanufacturing and utilities 

Not working (retired, keeping house, student) 

DKINR 
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WE ARE TRYTNG TO UNDERSTAND THE IMPORTANCE OF WLDLIFE 

ENCOUNTERS IN THE PARK AND 1 WOULD LIKE TO ASK YOU A FEW SHORT 

QUESTIONS BASED ON SOME OF YOUR EXPERIENCES WITH WLDLIFE. WE 

DEFINE WILDLIFE AS ALL LIVING NATIVE ANMALSI BIRDS AND PLANTS IN 

THE PARK- 

VAR COL VARNAME 

VI2 18 TSPENT 

1. How long did you spend in the park? 

Less than one hour 1 

1 - 3 hours 2 

3 - 5 hours 3 

More than 5 hours but not overnight 4 

Overnight 5 

DK / NR 9 

2. What is your main reason for comùig to EINP? 

on the way to destination / lost / by accident 1 

to see large anirnals like ellc & bison 2 

to bird watch 3 

to enjoy scenery and relax 4 

to camp 6 

to golf 7 

to attend park interpretive programs or facilities to l e m  9 

about nature 

to walk a trail / hike 



Other 

DK/NR 

VAR COL VARNAME 

VI3 19-20 REASONl 

V14 21-22 REASON2 

V15 23-24 REASON3 

V16 25 EXIST 

FIRST reason mentioned 

SECOND reason mentioned 

THIRD reason mentioned 

3. In your opinion what is the rnost important reason for the 

existence of Elk Island National Park? 

Eco logical 1 

Recreat ional 2 

Bo th eco logical and recreational 3 

Other 8 

DK / NR 9 

V17 26 WLREASON 4. 1s to view wildlife the major reason you came to Elk 

Island National Park? 

Yes 1 

No 2 

DK / NR 9 

5.  M a t  is the most mernorable wildlife encounter you have 

had in the park? 



VAR COL VARNAME 

VI8 27-28 WLENEXl 

VZU 31-32 

v21 33-34 

V22 35-36 

V23 37-38 

V24 39-40 

FIRST response given 

see APPENDIX A for codes 

SECOND response given 

see APPENDIX A for codes 

THTRD response given 

see APPENDIX A for codes 

6.  Why was this encounter with wildlife so h p o n m ?  

FIRST response given 

see APPENDIX A for codes 

SECOND response given 

see APPENDIX A for codes 

THRD response given 

see APPENDIX A for codes 

7. How do you d e h e  a most memorable wildlife 

encounter? 

FIRST response given 

see APPENDIX A for codes 

SECOND response given 

see APPENDIX A for codes 

THIRD response given 

see APPENDIX A for codes 



8. What is your favorite wildlife species in the park? 

Bison 

Elk 

Moose 

Beaver 

Other animal (non-bird) 

Other animal unspecified (non-bird) 

Plant 

B ird 

Bird unspecified 

No preference 

D K / M Z  

VAR COL VARNAME 

V27 45-56 WLFAV1 FIRST species mentioned 

V28 47-48 WLFAVS SECOND species mentioned 

V29 49-50 WLFAV3 THIRD species mentioned 

V30 51 SPTRIPS 9. Haveyournadespecialtripstotheparktoseewildlife? 

Yes 

No 

DK / NR 



VAR 

V3 1 

V32 

v 3 3  

COL VARNAME 

52 WLMTIMP 10. 

53 WASALONE 

How important was it for you to meet wildlife while in 

Elk Island National Park? 

Very unimportant 1 

Unimportant 2 

Important 

Very important 

DK / NR 

Was anyone with 

Yes 

No 

DK!NR 

Neither important nor unimportant 3 

4 

5 

9 

you during p u r  wildlife encounter? 

How important is it that p u  share this wiidlife encounter 

with someone? 

Yes 

No 

DK / NR 

13. Was it something the wildiife wîs doing that 

made it your most mernorable encounter? 



VAR COL VARNAME 

V34 55-56 WACTTONl FIRST response given 

see APPENDIX B for codes 

SECOND response given 

see APPENDIX B for codes 

THTRD response given 

see APPENDIX B for codes 

V37 61 WLENLOC 14. Where did this excellent wildlife encounter happen? 

Bison paddock 

Elk Island Parkway 

Recreation area 3 

Other 4 

DK / NR 9 

V38 62 WLENCAR 15. Did this wildlife encounter happen while you were in the 

car? 

Yes 1 

No 2 

DK/NR 9 

V39 63 VISITPYR 16. How many times a year do you corne to EU< Island to 

view wildlife? 

Once 

Twice 

Three times 

More than three times 

DK/NR 



VAR COL VARNAME 

V40 64 WLSNDFAV 17. Do you have a favorite wildlife sound or voice here in 

the park? 

Yes 1 

No 2 

DK / NR 9 

V4 1 65 WLSNDPRF 1 8. Of dBerent wildWe sounds, what would you most like to 

Common loon 1 

Manitoba elk 3 

Coyote 4 

Other (Red tree squirrel. Blue jay. Red- 8 

tailed hawk, beaver. Canada goose, White- 

tailed deer, moose. White-throated 

sparrow, duck. buffaiohison Richardson 

ground squirrel. bittem) 



VAR COL VARNAME 

V42 66 SEASON 19. Do you have a favorite season for wildlife viewhg in the 

park? 

No preferencehore than one season 
rnentioned 

20. Have you had any meaningful wildlife encounters in the 

park while participating in O ther activities? 

Hiking 

S king 

B icyc ling 

Photographing 

Golfing 

Picnicking 

Canoeing 

Other (bird watching. in a vehicle, 
snowshoeing) 



VAR COL VARNAME 

FIRST activity mentioned 

SECOND activity mentioned 

21. If you won the prize of spending the day with a 

wildlife expert of your choice, how would (you) 

want to spend the day in EUc Island? Doing 

what? 

FIRST response given 

see APPENDIX C for codes 

SECOND response given 

see APPENDIX C for codes 

V47 73-74 SAFARI3 THIRD response given 

see APPENDIX C for codes 

22. 1s there anything else conceming your interest in 

wildlife? 

FIRST response given 

see APPENDIX D for codes 

SECOND response given 

see APPENDIX D for codes 

THRD response given 

see APPENDIX D for codes 



VAR COL VARNAME 

23. 1s there anything else you could suggen we could do to 

enhance your wildlife experience? 

FIRST response given 

see APPENDIX D for codes 

SECOND response given 

see APPENDIX D for codes 

THIRD response given 

see APPENDIX D for codes 

24. Please identify the foilowing Eom photos (knowledge 

test). 

V54 87 TEST1 a. FemaIe moose 

Yes 

No 

DK / NR 

b. White-tailed deer 

Yes 

No 

DK / NR 

c. Coyote 

Yes 

No 

DK 1 NR 



VAR COL VARNAME 

V57 90 TEST4 d. Northem oriole 

Yes 

No 

DK/NR 

TESTS e. Red-necked grebe 

Yes 

No 

DK / NR 

TEST6 f Black-capped chickadee 

Yes 

No 

DK 1 NR 

V60 93 - TEST7 g. Prickly rose 

Yes 

No 

DK / NR 

TEST8 h. Butterfly (Tiger swailo wtai.) 

Yes 

No 

DK/NR 



Questions 5 ,6  & 7 (V 1 8 through V26) 

5 ,  What is the rnost exceHent wiidlife encounter you have had in the park? 

6 .  Why was this encounter with wildlife so important? 

7. How do you d e h e  an excellent wildlife encounter? 

Specitic Non-Bird Soecies Mentioned: 

Bison 

Manitoba eik 

Moose 

White-tailed deer 

Coyote 

Beaver 

Other (bear. bagonfly? fiog, ground squirrel, leech, lynx, muskrat, 

porcupine, tree squirrel, tadpole, toad) 

S~ecific Bird Species Mentioned: 

2 1. American white pelicans 

22. Common loons 

23. Red-necked grebes 

24. Woodpeckers 

25, Swans 

26. Red-tailed hawks 

27. Other (Bald eagle, Barrows goldeneye, Bittem Black crowned heron, 
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Double crested cormorant, duck, geese, Great blue heron, Great grey 

owl. Moming warbler, Red winged blackbird. Veery) 

29. all speciednon-specific interest in wildlife 

Wildlife Viewine - Attributes 

Aggressive behavior of wildlife / anùnals fighting / threat of personal 

danger / seehg someone injured 

Size andor shape of wildlife important 

Wildlife exerting control over people / wildlife in command 

Unspecified animal movement / fast movement 

Avaiiability of a particular species enhances experience 

Being close to wildlife / sense o f  intimacy with wildlife 

Rrrrity of wildlife 

Unspecified response 

Quantity / number of wildiife important 

Presence of others enhances wildlife expenence 

Presence of children enhances wildlife experience 

Expenence of stillness / quiet / isolation I solitude 

Unspecified response 

Element of surprise 1 unexpected / unusual / novelty 

Feeling that the species is endangered 

Feeling that the species represents ties to the past or is important for 

historical reasons 

Perception that the species is free or is in its natural environment 

Mention of materna1 1 patemal behavior 1 preference for young / seeing 



yomg king bom 

66. Feeling that E is important that the animal is cared for 

Missing Information: 

99. DK/NA 



Question 13 (V34 V35 V36) 

Was it something the wiidlife was doing that made it your favorite encounter? 

Movements 1 Behavior I Feelings Relatine To Aggression Or Fear: 

1 1. Animal Was fighting 

12. Predator 1 prey relationship 1 animals eatwfeeding on other animais 

1 3. Feeling of threat / persona1 danger 

14. Aggressive behavior of wildlife 

1 Wildlife exerting control over people / wildlife in command 

Other Animal Movements / Behavior: 

Running 

Swimming / in the water 

Eat ing 

Sleeping 

Gathering in herds / interacting with other species members 

ComLig down 1 climbing a tree 

Animal young k ing  bom 

Non-specific mention of anima1 presence, behavior or movement 

Dimensions Relatine to the Natural Environment: 

3 1. Animal is in a natural state 1 habitat 1 king fkee or in the wild 

3 2. Animal is peaceful / tranquil 
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33. Feeling of invasion when in the presence of wildlife / k ing  in their 

temtory 

34. Animal was caring for its young / k i n g  rnatemaVpaternal 

35. Soundsofanunal/natureimportant 

Other Dimensions: 

4 1 . Being close to wildlife important 

42. Size/shape/general appearance of wildlife important 

43. Seeing wildlife fiom a distance 

44. Element of surprise / unexpected / unusual / novelty 

45. Species is rare or is important for histoncal reasons / represents ties to 

Past 

Specific Species Mentioned: 

51. Bison 

52. Manitoba elk 

53. Moose 

54. Beaver 

55. Other (Double-crested cormorant. coyote, Richardson ground squirrel. 

leech, porcupine, Red tree squirrel) 

Missino Information: 



APPENDIX AJ 

Question 21 (V45 V46 V47) 

If you won the prize of spending the day with a wildlife expert of your choice, 

ho w would (you) want to spend the day in Eik Island? Doing what? 

05 Exploration unusual- 

O6 Exploration unknown - 

07 Handhg - 

08 Identification - 

Expianation general - explaining t hings (non-specifïc) 

interacting / talking 1 listening to expert. 

Explmation general - king shown around / go ing on a guided 

tour / getting to know the park 

Exploration walking - king shown animals / wildwe while 

w a b g  / hiking / exploring trails gouig 

on a guided walk 

Exploration canoeing / boating 

king shown anirnals / wildlife while 

canoeing or boating 

loo king for the unusuaYexo tic/new 

species of wildlife 

exploring the unknown or forbidden / 

exploring the wild aspects of the park 

wanting to observe how animais act when 

corralled / controlled / handled or wanting 

to help handle animals (go on a roundup, 

see herding) 

identification of wildlife / being involved 

in an animal survey 



09 Observation, habits or behavior 

observing wildlife, their habits or 

behavior, looking for tracks or their signs 

1 wanting to know where/when to see 

specifk species 

10 Observation, naturd setting 

observing wildlife in a natural 

setting/environment or interested in park 

ecosystem / k i n g  shown dEerent sites 

within the park 

1 1 Learning general - wanting to learn 1 gain knowledge about 

wildlife or history of park 

98 Expert fatigue - saying they don't need a wildlife expert / 

preferring to be alone 

99 DKINA 



APPENDTX AK 

Questions 22 and 23 (V48 through V53) 

22. 1s there anything else conceming your interest in wildlife? 

23. 1s there anything else you could suggest we do to enhance your wiidlife 

experience? 

0 1 Information general provide pamphlets, brochures, videos, 

exhibits 

02 Information Widlife provide information/pictures of wildlife, 

habits, behavior, viewing tirnes and places. 

checklists 

03 Advertising 1 promotion advertise or promote the park / saw the 

park advertised somewhere / sell souvenin 

04 Park / interpretive centre programmùig 

add 1 delete / change programming offered 

by the park or interpretive centre (story 

telling, wiidlife danger, theatre programs) 

exhibits / park radio / fee 

addhernovekhange fixtures or arnenities in 

the park or interpretive centre / add roads 

or trails / clead repaidfix Mes, trails or 

roads / add recreational facilities / extend 

boardwalk / add picnic areas / keep 

parkway open 

05 Park inf?astructure 



07 Park orientation 

09 Animal Management 

88 Other 

99 DK/NA 
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06 Park / wildlife preservation concern about park ecosystem / concem 

regarding people. motorized vehicles. 

boats, golf course, recreation area 

better rnaps / better signage / too much 

signage / more information on where to find 

everything 

O8 Human Resource Management 

increase s t ~  andor hours / provide 

interpreter or tour guide / provide 

transportation / keep facilities open longer I 

have sta f f  speak G e m  

cul1 certain species / restock lake / provide 

holding pens / provide information on 

animal management or dangers of wildlife 

information no t elsewhere classified 




